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V wave of the Hag and the engine slows
camped near where the upset took place; slowly, eaeii ono getting up In turn and
•town
Another signal ami it stops with and,
the assistance of one of taking olf his hat.
• in'
plough at the opposite side of t he field, I lie procuring
to take
We must have looked comical, for we
k
charge of the horses,
ploughman changes his seat, the an- she vaipieros
walked back in the. dark, a distance ol all had on woolen shirts, our sleeves were
h >:
moii d
slightly and the engine starts tii.ee miles, in search of the
driver. On rolled up and our collars turned back.
lorward a few fret. The flag waves, the
*f*
tightens, and the plough starts oii<jls arriving where tin* poor fellow was, she Our pants were tied about our waists, and
his leg, procured him water tucked up in no very careful manner into
r turn journey,
making four new furrows, bound up
Add to our costume
to assuage his burning thirst, and stayed
our rubber boot-legs
ai»\ \\ r mjc.s or m u iii\rij:Y.
with him two hours until assistance came. oi'dit faces unshaven an 1 unshorn for
the**With
truly splendid means the Hr.
Hays, who was called upon to attend weeks, and you can catch some idea of
"iinl is ploughed, subsoiled or harrowed at
flu* injured mail, expresses his firm belief our general appearance.
a very rapid rate.
is
Harrowing
performThe pale light of our sputtering candle
that ii a draw-knife and suitable material
*1 at the rate of twenty acres or more a
been at hand, ftjiss Plunkett would added to the weirdness of the scene, and
day 'The exact figures in regard to plough- had
have had the man’s leg set a>ld properly when Jack the Wicked murmured, “To
ing I will give in due f ime
your knees, boys, all at once,” 1 guess
For depth, cheapness and thoroughness bound up in splints before daylight.
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rite result showed the preponderance ot
till more than half inclined tc
Maine's Decay.
spate.1 ourselves, and at once unfolded the obhotli Tools and knaves in the city, as there
ready for us, and it had many an extra
i'lie
obey*
Judge recovered himself tin touch that none hut. a woman would
ject of our call.
was an immediate response from about
|Special (’nrrespondenco in the Poston 1’ost.
t|ui<‘kest, and advanced toward the door. think of. We wore a silent sot of men
IMF, COLLOQUY.
one
hundred and seventy individuals,
“I wish to see my brother, Will Ilrowti*
I>M
\si
\l'K
1-71.
did
his
best
July
I am glad to see you. said Mr. Carter, grow- many ot whom were merchants, lawyers,
♦luring the day, hut each
ing; 1 heal’d lie was here,” said the mo-t when he got home. Stories were told,
Naturally our footsteps limn | to the river's ing easy and interested at once. The Boston doctors, artists,
telegraphers, Ac. Some
hank,
musical \ oiee l ever heard
recalling at «• \ i•
step sotm* in- 1'ost is a good paper. It has done a great deal of them were
songs were sung, and with her reading ti.lent memory
people well known, who
connected with <1 hil«Hi*1: the huge,
toward trying to help us ship-luiilders, and I'm
“lie was here a few months
we were all entranced.
reShe
callwrote*
in
an undisguised
ago,”
hand, inclosed
always
while heaps
!
fivshlV-- ur!. J sha\in-s. llie
to give you all the facts I eati. And I
plied the Judge, “hut we do not know ed us by the names which were iirs! given clean, new chips, tli pn-ltilv tnrue.l trenails glad
want you to put right down in your note-book their cards, and evidently meant to go for
where he is now. llow did
with
which
wo used to ploy; the nidi, wide
and
so
times
she
come,
ever
went
her,
Mone
F.
and—the
many
before
it,
item
about
you
now,
special
marriage portion. The
you forget
and where are your friends?”
the introduction, acting out all lumber piles, where summer hours were dream- the admeasurement of ships. 1 want you to reading oi tin* letters furnished
through
great
ed
to
the
I
away
listening'
1 <‘aine through the
strange commingling make special mention of it. Before 1800 the ad- amusement to the attaches and visitors at
valley and shadow tho parts, it seemed funnier to her than (if sounds that eiiitn home
from the hum of measurement and registration of any vessel
«>t death, I should think, for 1 am
the Star office.
It
was
the
nearly to us. She talked to South Carolina ; busy voieos, the ringin'.' Mows of the workmen. |! over 100 and under 300
that
suggested
tons cost about S3, now
d ad with hunger, and tor triends, 1 about the beauties of the southern
sky. I the singing of the m ar-1.\ brook, and Hie idle ii costs SIT. It's only a small item,but not one experiment of answering forty or fifty of
have the gloomiest old teamster
you ever and of the Mowers and trees, which eclips- j lap, lap. of the sea ; all these and the workshops, mill ot the -<11 extra goe-- to the Government or them, and appointing a place ot meeting,
saw. though 1
to the under olli.-crs. The Collector pockets the
peeps were had into the mysterious
would give greater zest to the joke. Acthought it was rare good ed anything at the North. To Nutmeg I where of
the brightly-colored tool-ehed s stand- whole
depths
j| as a perquisite.
I have this from
lin k when 1 found him, ami he
engaged •she praised New England, and she had ing in long rows, and tilled b. the brim with oilieial i,tauthority.
cordingly a note simulating a lady’s handIPs a mean, small, corrupto lake me
here
to
some
to
Will.
I paid him
discuss with each polished, shining, keen-edged chisels, saws, tion; but
favorite topic
up
writing was sent as a ivpl\ to some of the
this Government i- Fqrvu.v couevery cent ol money 1 had, and 1 haven’t one of us.
axes, tiles, plain's and gimblets. Whal a change
eifusions, couched in this wise:
nt’ut in large things.
had a mouthtul lor days but bad baron.
< 'orres.
Of course we were all in love with her had come over the pa't. Shut up and removed
You d m't seem to like the Adminis“Meet me on Saturday, the _'_M, at '1
all Hi*1 prettily polished tools; gone the active
Is there any holed within a shortdistance!1 1 but none dared to boast of
tration yen voted for?
o’clock 1\ M.. opposite the Register's ofhaving receiv- workmen;
Mr. Carter. No.
suppressed the busy voices; elo-.rd
I’vr cm mv kvfs ort:x.
It not, perhaps then* is some
ed
from
tin*
woman
of
fice
in (’it v I fall l'ark.”
any sign
good
lady. and unoccupied the various shops; m-ted. The present party has been m power
preference
long
who would let me stay with her until I We had all
The time and place ought to have conproposed to her once, and blackened and deeaved all that nin e was bright, enough now to think they can do as thev plea-e
‘•an get word to Will.”*
some of ih half a dozen times.
She just
fresh and new; only the sea remained, with its and I shall vote Fob a uiia.xok. 1 make u<> vinced the most unsophisticated that there
1 guess every man
whisperings, and iln* |.»nv. b I a. k post' secret, of it: I want everybody to know it.
was some “game” about it.
The locality
hugged to himseli made light of it ; said we were crazy and eternal
and
ladders standing
Corres.
But suppose Congress should con- was in lull view of the Star
the thought that she would he
office, at
obliged to didn’t know what we were about ; but
I
.ike
a
clude
to
the
laws?
ghosts
upon
change
wailing shore,
whose windows were a sea ot laughing
d«>p with us, even for a short time: and she came to know after a while that we
Reading their de-tniy.'
.Mr. Carter. They won't do it.
t'm.v imi.x’t
i the Judge didn’t look
very sorry, though did. There was open war. We all actknow F.xorcii to no it.
il was a repetition of I he d.
rl ion and silence
They ain't smart faces on Saturday afternoon, eager to a
he professed to feel dreadfully lor ln*r ed like madmen, except the .fudge, he of Yarmouth.
certain whether tiie “fools were all dead.'’
Here were unoeenpied yards enough. The West send their very best men
dilemma.
would not answer any of our taunts, but where once wer. crowded, side b\ -ide, three to tight for their interests, and we send mi: A law only “smelt a mice,'1 but between
POOHFSI
YFUV
StTM
we
call
II«* aid. and I am sure his full, rich was most
gel.
'hips at a time, ^iienllv weliirm d
thirty and forty put in an appearance,
pleasant to all. Vet, lie grew and four
'orres.
But 1 thought Mr. Pike tri- u to help
voice must have seemed a tower ot to look real care-worn and
away and sought an interview with one ol lidperfuming tin* air with choice toilet eevery time be last's most
« iIi,.• a
you ?
prominent
toiler:
“Willis a dear friend met any of us alone he would say he
sences and the aroma of button-hole lion
ti’eiigth
Mr. Carter. Pike, who's Pike?
II<»N. .1 VMi'S I’. W ill IT.
ol ours, and if you will kindly allow us hoped Will would come soon,
lie talked
Corres. Why, your late Represontativ.-from
•piets.
tin* honor of protecting his sister until he | to us about keeping the peace, and ap- .\ gentleman of decided character ami opinions, the Filth Congressional District.
ue ursi ono appeare-t anout nve nun
Mr. Carter. lie didn't amount to a penny utes before
keen thought and high principle, who has
11can be communicated with, we shall be
the hour,
lie was a cleanly
to
men
and
our
love
our
honor
as
pealed
and
whistle,
we
rid
of
him
as
soon
as
we
oiliees
of
trust
and
both
got
pi.d
responsibility,
! under great obligations to you.
shaven, stylish looking man. about thirtvWe must j for our old comrade.
Kate herself had Slate
eould.
We made a mighty poor swap, though.
ami National, and is now the well-known
live, attired in the highest style ot art
| look vi rv odd to you; but we claim to be ♦jnitc a little talk with each one. I don’t President of tin* First National Bank of Belfast, Hale isn't as good a he w as.
Corres.
and 1 assure you we can and know how she managed it, but she left raised to all these bouoralde po.sitimi- by his
Admiltinr all that you have said. There was nothing in hi appearance to
I gentlemen,
will make you comfortable.”
the impression upon us all that we were tellow-eiti/ens who have the highest laid) in hi' Mr. Carter, we still want to know how a repeal denote softening of tin* brain, and the
integrity, and ability and judgment. WY found of the tarilf upon -hi i-building materials wanild '«>okcrs on at the Star oilier, wen* doubtmost likely to be accepted if we behaved
suie nan a
a IlYef you.
perplexed look on nor lace
Mr. \\ bile at the hank- -a largo, airy loom, w ilh
ful at first of his identity,
lit* hung round
when tin! Judge told her there was no ourselves and kept <|iii■ ; but ’Iwas no eomforlahle easy chairs, highly polished counMr. ('arter.
It would make no dilfereiue
now.
ters. and a serious-looking cashier faithfully at
everybody would know that you did il so anxiously that if was resolved intent
woman living near; hut she was mistress
go we could not.
to
sirn.'i:
and
what
thev
took
\OTl.s,
oil* from the maltin' by sending '-ul a small I
v
One evening she refused to sit down tending to his duties. After a pleasant interol the situation in a moment, and said
it> they'd put on to somebody else.
J toll you
with us to the tabC, and so little was eat- change of ceremonies and salutations we seated
duly inslruoted.
very demurely, though with rather a slv
the whole policy of tins Government is w*i*ong.
ourselves at one of the black, leather-covered
’“
“Are
for
M.
1
sir
askyou waiting
sparkle, “Oh, I shall he quite comfortable, en. She walked ip and down the room, tallies, and immediately commenced conversa- They are taxing us to death to pay-otf this na- ed the liithtional debt. They -are trying to pay it olf loo
boy of the suspected individbut I'm afraid 1 shall be troubling you end then said, emphatically, ‘*1 am go- tion a follows:—
ual.
to
he
last.
1'«I
what
•■Yes,"
answered
with
like
know
benefit
the
absence
ahicritv
ing oil*— -1 don’t know where; but. I must
\ Coi.t.ixji'v.
terribly.”
of a debt Is going to be .»future generations, if
“has she sent a message 1*"
“She eaift
Kvery one spoke at once, “No trouble, go away; this is getting unbearable. I
( orres.
Waiving ail preliminary conversa- the whole country lias got to be ruined to pay come before half-past two," said the
1
one
of
but
am
cannot
meet
impor- tion with you, Mr. White. 1 am coming directly the debt; it isn't the ship-huilders and 'hipnot the least.” And then Dandy said:
you,
“Judge, it' you were to introduee us to tuned to marry you. Don’t you know to my real business, which is to gather all the owners alone that are being pinched by this un- scrupulous boy. 1 Vi'leeily satisfied, the
the lady, perhaps she would feel more at
gentlemen, 1 cannot marry you all, and if facts 1 can from vou relative to the depression just tarilf. IPs our < arpeiilers, blacksmiths, dapper gentleman, all unconscious ol rid
l choose to show one bit ol pleasure in of the shipping interest for publication in the riggers, sail-makers, sailors, iron, copper and icule, settled himself in a seat, near by
ease with lls.”
hardware dealers, ship-weights, ship-chandlers and waited.
Boston Post.
The Judge must have been awfully the society of any •'me, the rest are all an"All," said Mr. White, immediately' placing and all other merchants. They all feel it.
By twos, by threes, and by half-do/tm
smitten at first sight, or be would not be gry. Now I ask you what shall I do ? his feel square upon the lloor and drawing his
Corres. You seem to have looked at this
the searchers lbr M. 1 appeared in front
pretty thoroughly?
guilty of introducing us by our camp Will doesn’t come, and 1 am all alone. chair nearer the table. "! shall be happy to tell business
I'h
Mr. Carter. Well, I ought to know some- of the Star and Register’s oilier
titles.
As it was, he said, “Miss Brown- I wish you would drop all this nonsense you all 1 can about that, and to have il put in a
of the intluence and circulation of the thing about it. I've been building ships for the
policemen began to gather around and
ing, allow me to introduce you to Will’s and behave yourselves. Why won’t you ? paper
last thirty >*ears, and in that time have built all
be any U o much 'aid
Boston
Post.
There
euifi
wonder “what was up."
Again and
She looked from one to another, and
friend. Mr. South Carolina.” He adabout it. or it can't be put too olleii before Hi" classes, large and .small, over one hundred in
was the little
messenger despatched
1 am free to say that during all these again
number.
vanced as he was called, and in the most finally asked Jack, “Come, you own to eyes of ( ’oncrO's."
to
the
in
no
seekers, and
instance mistook
('orres.
You seem lo IV.1
y.-ars l never knew business so dull, and times
ehivalric manner bowed over the lady's being wicked and you have been an awcry k-enly about
his man.
so hard for poor people as they are now.
Some of them were told t"
extended hand.
“This is Mr. Nutmeg, ful tease; won’t you reform, and then all the subject ?
I >o other ship-owners realize this as
<'orres.
I
do.
Amt
with
reason, for
M.
Mr.
Whim.
wait,
others
that
F
would addiv-s
iti-i
the rest will?”
another friend of your brother.”
much as you do?
il has not only destroyed my busine-s, but that
them the. next, day in tin* Sunday Star.
Aunt Hetty said: “If you care for any oi
of
to.* fell von ..f one inlie bowed stitllv, and everywhere but
<
Mr.
Ye*
'ar!er.
ii
liein l:t■
iias pro-i rated
my neighbors.
livery young lady that passed before
of one of our smartest an I most reliable
stall!
interests of our whole city. merchant, mechanic,
at her.
“Aunt Bctlv, did you know Will? of us, make it known, and then the rest
In the early part of ihe year Ist'.o the assembly was eyed bv them most
and shipbuilder.
We all fe< 1 il, and it is hard s.-a aplain
1 believe you didn't; but lie will be a shall behave, or there will be a row.”
I built him a P200-ton ship at a eo-t of 81.8 per
anxiously. Now and then they eyed each
“That’s just ii -you will light any way ; lo hear.
friend all the same to you. Miss BrownII. had previously sailed and owned in other a little
ton.
(’orres. How long have vmi been en rai/ed in
suspicions!y, but none saw
In being
you are getting too savage.
our
and
m
id.*
a
deal
of
for
ing.”
this business?
-hips,
great
money
the game until the small boy was sent inii-.
II. -lid well in this one. Three years ago
You can bet. your life on that every lovers 1 am alraid you have forgotten to
l v i-among
Mr. White.
F.ver sine
Is-m.
to their midst bearing a placard with lie
I built him a similar ship that
>st -st*; per ton.
-ecu
the first ship-builders of Be 1 lx I. ami t: \
time.” said Aunt Betty, and we were ail he gentlemen.”
With jn<t as much energy. enterprise and reli- \ following written upon u
Wasn’t that a stinger for us ? Hut we this busine." in all its pha-e-.
ready to split by that time, the Judge
ability now* as be had tlnn. instead oi earnin r i
Forres. Poring this time wli at ha- hren the
'<! tl'l I'nuii
“-1/.
We
looked so dignified doing the honors of did not feel it then as we have since.
u> a dollar, his ship is 830.(>00 in debt.
IPs no
average tonnage built bv you each year.
The way those soft-headed fellowthe occasion in such a manner, as he no all promised not to say a word after her
Mr. While. Previous io lsiio I built on an fmlt of his. It's all owing to the high tarilf,
Each average dbOO Ions a year: since tlial time n.-i depression of business, and unfavorable com- made tracks lor part unknown is impodecision was made known to us.
doubt thought.
He continued: “This is Mr. Dandy;” one may have been elated thinking lie half that number of loin. But all that 1 have pel il ion with foreign-built vessels, England's siblc lo describe. The hoax w.a -vlf-evi
built lor the past few y ears ha\ 1.u a sacrifice
especially. They protect their ^hippingint.Test dent, and their luimiliati-*n -till greater
1 wish you could see the bowing and was likely to be chosen.
and only an attempt to keep up lei-ine-- f.»r and our Government helps them by trying to
She sat down and put her face on her
the next day. when a full account of t hi
scraping. By that time she had taken in
eaptains who felt as if they mil try ing to do crush ours out of existence. ( Here Mr. Carter
allair. with a
l< an. .I forward and took from tin* table a e..pv of
the drollery of the thing, and when Dandy arm, but it was only for a moment. Then something and Imping nil the tin*** t hat l.u im
iph• drawing
! the Nautical Gazette.] Here is a paper that iof tin* group, appear- .! i tin* Sun-lay pa
..
revive.
bowed
profoundly, swept him a she said, "1 shall ask lor two days to may
all these facts, and I am going to do
( orres.
hat rea-ou have you to e.ive for
W
gathering
will
be
a
there
ot
Next
think
it.
!
Sunday
courtesy that liked to have finished him
what I
in to help it: and if you com.
his way
tiiis di'.asl roil change?
on the sput.
wedding here, and a suppei afterward,
again 1 shall probably have some more items
Mr. White.
Fir-t the increased cost-of our
If
to
we
which
will
I
any
“Senor and Will were sworn allies we
help
prepare.
A l.ii |N) Li Min l;.M\N.
\ few years
ships under the present hi h tarilf. Ii now for y.ni aNo.
one speaks to me on the subject between
The bell now pealed oiP tin* hour ot twelve, since, a
costs me from f»u to 7b pi r cent, more to build a !
used to call them David and Jonathan.”
gentleman engaged in tin* lumthis time and tied, his doom is sealed.”
large vessel than it did i• n veal’s, ago, and from I and a summons to dinner: so, bidding Mr. ber business iii Maim*, having an apple
She smiled and asked, “Which arc
al ter g..od-da;>\ with a promise to call again,
There was an oldish man over :il the 7b to 100 per cent, to build a -mall vessel.
1
-dative eye for a tine diamond, and being
And lor the first and only time in
lVuciF.
\\ by i the rale of increase -o much ! w
(’orres.
departed.
you ?
next cabin, who seemed to have a latherconvinced that a real gem would, if pr> p
-"I ?
greater in the construct ion of a small \
my lit1 1 did no! know what to >ay. but 1
And 1 might as well
♦•are over Kate.
it alway
e,.-t> nee to
\\
e!
1.
ly
Mr.
White.
erly bought, be a safe iu\ -tment, accordWhat a Devil Fish Did.
stammered out, “lvther, ma’am.” There
here, that all of the thirty who were build a small \ essel. o\y m |.» t lie w:!s|e of maingly eoimnissioned Mr Charle- W. Iv- nwas something like a snicker lrom our say
!,<•
|
|
ar
nn
t
ill
hi
\!><»nt b o'clock Friday evening 111*' lit- nar«i. tin* well known jeweller on Tiv
unmarried, h id offered themseh < b> her terial, ami now t lie iliei--asc.
increase of peremitage in Imildiii
company, but our Judge had no eye- in- and had been refused.
tle yacht Xarita, containing a party of m-mt .-Ireel, to
pun-ha -• Cr him stone,
I am to understand vou then a -a\curs for any one but her; so lie
(’orres.
kept on,
Ui II, I \ i! t' ana old Ilian 11"\\ e nan a
gentlemen who had -might the upper ba\ about a thou ami -h-liar in value, which
i-mall n
ing that the i'ii-! of huildin
and with a wave of bis hand presented
in order to indulge in their piscatorial was mounted a- a
long tall; together, and tlnm In* went oil' n. :irly d«mb!.• w hat il u I i.» b
pirnl-baeked stud.
‘•Our Baby.” The great six-footer look
Yes: in nm-t in 'am< -wb a- it
Mix W hite.
ami did not get hack until Sunday, and
propensity-., ha ai anchor man* Ihe mouth As mouths rotle.l "it tin* "wner was off.-i
ed for all the world as though In* would
’b pel' loll il
now
costs
only
:
to
eo'l
111'
used
of Touiim l’a-s, which runs through the ed
lie brought a minister with him. There
hy conuoi-'seurs --instant advances mi
put up.lip and cry, until Mi.-- Browning was some kind of service in the afternoon goi). This is only for the hull ami -par-. It
! lange of low shell islets to the we-t ol his purelia.se, which
temptation on!\
top bills are also about doiilde. and il e i-|s
said, “Ilo\v do von do, dear? Can he out, under the lives, hut none of u
MiiilhV I’oint, known as Reedish Reef." ma-h* him value his
paid
twice as milch to man ami -upply them.
talk
in.I U»< »» ho i.1.11-I. .1 out.
gem the m uv, and
My much attention. <>ur «•>-«•-* worn all for about
'orres.
on
ii11
lhat
\
our
l'lie
of
\ml
bii>i
1/aak W alton had east lie said to himself, “if it is worth that to
oinpl
disciples
< Mis Allen.”
name i
Kale, and she was crying softly all the m'ss h i- imt im leased in this proportion?
tlieii' lines into tly water and were busily them il is to me. ami 1 will
Jack go I the -tut of them, and stepkeep ii (ill
\\
1 reei-.'ly.
\\ miMti’l -ay
Mr. W’hib
time
When it was over, she took the
in
engaged
hooking and hauling aboard forced by necessity (o
11.“
ping in trout of them, -aid in tragic tom s, preacher's arm and talked with him -mue word if our busiiies- was double. ! mi-,
'■me
i»!
the
line
p
dtisb
which
abound
in
In April of last \ear. \\ 11 i i working on
but it i-n't.
:
wonldu'l make an\ ditf ien
Jack 1 lie Wicked,1 known all over the
time.
Then she- w in into <>m cabin Fn iglit are no more .a than tin y im u
that locality.
I- :
Alter thus being pleasantly Ins boom of logs on one ->I tin* streams ot
I’urilie eoa-l tor m\ diabolical acts and
M in. v a-n't it V But in some case-', not as mm h. But, at Me -mand we followed.
lor
a
lew
one
of
the
moments,
engaged
-hint. ]\\-, {tn i
I the Kennehi r, having -II
let me a ist our friend this is the Judge,
!’■
bin
we did not see it in that light then.
paid, foreign-built ye-.-.d- an doim
p.ii t\ happened in east his eye tow ml the I hole worn largt* by
rvi-v, he -aw his
who i- a terror to all evil doers, and the
The man took a Bible from hi- pocket, ue.ss, whil't imrs nr. lviug idle or .nuin at ,u e
ih
entrance ot the puss, and immedibrilliant,
fill from liis bosom,
sparkling
protector ol di-dres ed innocence, when- and said: “This lady informs me that expense to their own-a
('ones. To return to the im r.a-ed eo-t m
aiely descried a terrible commotion in strike the log. and glide -jiiictlv into tin
tall
ever they have the good fortune to
have promised to abide quietly by building. (’ould y oit yi\e me 'lie ditVereiiee
the
water.
All
handnow
abandoned
you
swiff
current
below.
1 >-*i.rmination t-»
j
into his liands.”
her decision, and dwell in peace and har- j price paid for the \ arioiis article euteriii"' in
their bin s and gazed upon the scene. The
it overpowered tin* regret of Inregain
••Yes,” said the Judge, with the most
of
a
of
the
|
-hip
composition
uter appeared to be agitated by a school
mony together. For her sake you will
mind.
lb* kept his loss where his stud
Mr. W hite. A s eonipaia-d u it h form.a pi
imperturbable gravity, “and now you not. object to come here one by one, and
ot large ii-li, which were making their should have been
in his bosom. Sound
mean ?
know us all, and must consider us your
(do
you
It
is
take ail oath which 1 hall dictate.
w:i\
Y es.
through tin* pass in the direction of mg the depth of (In water, he found it. t-»
('orres.
obedient servants.”
-n
that you reiterate your promise, with your
Well, th nvate-l in. n a-.
Mr. White.
th- yacht
Nearer and nearer came the be about seven le.-t
In* then decided t"
She laughed a low, rippling laugh, and
I have bought iron for a
iron.
hip I'm- I 1-1 lish. and they presented the appearance of wait till tin* summer dr*-light should
hand on this sacred book.”
bring
It now eo>|s .'| irlil- f.• III,
said, “Yes, | am sure 1 know you all
cents per pound.
it
as
soland
received
We advanced
a s» lend of small wink -, with the
excep- tin* stream t--i!-- lowest ebb, and taking
< haiu
and am-luo |hu '.v uI
same kind.
now. and 1 should like to shake hands all
emnly as though il was to In* the last ol to buy I’m :> cent a pound, now e .-t u cut-. tion ot the
the time accurate niei-uivment of the place, by
blowing.
Ry
round, it would give me a sort of home niir lives.
Then lie told us that Miss But for these we goto lie Pr..\im-e and .i they approached within a hundred wards the
bearings of tic rocks and trees on
feeling, and you would feel belter ac- Browning was very much attached to us them at the old price. 11 on i m.'.v u -e,| for of the boat, the sailing master horrified shore,
dlowiug eighte«*n implies for tin*
the relaliye ei»t between
and
quainted with me, I guess.”
rigging
but
standing
not
course
could
one,
of
hut
the parly by exclaiming: “A school ot change ..I* direction bv tin* current. In*
marry
M mill a am
She began with the Judge, and lie lookthat and hemp n now
p. r cent.
and we must bear our di-appointment
devil
—raise
!‘‘
lish
the anchor quick
left bis treasure 1" compete with the
hemp cost jll-t double.
ed, while he held her hand, as though he like men.
The warning came too late, tor as soon dao« and shiner, in t iseinuting tin- river
You speak o! buy in"; your chain
(orres.
had been translated.
1 and anchors in the I Toy in
I > y mi obtain
She. went and stood beside him.
as it was uttered the boat was jerked viomermaid, and refnrne-1 told- Ma--ulniShe’s got nn awful lot of magnetism
other articles there al-o?
1 bought she would faint but die did not
lently around and was speeding rapidly setts In lilt*.
about her, i tell you; my arm and hand
Vr<, there am! in other foivimi
Mr. While.
in I lie direction of Ibdivar Road-. The
We all arose when the minister said “Let
i hr September loiiie.vm:' -i\ month
W hen yye launch a
hip \vc put mi whole
thrill now when 1 think of that first handW hen he was part through, port'.
us pray.”
party ot pleasure seekers were after the In- the river being then at ilboard just as little a- we possibly can amt then
clasp. We hadn’t a chair in the cabin, the Judge sat down, completely overcome t ike her
the
of
the
with
lo a foreign port and keep her there,
seared,
lovvcst
badly
exception
point for the sea-mi, the umlaunt
but we gave her our best three-legged
by his feelings, i am free to say that manning, supplying, titiimr, metaling and re- •ailing master, who had been a Florida <■•1 Imnherman started for hi- diamond
stool. She took off her jaunty hat, and this wa- the
In a little while all the American
wrecker, and quietly informed them that The riverlul of logs, covering the pine,
longest prayer I ever heard. pairingis her.
about In r i- her original hull, the llag
sack, and each one sprang to take them.
It the minister had been suspended be- there
a devil
lish had become entangled in the had been -awed and shipped, and now
that lloals at her ma-l-heab. and the captain
She didn’t seem to notice us, but left tween heaven and the other
cable of the boat and was running away only a few ineln -of watei t irkl *d ove.
place, as
commands her.
them lying in her lap. She told us that we wen*, lie would have made fewer that
b on keep vour -hip away then Im
with ir. but. there was nothing to fear ex- the spot while tin* stud ti ll.
orres.
lit 1
she bad some baggage a little way from words l am sure.
a i<mg Iime?
cept the probability of being carried to sea, with him a large tin colander, the Indeour bouse; she bad left it there so as to
we
one
the
have
.Mr.
Wbile.
ship
Yes;
When if was all oyer lie said “1 am
for tiie lish might at any moment become nt which were of a size to ln>ld the prize,
W. White tied has not l». .-u to this country for
walk in upon Will unannounced, and in- here to solemni/.e a
di entangled, and thus relieve them of if found,
lit- had determined to work a
marriage between nine years. We arc repairing her now in 11 a\ n
stead of finding her dear old Will, she bad Catherine F.
Browning (lie must have We wanted to bring her home, but loiim! that f I heir iu\ "bint u y eruFe.
fortnight, befiire giving up tin* gem astumbled upon such a lot of friends.
the
torture
com
to
imk d
The boat, however, continued In speed losl, and to have all the river bottom to
felt an inward chuckle, over
would cost so nim ii mor. lhat we
“Can you give me something real good which he was
le t
1 ha\e other ships that ha\
here there.
on. and just as the sun sank behind the
indicting., for he paused, lix’
go through his handy kitchen -traiuci
been lo the Slates for eight, six amt tour y-a;
to eat ?” and she glanced at the table
it
seemoi
a
minute,
but
well, maybe
ly
mesqnite bushes which graze the embryo 1I-* made his first dip of gravel and wa
A'l this work and bii-ine-s your
< nrres.
with its dirty dishes and the scanty re- ed an
d
A
imeand
Woodruff.
hour),
city of Cowdrey ville, began to go through ter, as nearly as he ttduld calculate, i-igh
townsmen lo-e.
mains of our supper.
\ es; vvr an ot.|ige;t to .to the
If any of you know cause or just, impedRolivar Roads at a rapid rale
'The party teen inches duwu the current from wlnn
Mr. White.
That table was cleared oil’ in a jiffy; a iment
I
if
ourselves.
kimw
hard
for
should
not
can
lor
best
these
two
wo
were now thoroughly alarmed, and as the
persons
it struck the -url'm.. the stream, -even
why
plafe washed, and a can of chicken open- he joined in holy matrimony you are to our merchants and mechanics. They are suffer- night came stealing on, began to tear feet, above. Ynd a lucky dip it waunder it.
ed. Aunt Betty made a cup of tea, and
cruise
were
destined
for
a
declare it now. or else forever hold your ing('orres. Isterribly.
for at the bottom ot the pan lay the lost
midnight
the increased costs of your ships they
another stirred lip some llap-jacks, and
the only reason vou have to give for this terri- on the bosom of the “murmiuing Mexi.
bright and sparkling n- when it
peace.”
gem.
us
to
scour
a
knife
another of
thought
The minis- ble blight?
Jim had not stirred a step.
seatheir fears were pleasantly dissipat- came from tin* jeweller.
| lb>-bm Tran
them
into
the
and fork by running
.'"i
i.
n him
ground ter took his hand and placed him beside,
ed when they arrived opposite the ‘•tripod” script.
:;n
to
in
tax
were
an
dues,
times.
immense
several
tonnage
Oh, they
pay
lively the bride. Ib* walked up, then, and 1
on the outer bar, when their lishy steed
cents on a ton, and it must he r« pealed very
times for a tew minutes, you’d better beguess the look he. gave her satisfied her, time a ship comes to a home port. There is gave a sudden plunge sideways and freed
A
A
Asm non
certain
Vi-.kmi>n r
lieve. Only the Judge— lie never moved, for her face cleared
The crew gave
up like a summer also a general depression of business which himself from the cable
old Yermoul farmer pre-er\
but looked at her. She did not seem to
makes it. bard lor a vessel to get a home freight
after a rain.
three hearty cheers and a “tiger” as soon good-natured
sky
ed his constant good nature, let what
notice him, but watched our operations
The brief service was soon over that after she isbuill. Kill this I believe would re- as they perceived his devilship had left
would turn up. One day one of his men
with the shipping.
with great interest.
in”
lor
the
made the Judge a happy benedict, and vive
and
“stood
them,
sail,
making
build
Torres, lb w about the money you
came in bringing the new- that one of the
W lino sue ate— anil me <|uammcss 01
us, perhaps bachelors for life.
Do yon get it easily?
withy
red oxen was dead.
our surroundings did not affect her appeJim looked up earnest at us:
This is the first instance within our I
“Boys
Mr. White (leaning eagerly lorwnrd and
Is ho?” said the old man.
tite—we all stood around and waited up- I do not deserve this
as much
speaking with great earnestness). I am glad knowledge of the appearance of “drvd \
happiness
“Well, he always was a hreaehv cu--'
I guess never a day while she as cither of
on her.
asked that question. It’s a point that hasn't lisjT in our
are quite |
you ; but it has fallen to me, you
hay,
although
they
to
our
We
used
talked
about.
his hide off and carry it down to
much
fake
been
gel
lived with us, but what she laughed and 1 will do my best to make her happy.
uid
'■onimon
on tiie coast of Georgia
money for •» per cent., now we Inw to pay from
Fletcher’s; ii will fetch the cash."
about her first meal there.
Will you not wish us God speed ? and lie s to 10. Indeed, I know many linns that are Florida. 'They are a singularly shaped
An hour or so afterward the man came
We partitioned her oil' a bed-room in held out his hand.
Each of us was man paying as high as 1J percent, rather than saeri- ! lish, being broader than long, with an ini
back with tin* news that lnnebaok and his
one corner, 1 >y
putting up some blankets, enough to walk up and take it and the lice their property. It's perfectly ruinous.
mouse lint, head, provided on each side
mate wore both dead.
Do you consider that Ihi- national
Torres.
and all but the Judge and Aunt Betty little brown hand which had been
with a pointed wing, a large mouth but.
given hanking
“Are they?” said the old man.
system has anything to do with this?
went into the storehouse to sleep.
to Jim.
small
the
skin
is
and
throat;
rough
slimy
Mr. White (moving uneasily). Well,you know
“Well, I took them of F». to -ave a bad
You’d think that when we got there
There wasn’t the money centres in our large cities and into and in some species resembles that, ot a
Then we had supper.
debt, that I never expected to get. It is
we should be likey to talk over the whole much
eaten, yet we all lived through it : the hands of capitalists, where we are unable to shark. The lish is quite harmless, althat it ain’t the hriudles.”
wonderful event, but we didn’t; not a but none of us 1‘elL much hankering aflei get it, and if we could we can see lie reasonable though such a hideous
sight as to inspire lucky
Alter the lapse ot another hour the man
return for the money invested.
word was spoken concerning i(. But 1
one
with disgust, and feeds upon the
since, 1 reckon.
weddings,
of
a
and
Torres. You complain
high
unjust
came back again, to tell him that the nigh
reckon there was considerable thinking
smaller denizens of the deep. The largtar ill’, an exorbitant tonnage due. a depressed
brindle was dead.
done that night.
est devil lish ever caught in the United
commerce and usurious rates for money. What
“Is he?” said tin* old man.
Diamond Cut Diamond,
By light wo were all up and pacing in
States was seventeen feet six inches long
remedy do you advise?
“Well, he was a very old ox. Take oil
front of the cabin, The teamster had givMr. White. We have been asking Congress
feet in breadth, and weighed
eighteen
it
from
that
would.
A
and
his hide, and take it down to Fletcher’s ; it’s
hoping
Saratoga to help us
en notice of the
correspondent writing
charge he had left with
live tons, requiring the services of three
Have von faith that il will?
Torres.
worth cash, and will bring more than any
us, and all the other boys were over relates this incident:
haul
of
oxen
to
it
ashore.
The
so.
Mr. White. We hope
yoke
of the others.”
there to learn how things were. There
What will be the consequence if breadth ot the head was live feet, and
Torres.
“Among our visitors is a young clergyHereupon, his wife, who was a very
wasn’t a stroke of work done in the camp man.
lie is smart and lias ids eyes open, Congress doesn’t relieve you?
that of the mouth three feet. The one
Mr. White. Tiik Sta ikuk M mm. wiu. hi:
pious old soul, reprimanded her husband
that day, and not much for a week.
lie is a churchman and will make his
is
noted
which
as having ran away
above
and asked him if he was not
kitm:i>, and we shall to do the best we can in
Then the Judge called us together, and mark. An incident will illustrate this, other business.
with the boat is estimated by those on severely,
aware that his loss was a judgment of
told us it wouldn't do; we were getting llis college chum is settled in the Baptist
to have been twelve foot long.
I suppose you would not think of board
Torres.
heaven upon him for his wickedness.
of Administration.
demoralized; that Miss Browning was ministry. Our church friend made a call redress by change
[Galveston Civilian.
“Is it?” said the old fellow.
“Well, if
1 am a Kcpubliean, you know.
Mr. White.
unhappy because she Iclt she had inter- on his chum. 1L was Saturday, and he I've
will take the judgment in cattle, it is
always voted the Kepublicau tieke!; but I
Seth Green, the lish culture man has they
rupted our arrangements, and we must proposed to spend Sunday with Ills old suppose
the
laws
w
i:
won't
if Congress
change
the easiest way I can pay it .”
come right down to
just returned from a successful attempt to
steady days' work associate, lie was made welcome, but S1IA1.I. HAND TO t'llANH H < ONlilMNS.
after that.
At this point, (hiding that Mr. White had transfer young shad from the Hudson to
Well, we tried to, but we with the least hit of embarrassment that
Ft Nismai i«>u Sri viixi; Nkwsiwiti:
never could gel back to old times.
There he did not fail to observe. At length the nothing father to communicate, we rose to go, the Sacramento, Cal.
Ninety per cent of
assured us that at some Inline time he the
m) with which he started were
Fn.r.s. A pleasant piece of poetic justice
was a good deal of rivalry among ns, and
Baptist brother spoke. “1 should he de- when lie
some
more
facts
to
communicate
to
have
taken safely to their destination.
some cutting things
The lighted to have you preach for me to-mor- might
were said.
They is reported from a town in Oregon. One
the public, and would like to have us call again,
But the fact is, it is our communion. and advised us to go to other towns and sec wore taken from the Hudson on the day morning a man called upon the editor of
,1 edge sent letters in all directions for Will row.
but three weeks had passed without a We have if directly after our morning other ship-builders. We thanked him for the of hatching and carried in six tin cans the only paper in tin* county and asked
should In* liappv to do so
overland. The water in these cans had permission to look at the tiles of the paper
word in reply. Wo had all in turn oiler service. It would lie very awkward, you advice, told him wto the
olliee of
away
It was granted.
to be changed frequently, and an abundfor 180'.).
While the edcd to accompany Miss Browning to San know, toy you to preach for mo and I lien and walked
r.
nox. c.
c.MiTKt:,
ance of ice had to he used to
Francisco, hut site said she knew no ono go out of the house with the unregenerate,
keep down itor was in bed, waiting t ill his wife could
there; Will would ho sure to come be- for by the rules of our church you, not another prominent and wealthy ship-builder of the temperature, which at times ranged wash his shirt, that young man carried
fore long, and would be disappointed if being baptized, cannot commune with us.” Belfast, and a man of great, inlluence, firmness as high as lot degrees in the ear where away the tile, nor was it ever seen again
of decided opinions and
she should leave; besides hadn’t she The churchman laughed, and said : “Oh, and determination,
they were placed. Great care was exor- until lus lawyer offered it in evidence durlargest perseverance, it may also be incidenteight of tho very best brothers in the don’t be uneasy. 1 will preach for you. ally remarked that, politically, Mr. Carter has cised to procure proper water at different ing the trial of an action tor £.’1,000 damworld? She would stay awhile longer, But were I forty times baptized, I could oiit-lleroded Herod himself in his extreme Kadi points on the route, as the water in some ages for an alleged libel, which that young
It is
and she would help cook and mend for not sit down to your table, for by the rules calism. Arrived at his olliee wo paused a mo- regions would have been fatal to the fish. man brought against the editor.
She of our church, you, you know, are not or- ment at the open door witji the inquiry, “Tan 'Hie natural sae attached to each little gratifying to learn that the plaintiff reus, so as not to burden us too much.
we see Mr. Tarter?"
“Yes.’’ was the quick refish supplied it with food for four days. covered six and a quarter cents damages,
had a few new bonks which she had dained, and cannot administer ihe ordiply; “will you please to walk in?” And a tall,
bought for Will, and she would read to nances at all.” And so he preached, and iron-visaged man, scant of hair and beard, with For the next two days of the journey they and was arrested by the editor on a charge
We came up an hour ear- at the close went out to his dinner, while will and force and power marked alike on form fasted, and merely showed a little tame- of stealing books, convicted and sent to
us evenings.
and feature, pushed chairs toward us.
the Penitentiary tor seven years.
We ness in consequence.
lier than usual, and our table was always the saints sat at their table.”
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Our Dealings with a Gas Bag.
only 25. Wo owned 75 per cent,
vessels; now we own-to per
Thursday.]
Wo have no more space to waste on the
cent., showing that we have not only lost
*u
ovn a Year since Mr. BenBangor Whig concerning the matter of
THURSDAY, AUGUST 10, 1871.
all our steam tonnage not engaged coast's .'inn was cruelly murdered in
the New York riots. Our end is answered
anil the recollection of the
wise?, but also 27 per cent, of our sailing when we
compel it to admit, as it virtualIns well nigh faded from the miMSllKI) KVKKY THURSDAY MORNINti
vessels.
—by;
New V enkovs, so often and terly does, that we offered to copy any artiThus while the United States, under the cle it
d with tales of lmman siilVerof its own, if it
william II. SIMPSON. ruinous policy of protective tariffs in- would might designate
!• .' iip* >ihait watchers of wrongto the whole of our
give
place
KniTOK
AND
:t” ! the never-tiring searchers for
PROPRIETOR.
augurated by the party in power and original article on the riot. It was caught
ln\e ; e\er leli tin* trail of the man
Si bsi’kiption Terms.
In advance,$2.00hyear;
maintained by a Radical Congress, lias in the toils. To
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the
w
'ii j>e* led of
copy the article would
having perpetrated
$:t,00.
declined in commercial import- be to exhibit its wilful
il -lei-il
l r<»m the moment suspi- yi*ar,
steadily
deception. To deAm EBiTSiNu Terms.
For one square, (one
hit iip.-n him. until the present, inch ot length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks, ance, other nations less favored by natucline, would be to confess that it dared
and 25
Murderer,

Nathan

T!i

N

.v

wo own
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\ ark l'iuii's ot

—A

mail named Thompson shot and instantlv
a man named Berris, at Ilorseliead, N.Y.
Friday, mistaking him tor a paramour of his
wife, for whom he was watching.
Here is a new phase of the killing business which has become so common of
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in m

horn followed

:»l.
endi

w

cents tor each subsequent insertion.
tion ot a square charged as a lull one.

ith nnrelent-

;
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place

trom

place rapidly,

to

to

migene Mies \\ an.lew ••lie* <im scarce shown twice
him in the same pro\ inee." lie had
ether crime- 1.* answer lor besides
iilian murder.
Allen Pinkerton
I him" t• * serve out an unexpired
!
thirteen years' imprisonment in
tnd tor a nnmli r he had com1
! >..
1 lie dread ot confinement
•
‘-wig a term of years alone was
ii i• • keep him mo\ ing ever. At last
a
ton'- de|eeI i\ es in tin1 North. West
I '-•■nth. aided by the
regular scouts of
e'- d
in lie,-.
got between him and
mil. plains ami other approach*
.'a
haven where outlaws timl ol.*the t o W est
and graduallyeloso'.hoi,| liim
The Atlantic coast.
i
tin*
pt
ii,-ighborln»t»/l ol the gulf,
we ,- i:ii row 1 v watched, and his
-cid hopeless.’
*
\
-ib.nit seven months ago, al;
\liaie-l• 11
old in the tlepths ol
i.
Foi
reached (Lilveston in
the detectives light on hi- heels.
w a
1 >elay would he
to be lost.
\ '-'>ld •!ash alone could save him,
In mad*
Leaving his hiding
lie iiippe 1 oi) board a vessel short
•id- orl hound to (ireat Britain,
d f «>m the harbor just in time
1
flic
tie
ol Mr Pinkerton, and
te*l man made good his escape,
ini* lime -liter the trail was lost in
o! tin- deep, until, by one of
t
i-:**neies only known to the
on il t hid -taker, it waclearly asI that tie* absconded Forrester!
>*tlaud
Here he had been born.
i-o
lit
-till resided oil the old
d* cited by the criminal. To
In lie ved to have gone.
i’.itv he w
I.itb eiing nr li*«pe ran hardly be
■1
I ‘iukerton
followed, deterhim back.
Hi departure
•in- '-*1
al'ou! -i\ months ago,
ii
n
iid that Mr Allan Pinkerof the ILteetive Bureau bearnaine. had gone
to seek health
In- heather upon hi- native hills
1' i'.*l
I'll
health he sought was
1
ai t ice. which would have been
i'
in lie ! by the
capture of the
it
1 *• iv-ter.
But he has returned,
i hi
a
|[e
card), me ueeessfiii.
I
about three week- ago and
pr. .ii in < ’hieago.
"

mi.

nnm

like

■
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to

sending

(>F PORTLAND

the Boston Post is

l

yes!eiilay dispatched

iiii.-

a

doing

tin*

shipbuilding

interest of Maine such excellent service,
will be found on the outside of to-day’s
paper. The facts brought out in the Yarmouth letter arc very important, as showing the disasters wrought with our ship-

ping by the
generally.

radical tariif ami party policy
The only possible objection

be made to them

that

can

that

('apt.

Blanchard is

any hand, is
Democrat, and

on

:t

may therefore he suspected of
against a high tariif.
But the

testimony

which

we

publish

to-

No cry
such objection
of party prejudice will avail against the
declarations of dames P. White and Co-

day

is open to

|
prejudice |

no

lumbia 1*. Carter,

concerning tin1 causes
conspired to ruin their business.
Among tin* lirst in the original
foundation of the republican party, they
have always been its most zealous promoters and supporters.
They do not state
the d imaging facts which we record from
which have

any desire to aid the Democratic party, as
such,
lint they are wrung from them by
tin*

j

perils

ot their

position,

as

drowning

line of tin* most
ii.- New York branch of this men shout for help
nid lie had an interview with H. significant lads stated 1)y Mr. \\ hite is
1»' 1
the Supei inieiiMeiit.
That ! that even the
repairs upon American ships
;• mm
very eoiirteou ly conversed on are made abroad. We know that il was
"id eoi'i'obi.irated the statement,
1
t
dd. alter mentioning the return j contemplated to bring the ship Charlotte
I mope 111 Mi 1'inkerton, whom, by
W. White to this place, for the purpose ol
In had not seen since, that Formaking some extensive repairs upon her.
vei in Seotland.
hiding from the
who needed employment
wlm are on the alert to seize him. Ship-carpenters
i*»mv hi. continued he, is in direct had counted on getting perhaps a month’s
ii niiiii. atioii
with the
police and work on this vessel. But when the own'ii
Me on t lie other side of the ocean, ers had counted the cost ot materials
here,
I i!i Ie nigh the fugiti\ e may lor a time
the ruinous tax exacted at the Custom
de t le ir \ 'ililiee, m tin* end he must
in
Ii:
Mi 1‘inkerton. lie said, laid Iiousc, and all the discouragements with
ai
|’ m
lull) lor the capture; but which a foolish administration loads the
Ii
thu- far been without a great business, it was found that the
ship could
1 Ie man. however, is shut up
lie much more economically repaired
i.e H ea e Ib itain
a much smaller
abroad. And so the money that under a
|"*i at.* in than the North Ameig<
'lilmeiit i
Tlie understaning bc- Democratic administration would come into
I .1
I.iii’
people and the New the pockets of shipbuilders in this city, unii* -• ithat it the former catch
der radical management goes into the bands
:11e i itiei will have him tried
Nath iii murder eh trge.
If he of foreigners. The ship owners are not
rime the police will to blame. So impoverished Ins the busij.* ’ted ,,i iIh
■.>
I'inlo ion, w ho will send ness become that it is necessary In count.
re*
..ut his thirteen years
I he cost in every instance, and use the
the prison.
I
lid M: I hivi
is what Fol- utmost economy in eipiipping and sailing
io do, and to avoid which lie
ships.
! tale
If he were in
any ( haiiees.
Now these are no far fetched argue
wit Ii ie now. 1 know the man’s
ments.
The tacts are right hen- among
O Well that
1 believe he would 1
letei
u-\ and ran not be disputed.
Tln-t must
i.
oid.
even
1
levelled
get
..pi
though
i.
•! hi
1 Ie would perfer have weight with the laboring men of
head
When he is run
nupi 1 iiiuent.
j Maine, who will give to them a few mot d -•
my word for it. lie will light
ment’s consideration.
Mel’'
The argument lias been made that the
i
in
a
! ed w hether J'oi re iter’s mis
N’eii Clean did not know somefalling otf in shipbuilding is owing to the
a lie r e d if ill t :.
••!
ni
the Suporinemployment of steamers largely in the
i.
j-li. d t hat he did not. She
It is true that freight is
trade.
appli ed of his well-being lroin carrying
Mm b\ a. tliii d party
However, carried to a larger extent by steamers
I. i..re observed, there D not the
but why should not the United States inddoubt in mv mind lull that1 Hilly’ crease its steam marine as well as other
to
ini' nir hand -, it lie but live a
? The only reply is to refer to
ii
\11 our arrangments have countries
J
i;
I b\ -ai chief in Seotland, the same crushing, destroying taritV.
ni m in' now is.”
An interesting statement, based on re-
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cent

lbii'.ri.m

mi
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lie b

mi
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which shows that in the year
1860 there were running from New York

I.

are

thus

given

i
man of about sixty
years
lie live on bis old homestead,
>n
el
who i married, lives with
< hi
'Vunlay the old gentleman
home alone, the rest of the family
m ud.iig a
picnic in the neighborhood.
\1
nf noon Mr Cay, who had been at
ni his barn, about eight or ten rods
in dm lion
e, beard hi
dog, which was
nut in the kitchen, bark, and started out
what it w a for.
When about lialt'" t weiai the barn and the house he
i\
C

Ii

t

w

by

strangers to him,
11 with black pant-, linen coats and

mi>

I.

two men,

lie w':i> on the point ol speakthem when the larger one, who
el
star mi hi
breast, pointed a re>I vei at his head, and the other clapped
.1
"lithe shoulder, paying: **I arrest
i:
m the name of the United States, as
oiinterleiier,” at the same time* pulhis hands in irons. They blindfoldt him and took him into the house,
.vli. e they threw him on the floor and
d Pi- legs together.
Then they carried
in adjoining bed-room,
>■ in mto
put him
'll. bed. and tied his feet to the lmlII
"I the bedstead, demanding the key
in
which he told them was on a
a I**,
i.i
oa the bureau.
i,
During this time
in) told him if he made any noise or
-poke they Would blow his brains out.
being unable to find the key to the safe,
i,i \
blew ii open with powder, and robin United States bonds
«i it of
md several thousand dollars in bills, the
\act amount not bi.*ing known.
Oneot
the men remained in the bed-room to
watch Mr. Day, while the other performd the job.
They .succeeded in making
ie ii
escape, but were seen by several
Mr.
Cay
succeeded in releasing
people
In,-. It ni a short time, and went to the
pi.-nie grounds and gave the alarm. The
were scoured, but the
,.-ads and wood
not loiiiid.
were
jobber
They* left a
.t. h' l and a number of burglars tools.
\Ji Cay w :«> driven into Medina and had
tie irons cut otf.
liit

.i"

m
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>
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Ticket

Fleeted

in

Charleston.

( 'ilAltl.KSTON, S. C., Aug. 4.
lie official counts shows that the municipal election Wednesday, resulted in
the choice ol the Citizens’ candidate, General John A. Wagner, by a majority of
votes over Gilbert Fillsbury, the
;;;
present Republican Mayor. The entire
elecled by about the
t itizens’ ticket i
I

one

inajoi ity.

T he above cleans out the foul nest that
i,u robbed and abused the people of that

ity,
c

ever

il rule.

since the establishment of radiThe

good work goes

on.

and

"Thou shaft
"Thou shult

*■

average of thirty-one dollars

twenty-live

cents each.

Whatever

other benefits may spring from the im
pollution, it is clear that they arc not to
bless the

after the

region

Ueorgc

IYabo.lv

fashion.

steal."
bear false witness."

*

1

an

-The Portland Star, without any warning, breaks out in this style
Into the fields of iimneiiMlv bespangled with
jewels of God'- own s. lling, we tu:i.\ gn *e ou!\
when standing in the darUnc-.-; :md the -till
voice ot Jehovah conn
neared between the
sunset and the dawn.
That's what conn s <1 being out late o'

suggested that the context
and words omitted were highly important
to a correct understanding of the language. and quite changed its meaning,
the learned contestant replied, as does
the kindred genius of the Bangor Whig,
nights A wtirn* ca has eldom .cur
that his style of argument was his own,
redand lie would change it at no one’s bid—The Democratic paper-; ol the '-tat.- having
ding.
been rebuked by the Press lor their uianih a
When it was

c

As we said,

intention ot
wasting space on the flatulent individual
who is the penny-a-liner of the Whig.
It would to* easier, and have a less offensive result, to tap I lie holder of tlic Ban-

plain intention lnuv is to convey
impression that the Southern rebellion
Let
wns exclusively a Democratic one.
rite

we

have

lukewarmness toward their candidate, arc in»\v
making a “spurt,'’ and writing him up with ill
their might. [ Portland Press.

no

Strange

rebellion, Breekenridge, the
ultra Democratic candidate, bad l:»t»,0«>n

I he

Guns

!

Spiked.

if the ellorts of tin*

Ptv

to

send Mr. Kimball up with a pint, should
up tin* -pout
put its own candidate
It wouldn’t be the first gun tint had re-

gor (Cis works.

how ibis \v:iIn the St iles tb it
into

»

coiled disastrously.
it

—We feared

might come b>
reply to the (be pel

pa
P.111-

i he officials ol New York city, who
lint John Hell, the candidate of
votes,
The Age, iu its
control the public expenditures, have
the party who e only platform was
The
late of
ner, goes otV into this fearful
made
a
I
movement
which completely
Constitution and the I nimi/' had :»lO/MO
mind
spikes the guns of the noisy clamorers re
ill tile
line slates.
And Vet these men
According to human estimate i there n.>i
the city expenditures. The dis- ! about as much in the Pubic to prove that God i
garding
all went into tin* war.
When it became
I
merciful nor good, c- there i to prov e
neither
patches of Friday last have the follow- the atliiillative?
apparent that Hie radical party meant
ing
In the name ot the saint and martyr
war. that the South could not have peace
Mayor Hull and < 'ontrollcr (’onnolly, to-day
whither are we tending ?
on
any terms lint, tiny considered lair, a.ldrc-*.*.I u letter to President
of the

j

<

hum!.,

of

cratic

compromise

no

rebellion.*"

Why

part of the people
It

was

a

wept into it till
Now
for the

were

word

it

American

the

growth

responsibility
ocean.

and

h id

commerce

to

of that form ot

wept from the

John Hull.

It

of

prosperity
long been an
competed with

ships everywhere, and
protits from his. purse. He
and patiently on tin* means

wrested

fat

studied long
for its over-

lb* never found it until tin* radi-

throw.

cal party came into power a party that
no doubt bis
money helped t.* success in
the elections. Tin* war that radicalism.

!

accounts will all be published at an early
day. but they earnestly desire that the original
account* and vouchers be at once thoroughly
examined. They make this proposition ine'pcctive of their own personal considerations,
sinl it i* addressed to the (’liamber of Commerce because it is composed of non
pavtizan
and commercial gentlemen.

Can

Alabamns

and

American
burned

Shcnando.ihs

ships,

while

Southern

burning

Northern
Hut

towns.

armies
line

one

day
enterprising naval commander captured two rebel envoys. Mason and Slidell,
an

from

a

British

ship,

and brought

them

the I niletl States.

What did the party
»>f the Bath Times and Kennebec Journal
do.' They didn’t hang the rebel-;. Ob,

to

no!

A Briti-h

ship

of

anchored oif

war

Boston harbor, and demanded time men.
The whole administration and radical

p:ti:

v

an

g./:

d

»

a n on

American

delivered the

their knee

ship

went

rebels

on

and ate dirt

alongside

and

board, and the

Briti-h

ship of war ailed to Halifax with
A fortnight later they were in
Fngland and France, buying cruisers and
issuing commissions to naval ollicer.s!

them.

And these papers talk about Democrats
destroying our shipping ! It was the cow-

ardly truckling of the administration to
Fngland that destroyed our shipping;
and it is the ownership of Congress by

For

a

region

people of
stayed with llagon

were

the editor himself i

now

apples,
ripe.

of this

its credit

Hut

it

city,

and the state ol

will

not silence

the
radical pres;, for the reason that il will
checkmate the attempt to make political

capital

of the hue and cry.
But the
made, will satisfy the

out

when

report,

people,

either that the

true

fai

or

eharges

made

arc

n*.

From the

Look

the soldiers struck

this

Hunger Democrat.

Way,

street’s

-Since

men

Democratic Legislature.
Here is what the Philadelphia
Age says:
a

In eight Nears tin* Radicals have* increased
t he debt of tbi* city from nineteen to fifty million dollar-;, and, it the same time, put affairs in
-in h
condition as to require a further increase
of twenty millions within two years. That will
make an increase of lifty-one million* of dollars
in ten years. To be sure, the tide lias risen
gradually. 'I'ln* rate is about five millions per
year. At the same time taxation has mounted
from on.* dollai and forty cents per hundred,
while the valuation of property has been raised
from one-third to its lull price. .Such a state of
financial affairs cannot be found in any other
ily in Hu* world, which claims to he ruled by
law and ordinance
That of New York is no

parallel."

and

<h>Uur

North

Carolina.

might

are

everv

tream

to

kind, how
n
Long-

nt
ami

four tin*

where tlx y were received
place, invited to their

treated

xa nr-

plea-ant

ion

to

relie-him*nls.

by tin*

Lodge

At

re

al

cvii

in tlx*

a

ning;.
a -u. eeThe itl-iir w
.n every way, about
■'• or
•.‘no beiuc taken, which will leau- nine

g.'.'l al'.ive expense, and will
onie Library

‘piu.

be admitted to Vas-ar
“Down with

Narrow Gauge Railroad

is well taken.

Wo make

Mr. (leorge .]. Wall, for many years
.learner
died
clerk of the Sanford

an

in

Eastern Maine.

last week
Hallowed, alter a
illness.
Ib* was buried with
at

the

extiaet horn

letter,

a

over

FI!

lingering

Augusta

editors

are

nal.

Masonic

seinliirr bou-

ticipated largely

to

been

intern

United States (Jircuit (’our!

I our

Hni -etts

<’arrfeaponili'nct'
Ti’ori’i.f.

i\

Cllsworth.
oi

journey

the Journal.

rui

(

writer

\mi*

Ki.i.suoktn, August 'ml. ls7I,
The Depublieans of this
unity, ami •
peeially of the city, are wry much excited

over

the nomination <»i

a

candidate

assured, is

one

in

.-liapin;.?

ca-le

n

the railroad

His views will

friends,

as

those of

a

has grown to its present propordetailing the incidents of a

After

tion
from

are

:iii11
aga-doii
xperieneed mntleman,
under win• n* ear* in lai m* part, thn jgival
and pro perotis r lilroad vstem of Mas-a-

leorge P». Hums, 1. q ot t’alai In
appointed ... of tie-

Letter

we

h- gi-d at ion of that state.

ileus—a sort of editorial milleuimu.
<

The writer,

of tin* best informed railroad experts in
M
aelm-ett. and a mail who has par-

each other, and e\chai. iug compliments on their reciprocal llrnwr ".vu

quets

i^nature id Massachusetts, dated at
worth. Inly l.'.li, to the Boston dotir-

from

F.tstport

to

HI!-worth, tlx*

XXVI.
William Mckennaii. fall,.i m-law
ot tile Pre- id. nt's own cousin. I uih d -Uah
(’ireuit dud m for tin- \\
h u I >i uric! .>i |\ unsVlV'iui'i
\ \ V 11. < '<>lunihil- I ><-l:un. IVe-i<|< ui"-111ir> I
cousin, Secretary of the Inbur-r: would i>.
willing to In* Seciriai v of the H> i-m•>. -m
he can't he t'nitvd Slate-, Senator from « >!»,• >.
X XVIII.
Frederick I •t*ul (;rant. I‘t
|. ui
son, Seeonil Lieutenant Fourth < a*. .Irv:
out on the I'aeilie h‘ iilr.n l. I,ill not
|
a,XXIX.
A. Lei i, fre-i-lenf *- \V 11
"I -ill
As-essor of Internal lo-x.'Ulic at m I Ml.
! Ill I
peel- lo he < 'ol lector ol tile I h-i
>■
XXX. I l\
<rant W hit
Mi
* irant, 'Second
*
I aeuteiiaiit I m
wants to go p 1 :• 11mo-. md w.;
no diitieult\ iii g.-tling ],, nui-'ioii.
X X XI
<
to!
1
old JesSr, A-r ol internal K
Twelfth Disti iet of New A ork : -\
:i.' mi.,:
being < olleet.if.
XXXII.
I ..I ill.- \\ |. ..|
L> II. |e. I It
the President's brother in-law, M
ihLnited Stab-- Army.
X X X 111.
Tlmma- Slnri>.-.
.-n in
:•>
tin
President'- brolher-in-law Fir
i.
n! -nan
< ominuv I''. Fir-t I nib ! Slab
I nl nitre
XXXIX. .1 line S. \\ ad-w<•nli.
->;
i-st.-r of the inolli.-r el the Pit
i•
wa- appoint' -1 Mar-ha! ol' \.-w
a
ie.-ted by t h S*• n:t.• >u -conn! «>.'
!
,i
aeter; would bo w illing to go het r»
a
again afb-i the next Pr.•-...Im.i i I |.
;
\ ided thine
.-ante out ail right ."

j

j
|

highly lcspe.ted

a

prominent l»enio

a

ashore

»:ie-

<

a

total loss.

1'ibbet.. forineilv on
Na-'huena, and will

u

t >.

Bailey, it is reported, is to le»A
Repoiter, <»u account of ill health

Hamlin has gone to California.

-<eiialo:

A ca
I the recent Iixeter assi/.es, laiglaut.
has shaken up the brains of the law doctors
there.
A man wa> arraigned tor stealing lob
s,l1 >s • "in the pot of a tishi rman, and his couu
>el pul a the plea that lobster was a wild am
m d. and e- -neb legitimate plunder wherevci
A- the court dissented, from this
mnnd.
'"im
«>,
1‘tlglish paper, uiiac.juaiiited with
l!l1
1
bailing up>>ii the lobster, explain*
ib
i!e
ire iwo varieties ot lobsters, one >;
will'll
bla. I,, 111.) go,,,| to cat, and k Vel
n
oiiui il," and tb other red. good » e e
and vi v tame.

>
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Win n All
in
died, the friends of the
talented sister-, j. are I that Phoebe, who*
be
delie
Irani, iiiauv months of anxious watch>' 1,1 king h id * \hauste.l, would follow almost
imiiie.iial'i\.
P.m -he lingered l.ravelv onto
'vi bioe.-apliy wiiieh throws new
light up
"|> Hie -Weel md spiritual rhaiuetei ot the dea t
^ hee, I* >»r -out-- weeks *he luis been at NewI “»‘l. app UenlIy rc-overing: but on Mondav
nielii. after
brief painlul illness into win
In* re lapsed. he died.

lwo

I’ll- < ity < oimeil Ot Itoeklaiid, ha\
passed
r
o|\. iiislrueting tlr Mayor to otf-r iu\
md ill mmu!aeturing establishments the annual pro.lii.-i oi w lii'-h shall amount to ^.'.o,oo i,
!" b I in.
proprietors of stielt UiallU fa.toiie'
-h >11 ei.
perm an-ni buildings in that citv fo:
lien works, ill the I'aeilities the eitv affords
l"i
u-It enterprise, and exeinptioii from city
tax
ni
11--Ii piopcrly ten ve ii
11'1' I\ n hui:' ui M.
in | llin-i*. it It i*
t**11ji.I Hut In- min,I. i,
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|itt|.i/m, wli tut Ii. Ii i.l I lk' ll inti. In*
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II:- little /ill :tlvo 1 »*•* 11 lit
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low. f III III t hi*''
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■
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d ii imor
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oft'. »
liliild. Who i- j, present 111 Ktllope.
Ii
I.. :MTf*ied on :i Imr/e ol''lrun/lin/ mid
1
iii.n
In r m w -Mi n
did. The hotly vv »*
ii
over. d ni
kit. hen *P ve hy the n< i/hhor-..
I lie W.mi'in II I- e.mle*-.rtl her erillie.

I'hf 'll .III- I'
IV < III it tile l.iVV < OKI t Ini*
nh d th<
veeplioii' In the e;i>e ol S ir.ih B
Miller, hhelkilll.
N lllmniel I
Millet
I'ortl ni I, -nid rein e I to syninl :i new trial
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end d *fr Unhoif fmilel
v j 11
i * n«.
th< -»Hi.f lie I’, eird of "Upervhiiiin, ip.
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\n unknown women w;i* run over on I’m***lei hv
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Wilkin
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I he ell" i II. !.
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is inevitable,
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I »i an I imuifliately
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two candidates in the licid, Imtli working,*
hard to get lie* nomination.
The led
■

are

•ilher receive the

the other's friend-

The excitement

one

week

ago became so great that the leaders of
‘his so called party oi reformers, held a

this District, being in favor of thi- faction,
it is said In* at thi; meeting pledged flu*

I

expired

■
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U Olil all _-.il tir.-.l *i f.-lu& a
til*
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dangerously.

Il is wonderInl that
tit's occurred.
it is

undoubtedly
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no

inure

i.

mt ol
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’u:,f,

criminal

carelessness on the part of one or both
the conductors, probably both.
I'ho conductor ot the lorward train ought not to
have

I
1

stopped

his train

so

near

the

curve

without sending back a ilag, and the conductor and driver ot tin* following train
at laulL tor coming around a curv
such a speed as could not be chocked in case cars were at the
depot.
Among the passengers well known to
our citizens, who
escaped unharmed,
WCVO Col. Lang ot Augusta, Ceorge M.
Brown of Boston, and Mr. Flood of Wawere
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thing- tin- present

summer is in
if It the la.-t. and m none
!,“*re
lli< lr.*'|iu ut rains and had
"hen.
(hdv on* .• in a entury or
pos
"'l« I 'Vo m three eenturie*
do the mid
'll'- 'i ll'
ever see the
ground whitened
''dh now in
duly, del we have seen, in
'•lie duly jn-t ended, the
papers ol' New
I' !
des.
*ey
rilling duly sleighrides in that
‘‘Male
the -lei"'hs miimii"- mi leiii \vlull*
in \ ii gini i, on tin; night ot the l*Kh, snow
h'U at Kearns's lap, Rapphannoekcounty
t>> the depth of three inches!
In (’hau
tainpia county. New York, south ot Lake
I'rie, and on the Pennsylvania boundary
line, there was a snow 'dorm on the night
ot July '1st, which i.
aid to have left a
depth ol half » foot in ome places. Tin*
Dunkirk D liautau-pia county) Journal is
tin* source ol the l.dlowing item:
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w

ivvlible authority, the >tatei, it in the southern
portion oi
:is*id:ig:> Vlllley, • 111 his eouiltV, Oil the llight 02
iliy M "t July, Is. 1, to the depth of six iuehes
ni more.
\\ «• are told that the
crops in tin
> i. imtv
ol Levant have keen
thereby greatly
and
damaged,
some of them entirety ik*stroyed.
( ‘plain
Smith, of the !>., W. and P. railroad,
reported snow in the Passiulaga valley at
oVlock on Saturday morning, the22d, at au inch*
or more.
The snow fell in the village of ForWe have, m
menf thaf 'now
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Tin1 people are live to the idea of a railway.
The wide caUge fiom Hath to Kockland is costing more than S 1‘Uioo per mile, and impoverishing its builders. S11<• 11 a line tins portion of
.M tine cannot sustain and does not require, and
Hie people are eo itemplating
narrow gauge
line to ost but si 1,0(Ml jut mile. The favorite
lie
from Hangor, through Ellsroute appear- to
worth and Marhi.is, with a >ub-e«|iient branch
I be entire
through I »elinv-viile to t'alai-?
from 1*. ngor to Lube-*, wliieh lies on
di-daniln
l-‘ainboat route from St. dolm to Hoston,
i- but t.o more bv a land-locked water route to
M. dolm, and do more from Lubee to ^ ilai-.
flu new route liom H mg-o will b,- shorter
than tli-- European and North American line
->
St. dolm an«l < alais, ami
m arly do mill
sit miles
t-»
A daily
more than
Ea-lporl
be run from Lubee to < ampo
-learner might
Hello, I! i-dport and Si. dolm, returning the
Another 1-- Pembroke and < alai-,
ame day.
ami their -.ii'-ecss would bring down a branch
(
and
Pembroke.
alais
from
At
Ellsworth the route will pass within
twenty mile- "1 liar Harbor. Ml. Desert, where
-me hundred
passengers from Portland and
P.oslon were landed la-f Saturday, and this
would bring the chief village of ML Desert
within four hours of Hangor, ami within fourlien hours by land of H i.-ton, and and add to
the attra-lions of this Newport --1 our eastern
A- tv-pe. I- railway-, Hie i|iiestion of
eoa I.
the Iciir i-: Will there be hu-ines- to sustain
them, and can the money be commanded
The line proposed
for their construction*'
will pathrough or near many populous
Railroad Collision
village-, miong which are < herrylield with
•jitoo, and Ellsworth i'.‘>oo inhabitants. 1'pi.n
Ye
!■. !. m
about ten
its route it will accommodate at lea-t dUO inhabiextiA
train on the Maim- < mil a
tants to the mile, ample to sustain a narrow
ran into the mixed tram of freight
ml
1
gauge railway, although it would make no reA narturn upon tin- cost of a wider gauge.
At the \
ii
sengers wln’eh wa :
to
would
conform
the
surrow gauge
closely
boro station
fhe extra train w
bdl*wface of the country; would be cheap to build
and when they rounded the nr
:
>;i.I
and ea v to maintain, for it would disturb but
came in
of Hie
train, ii
little the fare o| nature, and here need not cost
I Loon per mile, Including stations
too late to cheek
more than
and the 'mam
In place of sixteen feet width
ami ci|iiipage.
n
ran
through the pa
for road-b.d we -hould have but ten; in place
on the rear of tile lir t tra m
m
n
of si\t\ pounds to the yard for the rail, but
a COIlipleti* Wreck
1'ilClV Wa-i'i twelve, e,
thirty-two pounds; in place of twenty tons for
II
fifteen
on
the
11
li
toitu
the citrine, eight tons; in place of cats weighpassengering ten Ions, cars to weigh but two or three
all he ird lie- Un in.
nately
tons. The line of three feet gauge and curves oil’ in sea-on and were not
uimidx bun
-»t :*r>0 I'.vl radius can wind around the eleva
I, i-liu-.
one, a Mr
French wo
tions and follow the -erpentino valleys, and
of
ilb
man,
Waler\
made
no
of
om
or
two
hundr*d
feel
climb up gradients
ittempi l >
leave, and -be wa forced Iron, the < ir
to the mile; and alight engine can draw up
such gradients three or four light passenger Col. 'I'liomaof Ango la, who wa
-r
it the speed of twa nly mile- the hour, and
the la d one to leave
Hie colli ion
heavy trams of freight with perfect safety; it cunvd as lie was
the train and In*
ail tints avoid both costly flits and embankwas thrown several leet into the air, but
A
ments, and reduce cost b() to t‘»(> per cent
revenue ol'Sd per bead trom tin* population acwas not injured.
Mr (i. 1‘
commodated, or Sdooo a mile from a populat ion Wadsworth of Poston, was the onlv
per
of duo to the mile, would scarcely keep tip the sou in the
car, and his escape was irui\
track on a costly line, but on a cheap narrow
miraculous. The
ran
w ithin
gauge line may return s per cent, on the investleet of the forward end of the c.ir. |.- i\
It would carry freight and passengers
ment.
more cheaply, liom the saving in dead weight,
that limited
which w
not
than a more costly line. As respects the funds crushed like
:il!
egg shells, and what wa
rc.|iiircd for -m h a line, a million and a half of more
the
continued
It is said that the towns on
money w ill .-uliieo.
the
work,
exhausted
d
team
to
cent,
on
raise
tli route are authorized
per
e-,--p,
into that part of the ear imt « -rushed
their valuation; su.-li a levy would furnish halt
II,
the amount necessary, ami would prepare the
tlat and covered his mouth,
road for the iron, stations and e-ptipage. The out the
steam as much as
Hiamount for them can ho raised by bonds on the
except where covered by hi hand
ubseriplion. Hut the people of this important is
scalded
hut
section of the Stato can appeal with < onlidenee
not in
to the State either to take the amount in stork
The casudtie
uni up
or to lend it to them on a long loan at -t or d p.-i
as follows:
cent, interest, secured by a mortgage m-1 inkC. P. Wadsworth of Po-Inn
ing fund. Massachusetts has made many such
lv.
loans lo her railways, with great beneiit to the severely, but not
and
Massachusetts
have
Mrs. Laslms (French) <•! W at,
,be.
State; and both Maine
contributed as a gift Ssoo.oOO to the European bruised
and North Am.-ri- an railwav, which will divert
Kli French, of Kendall"- Alii!
leg
business from this section and lesson its faciland little toe <a-u bed
m.t
ities for traveling. Whatever investment the
a
few
w
ill
in
he
Stale may make
years
returned
of
value
taxable
increased
the
>»v«
oi
i:
inWftlTOli
»\v
i.
11'
prone
Will.
by
|t*i l
fly
cident to a railway,
I»ut not

of North Carolina, at
support of his army of oilier holder- in
j its late Legislature
session, provided for the submis- this county h» secure tin* defeat <•! thi
sion to the people of the question of hold- much dreaded
Spnrling.
ing a Convention to revise to the Constien steam vessels, aggregating about 26,A few evenings later the friend- of
More Trouble.
tution of the State.
nOU tons. There were twenty-two iron
Voting upon the Sheritf Spnrling assembled and declared
Hancock, where the radical men and question took place last week, the Con- that he should not he
and five wooden vessels running to Liverput down in any
pool, Glasgow and Galway, under the brethren an* discordant and belligerent servatives favoring the Conventioi and such way. Doth factions are very much
British Hag, belonging to the Canard, In- over the alleged malfeasance1 of certain th.- radicals voting against it. The vote in earnest, and a clash can not po
ihly
man. Anchor and Galway lines.
The officials, i not alone in her glory, by anv i very close, both parties claiming it, be avoided.
North-German Lloyds ran two, and the means. Fraud sialic unchecked in the and probably only official returns can deThe charges brought against Mr SpurHamburg line ran lour iron steam packets. Custom House ai Calais, it i reported by termine the question.
ling are that he does not. favor iheeli.|iie
In the trans-Atlantic trade alone the a detective who has been poking his unwho have usually controlled tin* hVpuh
Kentucky Election.
We don’t,
United States had in 1800 live steamers. welcome nose into it affairs.
Mean party in tins section, tMat Mis mm
t he State Flection in
Instead of increasing in proportion with rely upon any disloyal source tor our inKentucky took als are not good and that he i■; not capaother countries engaged in the same trade humation, but lake it at first hand from place on Monday, resulting in the .success ble of filling tin* olliee laels which they
that staunch party organ the Calais Ad- of the whole Democratic State ticket
by a have been four years in finding out. In
during the succeeding ten years, we
It reports as follows—
majority of from dO.OOO to 40.000—which, turn, the friends ot Spnrling a ail the
actually declined to zero, having in 1870 vertiser.
Rumors of irregularities and frauds in the
although a tailing off from excited con- characters of those opposing him, and
not a single steamer in the trans-Atlantic
management of Custom House Im-iness have
When have revealed some
trade. On the other hand, the number caused much excitement, in (’alais for some time. tests, in enough in all conscience.
very important facts
of British steamers above mentioned in- An investigation of the all airs of the Calais of- a larger majority is needed, it. can he which have rendered heart sick some of
fice, by a detective, has given rise to many recreased to sixty-four and the German ports of fraud and mismanagement, attributed had.
the more honest ones who have
always
some to the collector and by others to Him
steamers to twenty. Even France, which by
I lie extracts lrom Charleston
subordinates. As no definite action has yet
| supported the party, and will be of valpapers,
had not a single steamer running to been taken bv the author'll ics, it is impossible to
uable use in tin* coming campaign.
which we publish in another column,
decide. The feeling of hostility toward the
give
America in 1860, had live in 1870.
This state of affairs is not much in con
Custom House in this county is
had thing for a lively picture of an election in the soulhThe documents from which this intorma- the Republican party, as the Anti-Custom
with the declarations hitherto
formity
ei n
city, as held under the improved eonHouse party comprises large number of active
lion is derived were prepared at the Trea- business
made by this Republican party that
men, and control-, the vote of this city.
dilion ol things there.
In other States
their rulers anil olliee hoi lers arc all upsury Department in Washington for the They are all members of the same party, and matters are no better. At
Goldsboro’ N.
the Custom House is the only source of division
anil moral men
report of Mr. Lynch’s Congressional Com- among them. We shall give particulars of the (.’..anegro mob,
Into town oil right, honest, capable
brought
mittee.
It was up to January 1, 1870. alleged frauds as soon as they ean he obtained
and many honest Republicans who have
an
excursion
to
attend apolitical
train,
from otlieial .souive. At present the excitement
There are now about one hundred and ten is
great, and all good citizens regret that the meeting, look possession of the place, and for years worshiped at the altar of Radbet ween the rings should cause such
iron
animosity
vessels
making regular trips
icalism, find it fast crumbling to decay.
large
respectable men as one ot the eolleetor’s bonds- clubs, knives and pistols ruled for the
between New York and Europe, anil in men and a well known citizen of
In tact they are beginning to realize that
Meddybemps day.
the whole United States the regular line to indulge in the pugilistic diversions, with
“there is rottenness in Denmark,” and
which they entertained their friends at the trot—The Belfast -11 Hi ill ill gives up the
steam vessels number about one hundred ting park last Saturday.
campaign. are looking to tin1 Democratic party to
Tor. urging of the Boston Post for vigorous
and forty-five, and the tonnage loots up
Wo hope tin* Advertiser will not disap- action oil the part of the Maine democrats,
put in nomination some good, honest man
it
about three hundred and fifty thousand point public expectation, but will give us responds that the task is hopeless. [Kennebec whom they can and will support to till
Journal.
tons. This is very near the exact num- the facts and figures of the swindle in
these offices, which have been so corruptThe Belfast Journal don’t give
up the ed
The people want to
ber and record of tonnage between our their lull magnitude
(). K.
by Radical rule.
It
to
hold
on
to
that
campaign.
proposes
country and Europe. Ol these the Cuu- see them. No doubt the allair will be “a institution, and see the
conclusion thereMrs. Jane i.. Hoswcil, who
ard line has 22, the Inman 13, the Nation- bad thing for the Republican party,*’ but
figured so
of. It hasn’t responded to the, Boston
al 10, Liverpool & Groat Western 7, it. will be healthy for the country in the
It may bn remarked, in respect to a
conspicuously in the Hallowed tragedy in
Post that the task is hopeless, and will
September last, has applied for a divorce loan of the State credit, that it cannot tie
Anchor 13, Mediterranean & New York!), end. Let the procession move right along,
from her husband. The libel was recentnot so respond, unless the Post shall
sugFrench Transatlantic 4, Bremen 13, Ham- although the mourner’s toes may bo trodserved upon him in State Prison at done without an amendment of the Congest that the Kennebec Journal lie in- ly
White
Star
6—all
iron
den upon.
burg 10,
Thomaston,
large
whereupon he addressed a stitution. The plan of such a loan to :',!1
duced to speak the truth.
letter to the Judge who is to hold the new roads, in limited amounts
screw steamers,
except the Lafayette, of
proportion—Some of the papers are compliment- court at Bangor, where Mrs. II. now reThe quarrel between Secretary Boutthe French line, and the Scotia, of the
ed to their linislu'd 1 rqek, has been broachsides, in which he states that he clearly
Gov.
Perham’s
address
to
the
ing
Western
and
Gen.
Commissioner
well
which
Canard line,
Pleasanton,
are side-wheel iron
proved at his trial that his wife and Rat- ed, Inti no effort towards its adoption has
steamers. Not one ot the hundred and of Internal Revenue, has come to a head. visitors at Portland, as graceful and full lin had been guilty of adultery, otherwise been made.
\\'e consider it very doubtol rhetorical polish. The compliment is he would have been convicted of murder
ltd whether tin' plan would succeed beforty-five vessels mentioned above carries The President, who lias sided with the
in the first or second degree, and therethe American Hag. In 1856 we had 70 Secretary Irom the first, finding that probably deserved, but it is said that the
fore I lie people.
The road along the
fore lie respectfully prays the Court lo
westerners
of
a
lack
of
the
not
thirsty
would
all
now
Pleasanton
of
complained
we
cent,
shipping;
resign, suspended
per
her prayer for a divorce, as he route above described isa public necessity,
grant
••don’t want any such a woman as she and its construction is but a question of
have 36 per cent., and foreigners own the him from office on Tuesday, under the spirit in his remarks.
—Besides ripe apples, the Lewiston has proved herself to be, to have the right time, and we trust a brief time
balance. In 1856 8 per cent, ol the ship- provisions of the tenure of office act.
to call him her husband.” He also exping of the country was done by steam ; This is among the most serious of the Journal claims to have received a bluepresses a desire that the Court may be
Then we many feuds by which the party is rent, berry an inch and three
A nun in Kansas on whose shoulder a
now 38 per cent, is by steam.
in
cirquarters
lady
pleased to allow her to take the name of laid a lash didn't
sue for damages, because if
owned 65 per cent, of the steamers; now and a promising source of future trouble. cumference ! !!
her first husband, or her maiden name.
was au eye-lash.
a
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XVII.
.John Simpson, l’i< -.,|enP
m\
cousin, Second kieuteiiinL 1 oiirlh Arpll. r. :
for
afln Mardi I, I
promotion Imped
I dm- Mi.
X \ 111.
P.
(Jeorwt
P
m, npmother's srrond
usin, \- c,»r.a Im n.i
licycmic, 'Third District. 0(11.,. heiim thin
longed |dr.
XIX.
IP k. Wiiinan
Pr.--i-lt-nP- .m-V ;
husband. Postmaster ol N *\\ p«
I\ nl
ready lor a higher pi.i a
XX.
Mi's K. A. M .crude:
Pr -,d. ..
I.iother-in law's si cond eoiisin, 1 1. 11, in »
.■
Spinner’s ntli<*e. Treasury Depart in* uP
XXI. Oliver W. pool. President*m 1
nephew. \'sis|:ud Districl Attorn.•>. «
ton, Ky.; would not refuse to he Di iri.
Vtorney after the next election.
X X 11.
A \V. t’a-.-v, Presidenl's hrolle r-i 11law’s own brother. Appraiser oi < u-l mi-, \. w
PM''leans ; a good place, and wants |,> keep it.
X XIII.
Peter Casey, President's l-r..ih.-r-inlaw’s own brother, PO'lmasler at \ i. 1,-lmr ■,
Mi'-.: not a- irood a place a- lie would IP.Per is
( ie..r;;v (.1 illilli. iVc-i P
X .X I \
11.
sou. Fir-1 Lieutenant Sixm mill Ini e.itiw.
x\ V.
hark., Pent, Whit.-ide, lllin.e
Assistant Assessor of Internal d
Not
a relation at all, hut
m
appointed hv Fs, •!.•,,■
the heliet that he was a man and a hrolliinlaw's cousin, and named I>< nl.
V
m l
class fraud Pout i- entitled h» Iw-louc
lie-,

eve-

rhoinp-'on,

p,.
Pi
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••rat, died l:i-t week.

XV I. Dr. Addison I>. nt, Pn
Imp I,, aiirr-in law's third cousin, < lerl; in tin |;
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ter’s otliee. Treasury Department. W t-hin:dm:

about

-turled lbr home, and after

til arrived lu
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Alexander Sharpe, Pr i.i.-ul'
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hcr-in-law. Mar-dial of the 1»1 -1 1. of < oln n
hia.
I line
\l.
Id <
President's l.rolhn
(hleiii
ill-law, Collector of the Port o! \
place \vorlh 5mO,Oi)l> a year.
XII. .Janies l.onwhvet, IV. -idem* I .r-.! Iier-in-lawY cousin, '11 r\ < yor of the I‘oil .1 \, w
< M leaiH.
XIII. Sila- 11:1.1-.>11. I'. -i.lellP UAH
1
in, .Minisier to < .iialnnal 1.
XI\
Nat. A. Patton, I’r.
f nP
'n .el,
in-law's third eou<in, * 'oil. toi of tin p.,
< »al\. loo. 1'exas.
< M laiiilo
\\.
IP
Po
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..ah
eoiisin. < P rk in the 'l'hii I Andm.i
...1,
Washington; hope tor •»m• -1hi 11 mm!,
ter tifter the next rlcelion.

i-

Mi-on,

I.
dessc Loot tiraliL President.'
father.
Postmaster at Covington, Kentucky.
II. < >nil I,, (irant. Pic ode til's hrotliei parlner with Hie Collector of lln
Port a' « hi. igo:
e X peel
>d alter tile next
something icri
elect 'Oil.
III.
Fr. dericlv T I »ciit, President's Idlnrin-Jaw, Claimant "I Land at < aroudch i. M
'oil! i -eilelired hi
\ \ i I m. tat- < onin. i--c >n"l the Land
ot Hi I ud
Mice, ha- lid \ et
Lnl hopes In eel lhem after till lic\l -1.• I .■»i>
IN
Pei M. .1. « lain -r. President* la ..Hi
in-law. Minister to I >. m.iark: ought to !.. m l.
Minister to’Perlin without waitin f.• Hi- Pi.
ideiilial election.
V.
A he l
Kathhouc t orlnn, President'I not her-in-l,aw, negotiator m gold and real e"late 'peculations with dame- li-k.duu., and
day Could: has not made nun h >» hut hope
to aflcr till* next election.
\ I.
P.rcict Itrig.nlicid icin r d I
T. held.
President’s hrolher-in-law. Chief I hri d tin
F.xi< uitii. M msion.
\ II
dudire Louis hent. Pr» ident’ Lr.dhrr
in-laiv, Counsel for Claim ants
t r c the Pi
Pees estimated at f lo.no.l
dent.
n ;
\|.,,|
to make more after the next elect ion.
hr -i1
VIII, (oorge W. I lent. IV -id u
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er-m-law, \pprai
IX.

up look as
army if taken

Many of the party took the Ferrv Boat

picion.

on so-

onlv Indian Trader lor New
Indian Pmivuu: a pia-e worih

piled

when*

to the world

CO.

try to

well

as

In
drunken light in Portland, on Sunday
night. 1 ili irk krllcv, was so badly beaten that
In did. Michael MrCrath has been arrested

<

while directly in front across the
Bueksport. It well repav the climber
troubles, T»y what In -ce-.

it- b

a!

fully

There’s Radical economy for you Fin
<nu1 fort ft cents tax on a him
; meeting at the* parlor of the < ’u-toni 1 louse
dred ! \\ ondcr if Philadelphia
tax-payer:’, | at. which it was decided that (Jen. Spur
wouldn’t like to swap their Radical city
I ling, the present SherilV, who i a e amliollioials for some of the New York alleg- dale for
renomination, mir-t he ousted.
|
*
ed 1 hieve- and robbers
The sympathies of Congressman Mali of
1

and

tliev might physic anv
with the p"\\ d.-r whieli accompanies them.
From 1 he top nt the Fort one gets a line \ iew
fat up and down tlx* river, which winds along

be admitted to

to

are

|

!

our

—

control that has never been inter-

by

which

loom-

b

as one

given

any
And

(>.

unlinislied and probably always
solitary man guard- the place,

enough,

bring

they ever see with approbation oiii
j
disposal of which tliev intrust t>« dieii |
Presidents for public purposes, divided
out as family property.’’
Alba looking
upon that, picture of the old stock, ea-l
your eyes, reader, upon the following appointments of lv'.tUvcs by the leader of
the modern llepubliran

amount of immey exhave be-m enormous, ami

thoiudi

that

tin* Portland Advertiser

College, and erie
monopolies.'’ Tin* “pint'*

-The

neighbor’s thoughts and indignation are
turned towards city corruption, we ask
him to give a passing glance at Philadelphia, a city absolutely under Radical con-

1 In*

pills

tin* New < >rh*:ms

to

Female

Neighbor !

Washington and Augusta and to turn it
towards New York.
But whilst our good

a

women

demands that,

at

trol

appointment

by

is

but 1m

An ex-confederate soldier lias rei-eived a
clerkship iu the Post <)rli<«; department, which
doesn't strike the union soldiers very f.iv a ably.

are

< nx*

view to

into office.’’

the

Tie

must

-till

l-

a

can

carry oil' Niagara Falls wit lx tit spillimr tne water a
to steal that Foil, 'fix* liuvc east iron

Ibr hi-

[Portland Adv.
Speaking of strikes of that

there

will be.

In mors.

We don’t wonder that our genial
neighbor ol the Whig seeks to distract the attention ol hi* readers from tin* plunderers

fenvd with

pended

with

« a ii* > in I r,.
*:i in • -1
.,Ui| KtUhdiu an
made to believe that an nppointun n! of a makin weekly excursions from P.ostoii out
relative is made on the ground oi s: n il !
j '• nid giving the eiti/eiis changes to suit! the
I
m breeze*.
alone, uninfluenced by family view
n

probably > e died, from the fact
anything ot the kind round in
these | til-.
\\ e will not a!tem| l a description
Wc had
a- our military knowledge is limited.
a
-ub I it nt.- in the arms whit h is ail we know
ibout war, but i. we waiuh red through the
arehe- and under-'round pa--age, wc became
convinced that for 4* ways that arc d o k,” Fort

tlx* Fort

not

part of a letter from Thomas Jetferson. in
which he said : 111'be public will never in

knocks

pe.-uliar.

surely

of my own relations
Harper’s Journal has

the

Knox

new steamer llurheunc.
laumdicd at Rockland last Tuesday, she
111 feel long, Id feet beam, and i* feet depth ot
hold, and will run between Rockland and the
Hurricane Island Works.

was

than their intrinsic merit entitled them to ;
and

look at tin' Foi l.

it

in

from pecuniary or ambitious motives, nor
for a desire to nrovido for any one farther

Fort Knox is

licit

—

Colby University,

the

and

expected to enjoy in rebelieving that “I have
rendered to my country every service to highly satisfactory.
which my abilities were competent not
ticn. Ihtvis TiiIson’s

Inigo gun that
cry where lookThe eompaxy
passing v«*-.-eis
di\ ide.l into small part ie- and wended theiiw ay
t.i diilcivnt -pots about tlx- Fort to prepare dinner.
Our party remained <m the Barge and

a

Mr. Moiluiaii, Ah
Payson and the Misses
>allord, win gi\.
is m vf week at Camd< n m l 'rhoiii.isi.on
musical ai
Ilit". an
titles "I <•>!ablidn I
iv|.ut:Uion, and their per
fonnani-c.s am of a high d,|
\v,dlcner.
giv.
I he concerts w hich they leave gi\,-n
hen were

lie

gratifications

tirement was

iif the

look

The >t«'•aincr City of Richmond made an ex.
si"i, hi Saturday from Bangor to Camden,
wlii'h
w
under-1and was an exceedingly
The Richmond is always a
nt oic
1
favorii,
vccdiiigly neat, and her officers
pa f. riis ..| alt. Ill ion and skill.
ui

<

Minister o( the United States at Lisbon,

can here lind an opportunity.
The party arrived at tlx* Fort at about one
o'clock, and were received with a salute from

partook of a lunch which completely spoilt
appetite. After dinner \ve Went on shore

|

•June 12, 171HS, a friendly letter, in which
he took occasion to state that one of the

run

on

the Old Far-

Republic had different, notions on
points from those entertained by
some who are engineering the New Man
General Washington,
grol Republic.
while President, wrote David Humphrey a.

any one
al scenery

lie

Generalities.

Now.

some

of the

down

and

inaugurated

mer

Hudson and the Mississippi, and
given to going into exlaeies over natur-

lieu

eomlorted with

year’s growth,

expenditures

.n

the

T'lio men who

up Penobscot riser was pleasant, and
the seenerv beautiful.
It compares well with

time tin* Lewiston .Luirnn 1

long

Custom House?

was

the South andtotheNe.rt.il content that
we should
go mi cutting each other’s
li was gloriou- fun (>> -ee her
throats.

—

his chronicled that

anything Im fairer than this? or
any course be pointed out more liable
ti. bring out the full tads
regarding the
‘■an

with John

Hull at his hack, urged on,
She sold
England's opportunity.
ships, guns, ammunition, everything 1«»

<

large

a

tin*

a

of all hclicl

about

commerce

sore

call

of sections, and

war

men

The marvellous

eye
his

not

appoint

rebellion, because the larger

Methodist
belief/

bad,

to be

was

The

Dodge

‘oinmcre, asking that Chamber to
and influential committee of
tho people were all for war.
And the well known and upright citizens, to make a full
and exhaustive examination of the public acwar. that
a grain
of common vine at j
counts and the condition of the public credit,
and report the result when complete to the
Washington could have prevented, en
people and city, ami that a special meeting of
sued
How false and fraudulent, then,
tin* <'liamber be called for the purpose* if
for the Hath 'Time to talk <>l tie* “Demoncce-isury. The Mayor and Controller say that
and that

Then

Our city is not only celebrated for its beauty,
its pretty women and excellent clams, but any
one who knows us to any extent
brags on our
excursions. We go to the Ponds, the Camp
Ground, the Blurt' and up on the Railroad, down
among the Islands and over to Fort Point. We
go by teams, cars, boat, and steamer, and we
always have a good time; and because of this
fact wc are celebrated.
Last Friday the members of the Masonic fraternity, with their ladies ami some invited
friends, made an excursion to Fort Knox. Tliev
chartered the Barge Fairy of the Wave and resurrected the band for the occasion. Early in
lie morning the day bade fair to be pleasant and
Hear, but before eight o’clock a thick fog had
come in so that it was impossible to see the
boat's length ahead.
Tin* weather-wise predicted that the fog would lift before noon, and
at about ten the party started from the lower
wharl taking along some lanterns and shovels
to dig out. the boat in case we got stuck. The
first sight wc got of land, was by the lifting of
tie- fog showing us Patterson Point directly
ahead and hut a short distance oil', it was tie
opinion of the nautical gentlemen on board that
had wc continued on our course a few minutes
longer wc should have carried away the point
completely, which would have necessitated a
new coast -urvey of our eastern shore.
The foggradually cleared awa>, and w<* s.um
ran into ScarsporL where wc received a delegation of Ma nis and tluar la.lie-, and continued
on our way, passing Port Point, when* we obtained a line \ iew of Hie new hotel, win h is being creeled there.

,•

■

Citizens'

That is

"*

pertinently replies

the manufacturer-; of the country and the
advocate; of high taritV, that prevent its
to loreign ports the Pacific Mail Line, to j
Had a Democratic administrarevival.
I
Aspinwall, the Atlantic Mail, to Aspiti- tion been in
power, Fngland would have
wall and Havana, and the Havre Steam
sent out no Alabama
in
all eleven woodNavigation Company,

of 1 aither 1‘. ('I py,
from Medina, <)hio, at

iliiiday la
eland Herald

statistics, has just been prepared and

published

at a-

on s

ii.*' 1

Umo

ttleiidiii" the bold robberv

<■

oil

in

wants.

the reverse of the common
acceptation.
lie ([noted the 14th 1’sulm thns*
*
There is no (tod."
And the commandments thus—

the

■

e

a

was

play mg.”

went

—

light, who undertook to prove from tho
language of flic Scriptures that (led hid
no existence, and that its code of morals

Democrats whose war upon Ihe nation
blighted the prosperity of former days; they
were Democrats whose rebellion has sent the
tax-gatherers from door to door. The laboring
man who folds his idle arms will remember
that it was Democratic traitors who have made
scanty the pittance he receives for his labor.
to whom
The fanner will not be likely to
be i- indebted for the enhanced prices he has to
for
his
and
demo,
rats
are welpay
purchases,
come to all the comfort they can gather from
been
ol
the
have
his recollect'.an
pari they

us sec

—The Aroostook Pioneer says tied the eight
hundred Swedes—men, women and children
who have arrived in Aroostook during the past
twelve months, have brought with them more
than twenty-live thousand dollars, with which
to support themselves until the forest can be
cleared and the soil made ready 1<> supply their

genius of the order of which
the editor of the Whig is so shining a
was once

lorga^

Another of the series of articles in which

You will remember that old I/aac Wal-

astonishing what feats of argument
may lie performed in that way. There

these farts have an element of democracy
about them: they owe.
everybody knows,
their existence solely to the democratic party.
Democrats and only Democrat- were thrv who
swept our eommeree Irom the ocean. They

Shipbuilding Again.

that

It is

“Yes.

!

casuist has said

ton speaks of a dish “worthy to be eaten
by anglers or very honest men.”
only
in the Journal, quoted three and a half
lines, passed over a quarter ot a column Well, Democrats can partake of it with
and (pioted seven lines more, presenting propriety, and they arc not anglers as a
its garlding as a specimen of the whole ! general thing.

in the Kennebec

To which tho Hath Times

I

—The New York World asks, “Is Alexander
II. Stephens a Democrat?” lie fore answering
that question positively, we should like to know
what is a Democrat nowadays. | Portland Adv.

the essence of a lie is tho intention to deThe Whig, from a column article

Rell'ast Journal -ay-: *T!arh deserted
silent shipyard is a demo. rati* orator, telling
elot|uenll> of the prosperity of former days and
the disastrous elfoet of radical rule, 'fhe taxgatherer, as he goes from door 1o door, collecting double the exactions of former limes, is the
most eonvineing of democratic missionaries.
K\er\ laboring man who fold- hi- idle arms or
receives the seamy pittance of Ids toil, points a
When
moral for the consideration of his ela—.
the farmer buys a pound of nails, or tea, or
entice, a yard of ••loth, a pair of hoots, or a
bushel of -alt, he lake- home a democrat ie argument.”

I11E POST OFFICE

money, stat*

really believes to bo the man that he
believes to be guilty? Will some of the
justifiable homicide theorists answer ?
lie

It chose the latter horn of the dilem-

distinguished

with his wife, is he to
any one that

shooting

ceive.
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Subscribers are requested to take notieeoi the date
on the colored slips attached to the naper.
Jt is tinonly form ot receipt now used. For instance, If.
May 71, means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a w< \v payment Is made, tin-date will
he immediately changed to corre.-pond, and thus u
receipt in full is sent with every paper. Subscribers
in arrears are requested to forward the sumsjdue,
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go.
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ral resources have, under more

M. I’kttenoiu. & Co., ii Mute bt., Boston
l’ark Row, New York, are our authorized
Ageuts for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
advertisements.
K. Kicks, No. 1 Scollav's Building, Court
St., Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements
lor this paper.
49f~T. c. Evans, too Washington Street, is an
authorized agent lor this paper.
1*. Kowki.i. it Co., 40 l’ark Kow.New
\ ork, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
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the '•lcuth hound -of the law. who
r
close upon his trail. From
to \ illage and h >m village to town

1
■

Attrac-

trade regulations, monopolized the steam
Administrators. Nxkcctor.s and (Jdardians !
desiring their advertisements published in the trail!e ot the ocean. These are facts
Journal, will please so state to the Court.
which appeal strongly to tin* people, and
SI BSC It IKK US desiring to have the address of unless
they have? lost all national pride
Post
Office
to
which
the
state
must
papers changed,
the paper has been sent as well as to which It is
will not be without effect.

<!•>uhi rememher well
iii»t !•••,. :!iat the name ot William
iveii
to them in these
..•-!
v.
nun
('opies of his photograph were
oad. i-'t through the Union, Canada
;■!
iii\
countries of the Old World,
it
I.;1 * him elf out West during last fall.
‘‘n

late years. If a man is justified in killing
another whom he believes to have been

1

1

Excursion to Fort Knox.

killed

of the sail
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ly that the hoys in the "treets snow-balled witL
each other for full fifteen minutes.”
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Sad Accident at China. On SaturBOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Mr. Edward E. Wiggins of Albion,
Monday, Aug. 7, 1871.
was
drowned while fishing with two
BUTTER—Wc quote tine New York and Vermont
butter at 27a2Sc per lb, with selections at 2fia30c; good
young friends who were visiting him do
20a24c; line Western at Ma2le; common and infrom Massachusetts, at what is known
ferior do at lal~e; inferior and bakers’ butter sells
as Birch Point, in China lake, about one
at 12a13c.
CIIEESE—We quote fine factory at 10al2c per lb;
mile below the village. The day being
fine dairy at lOall l-2c; common to good at OalOc;
sultry, it was proposed to go in bathing. inferior
la5c.
They were only about two rods from the at EGGS—The market is firm, with sales of Eastern
22c, and Northern at 20c per doz.
shore, but the water at that place deepBEANS—We
the best quality of medium
ened very rapidly, a fact of which they and pea beans at quote
$3 37a3 50 per bush for choice Weswere ignorant.
pea beans; £2 75a3 tor common do, and $2 37a
Wiggins was the last 2tern
50 lor choice mediums; $2a2 12 lor common do; $3
to plunge into the water, and the boat
per bush tor yellow eyes.
had at Unit time drifted still further from
II AY—Wc quote prime Eastern ami Northern hay
lb' was not a swimmer, and at .*30n:>3 per ton; New York do $28a30; common
the shore,
v20;i23 per ton.
it is surmised that he expected to touch hay
bottom, but instead of that he went down
into lilteen feel of water, lie rose partly
SPECIAL NOTICES.
to tin1 surface and sunk again, and directair
bubbles
were
seen
to
come
ly
up.
Till: CONFESSIONS OF AN INVALID.
His companions, finding lie did not rise,
swam out to the drifting boat and padPUBLISHED as a warning and for the benefit ot
died to the spot when* he went down,
young men and others, who suffer from Nervous
lie was then lying on bottom.
A signal Debility,
&c., supplying nK means oi si'.i.i -n he.
was given to a boat across the lake conWritten by one who cured him-elf, and sent tree
mi receiving a post-paid directed envelope.
taining two men, who at once hastened
Address, N.\ iiamkl Mayi.uk, Brooklyn, N. Y,
i<» the iv-eiie.
By the time they arrived
limtSsp
there, liflecn or twenty minutes had
A
RsfiONT.
Democrats ot Siar.imont
elapsed. One of the men don twice, fire roqurtrd to meet The
at GII.MOlJE'.s 11 At. I., on
hut tailed to gel the body.
'The other Saturday the l'.Mh inst.,ut T» o’clock, 1’. M.,to choose
l'« (>nh r.
one then dove and got hoi l of the bod\
delegates to tie < ounty Convention.
Searsmont, Aug. r, I-. I.
and brought it to the surface.
Mr. Wigan
was
active
and
ginThe Democrats will meet in Cauworthy ipembei
VIBUIOI'
ol the M.isonic fraternity.
\ illage S< TIOOL HOUSE, August in, at
[Kennebec cus at the 1*.
M., tn clnmse delegates to the County
o’clock,
Journal.
onveiiti-u, amt all ot lor business properly before

arms and breasts, sonic hatwith men's ha'.- mai-hed over
their foreheads, each britiaang a pa\ing--toiie
and tos-ing il from hand to hand, while the
tingers were clutched nervously a- if longing
And -o the day wore on. and il ifor a bailie.
-ale to -ay that but for the quiet presence 01 tin
white men. a -c. nc <*| terrible turbulence would
ha\ c had to be recojah d ill Inspection stive!.
i'.ni:-

in

.o

ji• n

i;

m:

l>\ ob-en in- I hi -umiuar.v manner in wlnrii
!
tin* «IMurl>aiitv in Wa’dOne w as <|uieted; I»m j
motion Will gill ail iitidii ional delegate.
about 1 oYlork an absurd report was sprrail
’
W.
.1.
Coi.ucpn.
Democratic
iuh!.« .I another in the j
that a while man had
UrroN Thkat,
I
hall of the Court House. The hall was thrown
C. 1. Dm.,
County
in a moment into eonfu-ion. and a serious riot
CiiAKi.es «;i.11>i>i n, |
The soidier- a.eain did
appeared imminent.
Mahk S. Stick-,
Committee
their duty and leaivd tin nmh from tin* door,
U. H
Auir. \\ 1 s: 1.
and the matter wa- settle.! a- <|iiirkly t- ii ;
heeini. Soon alter a white man wa- a— lulled !
on the -idrwalk in .Mr.dun/ sireel. in front ol
the Court II oil e. and iln-w a pi-loi to defend
him ell.
A- ii-ual the mow.I -unpd in and
11.. D.-movi .I' Ol the own! towns ami plantaaround, and a millIonian's himav whirh -tood tions in the Coiiuty ot Lincoln, are re piestrd in
no
in Convention, at th. COURT ilOl'SF, :il
in the «< ih
of the row wa- tin -aimed with
\V i-c is.set, Oil I lie mIiv. August !
I
l,al In o’clock,
litter demolition. Shmiif Marke\ lumped in
A. At., tor tin* billowing purposes, viz
To nominate
and am -l. d the w hile man. who wa- taken incandidates tor the others ot State Senator, Count)
to the guaiilhoii'i
The harire. however, wa- |
ITvasurtr, one County (’uiiinii'-iuut and Clelk ..I
not -u-taiiied. i- the drawt e <•«mId not he found, i t lie
(,'ourls.
w adi -eharucd. This w as
and the pri .ii.
t o select a County Committee lor tlie year (Tun
the last ih lurhaui'e, and, a- old St. MirlnuTnieucing .Ian. i. C. ', and to trans n t -in h other
as m t\ ideemed
the e\eiti‘mellt of hie iln
hell- eitim. d the 1)0111 of
expedient.
I very town and flan! at ion will he ent it led to one
the ionte-t r« -.lived il-elf into nliviou- spi*.Milad<
I.
ile
and
an additional delegate tor v.ay .0 votes
g
lion|i» the proliahle results. The ballotca t lor tile I». mocr.itic candidate lor (iovernor, at
ho\es came dow n one I•> olie. e-eorteil 11> the
the
it- I'.li ctioii ot l-.o, and a tract ii n ot
votes
•-Iliad ol -oMim-s -talioned at the various pie- I w ill he entith d to an addit ional di li gate.
eillets. and Wi*l'e hailed with shouts h\ the
I ; ..ii the above hasi.-. tin- everal towns ami plan*
iti/ens* parly fell a pr« -aire ».|
to delegates, as follows:
ei'owd.
I'll.
entith
tatioi.
will
wi le "i\m for the
I'.moiIiL' ay, I; I’.ia nun, c
Aina,
I’.ristol,-t; Dainviotory. and loud « ht n
ari colt i,
I Ha den a; Ldgeviiinb, V ; .) etlerson, -t ;
Tin boxes wen* all
Conservative randidalr
|
N.
\v
Ci-tit
:i.
i;
Nohhl.nro,
g; SouthSomerville,
piled ill the l)"l I ll Wr-t e.ilTi.-r ol Hi- (imieral j.ori, 1 ; Waldohoro, 1 W -I port, 1 NVIutefield,
1
ion- eourl loom, and the eonimillee ap- !
Wi c
I.
Mco.hecall. 1.
pointed h\ ei.li pa it > to Wat el them took their j
I
XV. Faiu.ky,
tin hove- from their
tat ion- ill the room- a
S \.mt;i:i. F. Smith,
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A i:\nl.l) 111. A N KY.
pi
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over, an 1 all di-eiis -i 1 j
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Hie Democrat ot the < it\ ol Rockland, and the
Several town- m 1\ no\ Coii nt > a re la [lie*! 4 d to send
t
deli -rat'
y Convention to tie InM at INIo.N
IIAI.I.
I tiouTi-ton, August f. Is I.-it to o’clock,
to nominate
\. At., lor tin I c. I low i u g piirpo.-a *.
aniel it. on -: ii*
uator, < .unity Attorney, < ..untv < oniiiii.--o.ner, and Count y t reasurer.
I .eh i*it
aint town are entitled to one delegate
amt an oi iition d .1. lesate tor eva-rv .o votes cast lor
tin D. am. CM tic < mlilat.- tor (be ernor at the State
el.ciimi in is >. .ml a traction ol jii votes will en.a
I.ii...i iI
title
legale.
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that an organ grimier has been
Ludlow. \ |. < Ul’t tile mall that did
he illdlleed to y i it Belfast
VV-* not it a

killed lit
t

eattie in our streets i>
to he no longer tolerated.
\ n otli.-iul ha
been
M'poiuted by tin* it\ to take rare of them.
l ie-

nuisiuiee of stray

«

I he song of tin*
ant-

erieket hints that the

-eason

toward autumn.
(

rains have done
-,eat good to the
nops.Ii<*v. A.<\ Nicker~°n ^a'1
a cull from the I niturian so.ct\ at licverly Mas-., hut lias not
yet accepted
it*t* t will pn ach in re
again on Sunday_
"Mom

Miss

Mitt

\kk.

n<

Astronomer,
ieuve.

vva*

|

'The

recent

daughter

of

and In 1 sell
in

our

citv

a

Prof. Mitchel, the
.,
prohcieut in the
few

days.

She

was

it her way to visit a
i-lcr at S ullivan, and was
letaineil here hy the weather.The lady who
twisted to ii- that the “moon rose in the west"
> mistaken.
15. Thomas distinctly says
Hold
Fast in*his Almunu* for 1S"1. and he know-,
lor In* lia- been dead the-e many year*.
Thonui- Pitcher lo.it rjuile a \ ulnalde horse on
Monday night. Hr* died very suddenly, from
-‘•me unknown euu-e.The horse of Thomas
4hu<1v backed himself through the window of
4 ook s market
He evidently wished to meat

inside.Our streets have been enlivened lately by the music of a hand organ, (a
most excellent one by the wav) turned by a
-oldier with one log—we mean turned by a
soldier who only had one leg. The crank motion was gotten up with the hand and arm, as
usual.We are now enjoying a very happy
season of darkness on our streets in the evening.
What grand things unlighted street lamps are
.The Peak Family ol Bell Biugers gave a
>(,*ne

one

KCTIUN*.

At the election yesterday all business wa-uspeinled. and the people gathered together at
llie polls did their whole duty in encouraging
Both parties claim a
and prole-ting voter-.
ietory ; but the balance seems to preponderate
in favor of tiie < 'iti/eiis' party, the only <pieslioii
being whether their majority 'hall be one hun-

dred

or one

thousand.

FAT W. AFFRAY

IX

SIRP.a

r/FRKF.T.

The polling place in the lirst preeinei of Ward
Eight \va< the scene during the afternoon of a
collision between a lew disorderly Radical* and
the United States soldiers who were on guard
at the place, resulting in the killing of Balaam
Grant, a colored man twenty-live war** oi age.
l he
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polling place

was

at

Niagara Engine-house,

Sires street, between Spring ami Bogard
'licet*. The little street was tilled all the morning w ith a large crowd of people of all shades
ol color, ainl it. was evident that, any slight occurrence might bring about a serious disturbance.
The military guard consisted of Sergeant
Malony and three privates of Company lb.
Eighteenth Infantry, and it was proposed by
them to clear the little street a* a prevents e
In this, however, the sergeant was
measure.
overruled by the special deputy sheriff on duty
at that point and the crowd remained.
At
about *- o’clock, as a colored man was approaching the polls, the rallyers of both parties surrounded him. soliciting his vote. At this, one
colored man ill the crowd, named Balaam Grant,
became incensed, and began denouncing the
rallyers of the Citizens’ party for attempting to
Not ouleiit with verbal
secure a colored vote.
denunciations, he raised a heavy club, which he
carried in his hand, and began laying about ium
on the heads of every white man whom he
could reach. At this time, Sergeant Malony
and one private were stationed at the polling
place, the other soldiers being at either end of
the street. Grunt was ordered bv Sergeant Malony and Roundsman Bing to desist, and the
ordoi not being obeyed, they started to arie: t
lum. 11ram tried to run, and made his way as
well as he could through the crowd, until lie
got nearly to the end or the street,when a soldier
discharged his musket and he n Jl, shot through

on

the abdomen and mortally wounded. A scene
of the wildest excitement ensued. The colored1
men swarmed about the soldiers and swore that[
they would have revenge. The few soldiers!
kept the excited crowd at bav as well as they
could, while the police remained passive spectators. Meantime a message had been sent to*
the Citadel, and one company of the Third Artillery soon appeared upon the scene, armed1
with muskets, and soon dispersed the mob.
The wounded man was taken to the City Hospital, where it was found that he had been shot
in the abdomen, the ball entering r.u Mi"
medium line, an inch or two below the umhiliil. passing directly through the
body and coming out at the. back. The wound was a terrible
t»nc mid lie died
early last evening. According
t“ the best information in our
possession. Grant
struck down a white man and cursed the United
Mates soldiers. When order
repeatedly to halt,
le "till rail, as reported, and was
wounded, to
the regret of every citizen at the
precinct, it
i- due to the Tinted soldiers to
say that they behaved with almost too much prudence, and
only used their arms when this became absolutely necessary to save them from the fury of
the mob.
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SCENE IN INSPECTION STREET,
one of the most effective and striking scenes
of tin* day was that presented in Inspection
street. The little hilly thoroughfare, flanked by
high stone walls and stables, was choked from
Washington street to Hast Bay with an excited
mass of struggling blacks, swayed here ami
there by every impulse, and by frequent shoutt
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<T i:r.t‘.
iT r.f.ow
c.impm m.
i*<»i 11 x t 11 o t 11111:
i:
Aphonia, or lc->ri time. no matter
\ oi.
reitie.lie.l in a
whether tin- •all-..* be If" 111 hill It Util it loll of t 111*
iiniii.- iiiembr ime. ii'otu «•■»]• 1, or Irom m*r\oith-rati get ii -nt.
■

>

Sheridan's < avairy «'onAll 1 lie year r<mn<l.
inml.l be given to Imr-es that
«Iit i>i, I’ow-li
To
horse ami entile that ma/e
aiv
To pi up.'
in
11ni111<a-. Hi *> -lioiil.l Diih b. eiveii in Winter ami spring.
»>i\i
-iml sot.!i.-i who .*rve i in flu* \rnn
*:iH geim-. an.I einiiieiit men ami
l’h\*-':. ian
everywhere. join m
reeminnemling
\ no. 1 v m* Liniment to be tin* best
.lolm-oii'
internal ami external family tm* Ii. im ever invented. Th it*- otll eXpelM liei*.
-.

women

ami < holers Moriue.
Dmrrh.i i. D\
are
aiv\ a>
lliOfe o|* !|»fi Valent during, Jltnl
A ltd
a -oil.
be heated
alter
lliliii. il: di i
m ral mi'iimler.-tanding
-m’s t•. be
lb, j*,What are railed
treatment.
of th.* prop,
tneiliein.*-. are usually tii -t resorted
eln ekin
l*i.
The hi- torv ami pin -oology of llie-e diseases
show lids to !." a great lui'-take, and it often
proves to be a fatal one. Tin* proper ami ya lost
v, ay i- t«‘ make one of Win-.*'' Fiib- ami Wing*
'atInTieou in the follow in manner :
Sonietime- one of the pill- '*:n*h evening bn* a
short tinn* i -often all that is tu -a :o \ to itre,
i'ul it the ease is attended with much pain,
immediatel) lake two or three of the pills, then
to *i|la\ all i. iin, lake om lea-- poontul ol \\ iug
( atholieon in three gival spoonsful of water.
Canal has been duly
Alter Iln* Aliineiilat \
learned, take the same dose oft at hoi i* on open
enough to sub.lm* all pain, sav from three Jo
live times for twenty-four hour-*, al-o one pib
each nndii. and a tire will puiekly he iTfeeted.
that would lav Iln* foundation for future good
2imVi.
health.
i*

iii.-. v.
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moment what agony
is endure.l trotn Corns, ltunious, ingrowing
I'.li
lered
Ileels. Callosities
Nails, Tore In tep-.
Then vmi will
on Iln* sole- of the feet. Ac.
understand why there i- a rich for Dr. d.
I• rig'e's* Coi n aiel Ib.iuiou Remedies. Sold by
tf
Druggists.

Imagine for

t uitN's.

SUCCESSOR

7.

■

l‘iu;.,.
ii i no more Iran;-*- Ilian lrue that
one half of the Hull popt.lali<*u Miller with inI(
ternal, evlernal, M< eding, or itching l'ile.s.
i' ndmilled hy eminent medical men that a rei\c
liable remedy mini and will have anevleu
sale.
Thi-, has been d.-nvm-ti ated hv tin
wonderful ini-reasiii:- a ** of Dr. Rrigg’s Pile
Pcmedicv.. The progiv- .*1 Ibis disease, iu its
\ arioiis form
i- anvsied. and "••me of the mo-i
surprising cure have been cir led by its ii.
SoM hy Richard S. Month S. A. Howes «fc ft*..
Belfast, L. Curtis dr., Searsporl, Roberts a
llielihorn. Stockton, Mudgett &Sibly Prospect,
.1. W.Seavv Frank foil. and Druggistssrenerallv.
tf
IIKlilMWT

PltlMIM

\irnrtiil
iii.i.i

Flour,
MeaJ,
Rye Med,
Rye,

Corn

(

—

I ulnioiiie Syrup and Seaweed Tonic, $1.60
* a half dozen
Mandrake Pills, '2b cents
,.i
■! ■ l>v all ill'll.", ists ami dealers.
i.l'i «
t.OMUWIN A Co Agents, Boston.
ii

In tl.i oily, <1 inst., by IU\. W. (>. I homas, Mr.
Charles Iviiuii/, ol Boston. Mass., to Mrs. Clara
Mason ol 1 hi- city.
lii ult., by Rev. If. M.
In Rochester, N. II.,
SI one, < forgo Bliss to Mi
I uey W. Ludwig both
of \Valduboro.

I >i Kl >
[<>!‘itntuy notirt-s, 0, jowl tin dot, niinw and m,-.
must be paid /or.]
B.
In Ibis city, nth, Helen
., daughter ol W.
W hit« agent :l.
In Liberty, .July 14, i.uth( A., son ot s. ii. and
.Sarah l*‘. Sherman, aged J’ years.

BELFHiT.
AURl VED.
Aug. '«. S h Ida Mort Mi, Cottrell, Boston,
s. Sell-<i Drew, O..: ter, Jacksonville ; Bum r,
Mathews, Boston.
SAILED.
Sch Lizzie Poor, Dickey,

Ii nc

1.50to0.0u Mutton j*er lb. G to
7
s to
1.10lol.l
Lamb per lb.
10
Oo Turkey per lb. 20 to
Corn.
'-••to
25
Lai ley,
Goto 75 ; Chicken per lb.18 to
20
lb ms,
2.0otO 2.75 j Duck per lb.
25 to 00
Marrowfat 1Yus,1.o0Io 1.25 Tieese per lb. 15 to
Is
,uto
75 Hay per ton, $20 to
25
Oats,
70to so Lime,
Potatoes, Neiv
$1.25 to on
s to
Dried Applet*,
iu ; Wushen 'Wool 15 to
50
no to 0.00 Unwas’d
33 to 10
Choking, uo,
l'
’.3 to 35 Pulled
Rutter,
45 to
o0
15 to 17 Hides,
G to 01-2
Cheese,
lb to 20 Call Skins, 10 2-3 to
Oo
Fggs,
15 to 00'Sheep Skins
Lard,
1.00 to $2
G to
S Wood, bard,$5 50 to 0.00
Led,
Ap’ls. Baldwin, 0.00 to0.00 Wood, solt, $4.00 to oo
G Dry
51o
5
Veal,
4 to
Pollock,
8 to
IU Straw,
Dry Cod,
$3 to 10

CATTLE

MARKET

fFor the week ending Wednesday, duly 20.]
inuik. I tor the current week—Cattle 2701; Sheep
and Lambi lies Swine 5000; veals 22. Last week:
Cattle 2?u5; Sheep ami Lambs 0312; Swine 1500; veals
2’4*>. From Maine ::»!•» cattle; G23 sheep.
iTie.-s I.f Heel Cattle, per loo lbs, the total weight
ot hides?, tallow and dressed Heel—F.xtra quality
$7a?25; lirst quality »'*50aG75: second quality $GaG25;
third quality 5 25a5 75; poorest grade ot Cows, Oxen,
Hulls, &c., $ 1 5oa5.
Hides and Tallow—llrighton Hides 7 3-4a8c; Brighton Tallow GaG l-2c; Country Hides 7a7 1-2; Country
fallow 5a5 l-2c; Calf Skins IGalHc; Sheep Skins, $1.
Working Oxen—Kxtra, $200a250; ordinary, $140a
175; poor t >xcn lrom $50 to 120 per pair.
Cows—Kxtra $G5a00; ordinary, $35aG0
Milch
Cows, $25a55. Most ol tlie cows
per head. Store
brought into market for sale are ol a common grade.
Store Cattle—Yearlings, $0,120; 2 year olds, $l5a‘'o,
3 year olds, $27nl5. Most ot the steers that are in
lair condition are sold for beeves,
Sheep and Lambs—Kxtra and selected lots, $4 00a
5 00; ordinary, $2 00a3 00; or from 4 l-2a7c per lb.
Lambs $3 OOaG 00 per head, or from 8 to 11c per lb.
Swine—Store pigs, wholesale, 7cts; retail, baioc
per pound. Fat Hogs 5a5 1 2c.
Poultry—Kxtra, 10c; medium, 14 3-4al5; poor, lie
At

per Hi,
Droves lrom Maine— W (1 Korcross, 30 sheep; A
Iv RmnpH, 12-2 sheep; (’ Glidikn, 7 cattle; S Canon,
in'* cattle; W W Hall, 22 cattle; S C Hick, 18 cattle;
.1 11 Weymouth, *21 cattle; L L Lucas, G3 cattle and
71 sluvp; W 11 Snell, 1Q2 cattle; A 11 Fletcher, I'J
cattle; Walker He Vih-3, 2:'. cattle; K Southard, H
cattle; Wells & Richardson, 42 cattle; Dollotl &
Whittier, 0 cattle; o J* Kates, 18 cuttle; J Cray, L
cattle; Morton & Wetherbee, 10 cattle.
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WALDOBORO.

containing House, Barn, and Wood House; a well
ot good water; an Orchard ot thirty or forty trees,
with Plum and Cherry; Red and Black Currants;
Cranberry Bog, and land enough to keep two Cows;
handy to mills and within a tew minutes walk to the
steamboat and cars. To be sold at a bargain it applied lor soon. For further particulars inquire ot

Wahloboro, Aug. f»,
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to my son,Dahricl

ol hi- w.i "is ni.r
alter this dm.

Flour, and needed in every family.
Sample- -cut
hy mail, with terms t«> clear j,. to si" per day.
This i- no gift entei pri-e or humbug, but they are
new articles of real merit.
Reader, it you want
drntitahle and honorable employment, send on your
name and post-otlice addre-s, and receive lull particulars, wiili sample tree, bv return mail. Addre-s
'.nils
N. ||. WHITE 'New irk New Jersey.

dvvs*

voi.i

i:'

HK.BK.BY KoKHIDDkrt
ul harboring or I n» t ing it urge Mas sick or his wife,
li bcc.a Ba.-.-ick. paiij r- »l tin' town of Thorndike,
town, is tlu* town will not
on He.- account ot sai
pay any debt- contracted tor them, as the overseers
ot "the poor.it said town ot 1'horudike. have made
ample pr.iv .-ions I..r licit -upport.
i:i.l Pill I.ltliH ’h
overseers of the Poor.
ot Thorndike.
I 1.1 I’ll AI 11 Pt ASK
Al l.
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German
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through any work that they
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hand that will be
sold cheaper than
they can be had
in this city sm-h
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New Oileans, Mobile & Texas
RAILROAD COMPANY
as

Shirts, Draw
Coll

e r s,

a r

?,

(.'nils, Neckties,.
1 losierv, (1 |o\ es,
&e.

i.

<1

bond which combines these advantdegree. The route lies Lieiweeii
Alabama, and Houston, Texas passing

tor

rs

ages l,
,Mobil.

sale

an

a

unusual

New Orleans, the New York ot the South,
the whole 1 iii< of f.'i miles, about two thirds are
alia adj huill, and tin- Stockholders have
vpemled
nearly IKN MILLION IX>1.1.AUS in the work,

through

ot

<

t he bonds now ottered are secured by a mortgage
upon all that part of the line west ot New Orleans,
which has an enormous 'radio assured to it from the
elan, this being the only rail connection by which
the coltou, corn, cattle and other productions ot
Texas c.»u reach New Orleans.
So important is this road considered to Louisiana,
that the State has made very liberal grants in aid ot

SUMMER

In all qualities
ami styles, will
be sold regardlessol cost, Spec
iitl attention is
called to our

S

Liniment!

i.KLAILSl IMLKNAI. AND LXTKK
rpilK
1 nal Keiucov ever used for the Cure of Cold,
Couch, loot had.e, II.a Jaehe. Kh. tin. atism, Neural
gia, Contracted ('ol ds, M uclcd and Tendons, Sprains.
I- ro.-t li
and 1 hilhlains, < uts, Bruises, Burns and
Scalds, Pleurisy. Pains in tile Side Breast or Back,
1 i.oi' x 1 tnd
hoi. 1 M >1 ius, ramp or Colic Pains,
Diarili a, Dm*.-nt.-rv. al-o intlammation ot the Kidney-. I 0
Complaint md Palpitation of the Heart,
Impurities 01 the Blood and ILngyvorm, Bites ot
In.-eet>, Keptilc- or Dogs.
The above medicine is compounded on the moat
scientific principle-, combining powerful remedies
found in no other Liniment. Kor internal and^Kxternal diseases, none ever nualled it. It at once
stops all pain, producing a healthful tone to the
It penetrates rapidly, acts directly
whole system.
on
the absorbent.-, .-inali/es the circulation and
corn etJ any and all d
angeim-uts ul the nervo vital
fluids.
11.e above medicine has be. u put to tlu* severest
test.- ever met with, and ha- proved to he more thuu
represented, h is recommended by nil who use It.
Prepared only hy < A. MASON, No. XX Church
whom all orders should be adSt., I!.'■Hast, Me. 1
dr.
1 and will 1. Gt prompt attention.
Ul

oniposed
means

DR. K. R

CLARKE’S

VE<. I ’TA III .i :

Wine Bitters.

Sherry

enterprise, by direct donations, by endot -vnient
mortgage bonds and by subscriptions to
the stock ol the Company, amounting ill all to
eight million dollars.
I he First,Mnitgage

the

g

second

,.l

6

Kg

8.6

3

sj 1
s.|s;

Kiiili! IVr ('ciil. Bonds
oiliTr.l,

Now

iid;

in

able

I

ire

limited in

aiv
lor

or

u

.sunny and

amount
1

-■>»•>

to

-1

etch, ini.

llo rateol

..mi

resl

o

j.i
i>.»y
('nr

to q,
at
o o
Ci «<J

duly,
per
per c. tit. < lohl,at the option ot the holder.
registered it desired.
ot the Company
Among tile leading Stockhoiili
S.
are Hon. I.
D. Morgan, F.x-Guvernor ami F.x-l
J

at

S

cent,

©>'

reiu'v or

JAPAN SILKS!
yard

a.

cr

5*
1; i;.> .1,
ir- ipanlla, Rock Ko*.
In •. W.I Cherry, Thorough
Ash i'oplar Ilark, Rhubarb, etc.
1'
Weakness, i.os.i of Appetite, Jauu(lice. il« ittin. In
Sour Siomacli, Piles
lung standi:.;-. Humors, rod u: Disease* ulti, h
A
<’■ !'■’ ./'•••
in
raht'ie St'VlUuh,
'■ i>>■ 1 IP" 7. f.n which valuable Roots and
11
Herbs, an 1 the knowledge t' their great service to
suli' ring iim.;anit\ man cannot feel too thankful
t.
H.m '• h w i'dy pn>\ id d us with all tilings.
<

correspondingly

Texas

Call and
immense
stock of all Wool
Hose just arrived
do not fail to ask
the price. Linen
low.

Company’s advertised agents,

W. B. SHATTUCK, Banker,
O., M. A T. II. **. do..
Street,New York.

Financial Agi*nf, I.
No.

Md

Nassau

dm-lhis

’V

O

X

H

«’

E

!

ALL PKRSONS lNDl.BI FD TO THF FA I F
Firm <d Liliiir A Co., ot Stockton, arc hereby
requested to settle their accounts on or before Aug.
.otli. Otherwise their accounts will go into the
hands of an Attorney for collection.
.JOHN C. I.IBBY.
Stockton, duly l!T, 1871.
dwd*

Oil

Cloths,

Feathers,

CurFix-

tures,
ham

and

NottingLaces and

Cornices,
stantly on

Excursion and Picnic Parlies
t a K k

n o t i o k

roll CIIAltTKK

’W. Burketts’
HHMI) BLOCK, Church St., Belfast.

1.
Laii" t ilY
Health and Happiness
desired, let these Bitters be taken, particularly
tlie
a,:./ li 'arm •>', a sons of the year, und
espcciallv bv the following classes of people
The MilfllAMf. who, from his constant Indoor labors, n .t having sufficient access to the
bracing and refreshing air >>ut of doors, becomes
weakened at the stomach, nervous, pale and sickly,
bis food not relishing nor properly digesting. He
should take these Bitters, and freely too, in order to get his system tip, right and strong, and in
prime condition t go through the warm weather
in good shape, with his constant daily labors. The
exhilarating and cleansing power of the Dock
Root. Dandelion, Poplar, and Prickly Ash Bark,
i.- what will bring him up, and make hint, physically speaking, once more a man!
The
HILL OPKKAT1VK will And this Medicine
the very thing to cleanse the blood and strengthen
'7
ev
the system, and
an7 pleasant to take.
Tin- PALI: V\ll O.Yl'K BEAFTIFtF
LADY has but to take this compound freely, and
she will be speedily
stored to health* beauty
mid buoyancy 'LL llOAEST FARMER,
the fLERliYHAA and LAWYER, and
MF.V OF SEDEATARY HABITS-tins
i- > car Medicine!
After mice using it, you will
i.. ver be without it.
It will improve you twenty
live per cent. The MAHIYKIl will liml it the
best medicine in the world for his use; it makes
him. while at sea, hearty and rugged, and capable
of great endurance and exposure; and when on
shore, it renovates hi'* blood, ami restores und repairs bis system.
The Largest llottle, the Lowest Price,
ami tile most EilVctnul Remedy
in the World.
Diploma awarded by the Massachusetts Charitable Meehanie Association.
■

1

.•/.

*

I'ltl'.lWRED liY

L.

THK

M.

CMie mist

con-

hand.
Now is the time
to secure great
bargains at

BOTH SICK AND WELL.

Cashier Belfast National Bank.

ANl)

all Hemmed sell
ing at 10 cents.
Lace Collars at
8,10 and 12 cts.
Flannel
Cotton
at 14 cts.

1

—

Information concerning the Company and the
Road, and pamphlets containing map and full details
cf the enterprise, can be obtained of the undersigned

Handkerchiefs

I

>

is
in

A. H. BRADBURY,

any of the

!

>..

TO ALL PERSONS,

Bonds,
Subscriptions will be received in Bellitst, by

or

-mpos.

Wintcrgn-iMj,
x■ ■■it.
ITii-kl>

price they afford a certain income for forty-live years,
nearly nine per cent, upon their cost. One thoudollars invested in these eight per cent, bonds
will give the purchaser more than seventy-seven per
rent, greater annual interest than the same amount
invested in the new Government Five Per Cents,
while holders ot Government Sixes will find a decided protit in selling them at present high prices,
and re investing in the New Orleans, Mobile and

O

8

sand

regular market,
price and sold

?

Oj

of

tains

D

g?

well known.
t he ihove statement of tacts proves the SAFFl' \
fheir PROFIT is equally manifest
.a tlie-e Ponds,
upon e ... niinal ion. They are sold for the present at
At this
«»0. and accrued interest from duly 1st.

tings,

§

_

also

see our

Greo.

O)

Hot!man & ( o., .1.& \V. Selignian tic Co., Harrison
Darker, and others, ot New York: Beniamin F.
I’, lies, l*re- i.lent Bank of Coiiimeive, Franklin Ha
vens, President Merchants’ Bauk,Boston,and others

and

Hemp Carpet
iugs, Straw Mat-

? g

I|

Hon. dohn A. (iriswohl, F.x-Lieutenant
1'rov, N. ^ ; Hon. Oakes Arnes, M. <
Im-ett- Messrs. MortOli, Bliss & < o., I.. Von

iuvcniur,

M.

CAMBRICS at
12 1-2 cts. per
yard, i'ormei
price twenty cts.
Fresh arrival of
Toilet Quilts and
Bed Spreads innchased below the

UELVttT!

o

Senator:
•

at 7d cts. per

C*

,s»
*

Bonds

—

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, THAT AL1
Horses, Cattle, or Swine found astray in the street
ot this city, on or after August 14th, will be im
pounded,
C. 1\ CARTER, Field Driver.
lwo
Belfast, August U, 1871.

ai.vk hsdi.l* m au

l.Nt l.lS 11 AM* fl ASSH’AI. HOARDING
School lor boy-. With a competent corpsol 1 catchers
a thorough cour-e ot instruction gun ran teed.
»• I- ,\ I I. 1 II;M eoiuiiiciu-.
Sept. Ith. For parIt. \\ A I \\ 1.1 1 Rector.
ticular- address i;|,;\

tree

'Ue,a

THE HOUSE AND LAND OF
the subscriber, situated near the
Upper Bridge in Belfast. The House
is story and a half, new and improved finish, and in first rate order,
lias about two acres of land, well fenced, with nice
orchard of young trees, and everything in complete
order. The whole will be sold at a bargain.
IllRAM E. WRIGHT.
Apply to Simkon A. Hk vtii, near the premises
tf5
Belfast, Aug. 8, 1871.
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HALE

OF

'rnis v.vr.i'ARi.i-:
di: \i.i-:rs i\ mbdr

•.

!

HEREBY FORB1Dden harboring or trusting Charles M. Davis, a
minor, bound to me, as lie left me and my business
without any cause, I shall pay no debts whatever, of
his contracting.
THOMAS DAVIS.
:t\v5
Montville, Aug. 4, 1871.

o

.la-reri-.'

!

ARE

•.

|o a
in A t t-tl amount, upon a railroad wliicli i- wall
l*'i-itc.l * r business, ami wliicli ha* berni already
largel1, construeied with the luuds ,d iis MoekholdI hi.- s.rut ity is
eattU 'i !„• otherwise th m sale.

OATS AND RYE !

PERSONS

V

-.

First Mortgage Bonds,

(iunGE.
All orders promptly attended to.
CiEO. *14 VO. 4geut.
duly is, 1871.
KOCIvLAND, ME.
lyn

^ALL

-'

••

AX

GENTS

Boston Market Prices, and delivereil
the wharves, without KYTIIt

at
at

Shippers

t

ut

Rut t;j.
R -v -s at ,50 cents
Prepur.-1
MiS'. .- v W'V I'.'R
m
j,,,' up by L,. M
ROBteiNB,. V/holo-i.ilo and Retail Drug--nt fie
gist, Rockland, Mu. A Trial R
uts b, I.. M
b\ mail oil I’ee pi
!
I;t>'-ti\>'
id > 1 :DL\. R klun
M,

Snow.

A SAFE AND PROFITABLE

AND HEATERS IN

CORN, MEAL,

an

.1 > net
l',.stma.t.:r
!:.
M it.
tl
;ui
I and
1 K I.
\s i.a .... M I.-.-.-.

<i

■

MANUFACTURERS OF

ivr

iia I’ Bern-.
il 11* i>mb
■ Sn •-,«
ini'
MiMr- .Vi-"-: snow.
ll’ I tuisi-anil wit'o,
Wakt-livltl and wtfW
I o-ltt." a.«i Ml!,
I!. -'KIM uud W.l.
,li s
:i<«. and m it*-,
il. U \\ ight ami wile,
Fuller and wit..l-c Is ■II and V. 111-.
|
ll, i:r.' Incraban,
e

DRFSS-MAKING

Manufactured

N K\VS.

OF

Ii

K

WM. I

vancing.

MUSLIN

it.

.A..

TWINES & NETTING,

DRESS GOODS.

MAURI F, I ).

o

^

j;

I w. S. hen. k
medicines arc constantly kept in tens of
\
,i
"ii-and- -I lamilies
laxative or purgative, the
Mandrake I' Us ate a .standard preparation: while the
Piilmoiiic
up. as a cure of coughs and colds, may be
i.
h i, | .1-, a pr..phy l.icterio against .’OUsiiniptioii in any

■'11.•. or

■

TO THE AFFLICTEP.
If your Dr:;:- -t i- out of ti, Salv and neglects
i■1
!:e. p
I,d
I'M- as dire -t- t
Ii\
low. a..-I i.
i.
a i»o\ by
return mail.

t
b

j'ici
1

|

Ii. directions fof taking the m.-dicines are adapted to
the 111 e 11 c 11. .* even of a child. Follow these directions,
will do the rest, excepting that in Some
,d kind N Mci
the Mandrake Pills are to be taken in increased
the three medicines m-ed no other accompaniments
it...
la in ih- ample instructions that accompany themFirst,
rente appetite.
t»f returning healtii hunger is the most
welcome-.y nqitoiit. When it comes, as if will come, let
ile-p.m mg at oncij he ol good cheer, (loud blood at
follow I, the cough loosens, the night sweat is abated
In :t short time I ...tit of these morbid/symptoms at e p,.m-

Aug.

BY

with

-quaint

a

b F Cmt, r.
vbII"ii,'
.1
j.i; K. -i
(i. iiv l'i it,.
<,
.1 I'
!
.1
1 Cr*
k
m
( l|
|l
.0,1...
1 \ II)
w ... U'li.1
li I! >|>. ar.
A
I tie,-.
1
vV i\in.l,'.li ,i,.
<i,
Mu,
"t K b ::i•
-.111.1 v :l
.1 ■ jili F:iru li.
C B Malta! I
Kphraiiu Ban -r,
1 .< :i a I*-1 \\
11 u X
I
Fra;:' ist

lit A Do
AXXui'M'ES TO HER MAN 1 KIND
and patrons tb.at she has removed from Jut lormer
place ol business, II igh St., and taken rooms over
JOHN S. CALDW 111.I.
Book Store, win re she
will he happy to recei\ e the calls and attend pi r-’on
ally to the wants id all desiring

Kail and Winter
purchasers, and
take advantage
of I he prices that!
arc steadily ad-

j

I o despair oi cure after such e\ ideiiee of its possibility
hi twoi.-t
a
and m>>ral certainty in all others, is
-1'ii.ii.
l»r. Seltcm k's personal statement to tin* Faculty
<
!
own cure vv as in tb. -e modest wolds:
Many wars ago I was in the last.stages o rousumpti >n > >1111111 J to my b>->I. ami alone time my phy-uiaus
Hi-,, hi tnat 1 could m>t live a week ; then like a drowning
in ni catching at straws, 1 heard of,and obtained the pro
par lions w liieh I uow otter to the public, and tliev made
i.-.
care of me.
ll s> em >1 to nn- that I could f.-cl
a |>
in*m penetrate niv whole
system. Ttieys.. ripen. .1 the
in iH- c in my Iiiiikm. nn J
.iUri.ii ni'. nii.iv than a pint
> I'.* n-iv
v ell.av lu.ijt.
e\
y morning lbr a bni'g tunc.
As .- ....it as that begun to mi!,. Mo. my r.>iiuh, f.-v it. pains
all
and lie-tit sweats
began to 1* ave me. and my appeiii.b. -> mi -ogreat that it was with Uillicnlty tb it ! e..uid
l.e- ;■ Horn eating t>.o much
1 soon gained my .str.-a in.
and have nn.u n ill tic ii ever since.
I was wei.-bed short Iv after my recovery,
add'd tin*•
ttn-n looking like a mere skeleton; m\ weight
! lo. ior.
oi ly ninety--1
n poim
in\* present weigh. is two
v a
1'iindr. ii and tvveiu y-live <
) pounds, and lbr y.-.u I
I lilliuli rtipled h- altli.
li.ivelii ...
in. Sole a k lias cl -continu. d his profes.siotia! is is to
\ w York and Boston,
lie or his son, Hr. ,J. II. Sebum k.
ii
:-ti1I coiitiui.e lo ,s.-,* patients at their office, N
la
>nh sixth siiect, Philadelphia, every Saturday fn uiy
v. M. to ;; p. M. Those who wish a thorough exantina
i. ni v .ih t!..- Bespirotuetef will be charged $■'».
Tholiespir..:n. ter ih lar.-s the exact condition of the lungs, and
patients c an readily h am whether they are curable or

■"OUT

2XzE.

rASHIONABLF

i! i- second thing is, the patients must stay in a warm
loom, until they get well; it is almost impossible to pr.
out taking cold when the lungs are diseased, but n mu.-.t
be prevented or a cure cannot be effected. Fresh air and
id ii eg out, especially in this section of the country in the
.i' I and waiter season, are all wrong. Physicians who
.-.
miiieiidtliat course lose their patients, if their lungs
.: ■■ b.i !i v diseased
and yet, because they are in t tie house
i! '.v lni.'-tiHt sit down quiet: th.-v must walk about the
""in a- mm h and as fast as the strength w ill bear, to get
mx illation of blood.
The patients must keep
tip a go..d
t ,'| iriis— be detennined to get well. This has a
H'. .1 deal to ,!.. -,\ it*. Ibe appetite, and is the great point to

1 TP

lie TLHil.

n

-a-1• 1 b. Iie\ ,• le
I > b
.'lel a skilful nurse, and having
in ..'if fimilic-, ir gives us givut
i- tl.
1J
nil m, di Ulo
4

.ilv

■

HVTrs.

And is determin
ed to close out
;
the
large and
well selected
thus early
| stock
]
I in the
season, in
j
order to make his
;

I, have been

t

Krv
11
lb
b

R K M O V A T. !

SUMMER GOODS

UIVEXjrP^AS

ii'ce/.li/ j'or the Journal,
.i

BRIGHTON

n-

The liver, like a clock, is wound up. it
torpidity. The stomach acts responsively
patient begins to led that he is getting, at la-d.
SUPPLY «U
lil.OOlJ.
Us

1

V'

<>m2

ami

ejected.

t'O*

m

the

t'*iri-11:i
itd h-r
in
pi-

JOHN C. BEALS, Searsport, for Knox, Lincoln, and Waldo Counties.
All Order- -oil to him Promptly ntlnuiol P>.

Would inform his
(nitrons and the
public that he has
marked down his
prices on all
kind- of

CONSUMPTION.

I illlKi r.

Wednesday, August ‘bllfCl.
into
11
$s.0utoll.00 Round Hog,
b5to 00 Clear ST Pork$lo to 20
\

TO

FOR SALE

in. Mandrake Pills are composed of one <*' Nature's
iioi.|.->t giftthe Pedophillum Peltatutu. They possess all
the blood-searehing, alicruth c properties ot calomel, but

I

Stunt

\\
Ml
a

simplicity, being entirely devoid ol
intricate mechanism, make it easily operated, it-*
freedom lrom liability to gel out ol order, its cum
pl« ie arrangement Tor regulating and controlling the
enusiimption ol the fuel, in conjunction with its
admirable and unequalled performance of all tin
strviees of a Cooking Stove, combine to pronounce
it the long sought desideratum ot tin* age.

SimontonBra.&Co.

ho Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills aro the first two
weapons with which the citadel of the malady is a-sailed,
bin thirds of the eases of consumption originate in dysWith this
p.-p-.il and a functionally disordered liver.
mditioii the bronchial tubes “sympathize" with the
stomach. Tiny respond to the morbific action of the
In
Here then comes the Culminating result, and tne
v urn
in. with all its distressing symptoms, of

d

funking

—

Us extreme

hieing.

sain

Smell.

or

4Y1I 1IELI4BLE.
in stand on your kitchen table and do all your
hour. All the
at
a
ot one cent p
cost
cooking
ordinary brandies ot cooking—boiling, broiling
baking, &c., and the heating ot smoothing-inns
performed to perfection. ’The concentration ol the
H one, and its direct application to the bottom ot the
ute1111 s overcome the nuisance o radiation, which
in
uinmer is both extravagance anil a superfluity ;
while tin* combined action ot the water intensities
both the power and the directness ol tin* tiame, thus
expediting it work, and consequently producing

Tii' Tbsl KfnHiiiiihl

healthful Vigor.

ii -es ii-.iin

<

K.4FE

KDIPLi;

In this statement there is mulling presumptuous,
o u,e
faith of tlie invalid is made no representation
tl.it is md a thousand times substantiated by living and
\i-.ible Works. The theory ol the (lire by In'. Si henek s
m.di. inqs is as simple ns it is unfuilimr. Its philosophy
argument. It is self assuring, self-conrequires n

a

A lle\ an lo» i compo-cil
!I»'\i»\< ii i:! I'.ri
of \ninn>ii: i. (‘111• *r<«i.m im. Sjhi il *>f <1
I'iiit lun* <*i I,u|>(i11iii■. Oil "I Juniper and Alcohol. Thi~ <*• »mi»>»uit<I in unequalled in the
aimal- "|' Mr lirine fur the cure i*l Nervoii or
Sick
Ileada* lie. Neuralgia. Trembling or
and all NinonT\vihhin,r of the Nm
11
Diseases.

Smoke

PRICES!

••

Soot,

Which Hums Kerosene Oil without

av

1 are

.■

COOKING STOVE!

TREiTXEX T,

v

1

••

:is

II.

many pains

.-

•>

Humbug 1

No

Read.

no

•,

THORP’S PATENT

T

REDUCED

VFNTTFF,

ailed themselves t'f Ids wonderfully cflicucioti.s
i.i, .h. me .. He y w otild not have fall ii.
In Sehem-k has in his own case proven that where■
mlicieiit iialiiy remains, that hality, by his medi
11
till, s :>ud Ins directions lbr their use, is quickened
..in.

•.

v

and

.-.live

at

■

at all the principal ticket ollices in New
the Company’* OHioe,

Stop

1-av

iii'ioily

:vhes, wounds and bruises to which Mesh is heir.
-e
1ea.-ily appli. d th.m many other remedies,
v. ,■ produ
ig a bad ell
t. hut always relieving
pain. hoWcV- s, veiv.
i’ is pi, pared by Mi. ,s>
,,or, who has used It
in 1
own extensiv treatment of the sick, for
nearly twenty y< a-s, with great success.
The principal di-' .,-, f..r whb-h tliis salve is r>‘•milieu -h I
are,
ChH'dai,.
Bhnmiatisni, Piles
•v
fid.I, old / 7 r1,'heuin, Sprain*, Bun:*,
>'
/•
/•">/,.,/
/hiji/i'x, Erysiju /as, Sore
t
Jin'
lf.fi. In in
Baits, /tiiiij-li'OYins.
< •/■.<
Hitt liis.it:. Cancers, Toothache, Eara h>\ Smu .\ip/>!cs. Baldness, Sirollen Breasts,
/'•ii. S. i!d Had
7■China. Chapped Bands.
> at i, />,
.*>■' »’■/%•
‘up, ('rarh d Lips, and
«->/ < 'hi'dy. ;•
It iiewr libs t
cure Rheumatism If properly
\v. il with tin* hand three times
appli- !. Rub ii
!:i>
-t-es it
lias cured palsied limhs.
1'
C:1
i:
ii disc, vetvd to hen sureremI
ii
afflicted for years
iy i’. i- ins th.,: i,
b.
h. ‘n
A applications.
h
!|
For Ery
n.
ii W..IK- v
d- is, b
mg the inflammation
ami n'ii,-tiiig tiie pat:
1
Hands it
Chapped
I,et those with Salt
Jilodtie. a eur iiam 1 it.• i\
and apply it freely, and
/:■
obtain this s.b
It m g, ,‘„d in cases of
th.-y will find i.,vain b !•
X
I n".r
’a and T
have been cured
v.
S i'\.•
v.
'I’ll,* !-•
invented for Sirollen
\
No wav injurious, but
/:ami
.-a
t
oi
Jl'. a); Eyes- Rub u
.tl'oid
t.:i t li.* lids g.-i.’iv, ..ii,
..r twi
a day.
Cures deaf
on
n
a
by put' nig in lb
piece of cotton
I-'.-r /Woa* tiii- .s sup r>
t
anything known
R
a eban’u.
For Burris
/‘ih,p'• this
and s d.ls, apply il.-* S tlvM oti.-e and it give*
dial,' leie t.
it,ii
Rot- <• t Sores apply oltCe a
dav.
I'.-t; 11m:
,\vt>
t'xTTi.r.
For Sores ,>»
Frit.- -si
D itlle this Salve is Invaluable,
a
itches ou
b •<.■-. 'Ii.
.:
has v a I. I its .\m way intj
it I
-t\
I :s a -.n ami
-rm-Jy for all th

ICIhOIli COMFORT k CMiVINIINCB CfllBlNlB

11

88tv■

you

h

'.

Y

human being has passed away, for whose death
no other reason tlian the neglect of known
means of cure
Those near and
.1. u
iamils ami friends are sleeping the dreamless
I umbei into which, had they calmly adopted

for
Alovs F a rink from pure lri-li M*
lllam* Mange, ITnldings, < u-lards, (Teams, At,
Ac.
The eheapesl, lieall llie-l, and most (lelieioiis food in the World.
-T

at

and

combining soothing
nEKi;
aling properties, with
dangerous ingreduud
A
lend fm* the

Eastern Agent.
Tickets mav be had ol JOHN S. CALDWELI., or
\V. j. col BURN, Depot Mastir, Beliast.
Tin t
Bangor, duly ‘-“.’d, 1371.
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indisputably proved

uni

Sloepins Cars, tic.

22 West Market Square, Bangor.
WM. FLOWERS,

C

■

J

had

England,

!

Tonic, in conjunction with the Pills, per
lie .in--, ami assimilates w ith the food.
I'hylilieatioii is
n
w progressing, without its previous tortiuvs.
Digest! <u
Im-c mi.ii-s painless, and the cure is seen to be at hand.
Tin re is n/ more flatulence, no.exacerbation ol' the stoin.
m a Ii.
An appetite sets
Now comes the greatest Blood Purifier ever y«*t given
b, an indulgent father to sutlering man. HchemT’.s Pul111 11ii• Syrup comes in to perform its functions and to
ha i< u and complete the cure. It enters at once upon its
work. Nature cannot be cheated. It collects ami ripens
Impaired and diseased portions of tho lungs. In the
in «u gatherings it prepares them fir expectoration,
audio! in a very short time the malady’is vanquished,
t
rotten throne that it occupied is renovated and made
a. \, and the patient, in all the dignity of regained vigor,
forth to enjoy the manhood or Womanhood that w as
LOST,

('o. Com.

» u.Min.
I- tit *\\
WatI! \ fiiflH'spnm-M.
of the body is arrested, tin-

-«>«•-

Ai*11»»vt

mimed Thompson shot and instantly
killed a man named Berris at Iforsehead N. Y.,
mistaking him for a paramour of his wife, fori'
whom he was watching. All the parties aree
colored.
man

Many

ile-ie

I

-'

S

A party “l negroes returning from an
excursion on the Savannah Seaboard A
Ridgeway Railroad, took possession of
two ot the oars, detached them near
Sandtly station and eommeneed lighting
among themselves. One negro is reported killed. T he remaining cars with a
large number women on board, came to
this city7. The negroes have possession1
of the road and the Sheriff will go out tonight lo rtrrest the rioters.
A

route.
To he

By J. H. SCHENCK, M. D.
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Little Focentrio.

Savannah, Tia., Aug.

D

Consumption,
<IT1F,

fT9t

n

linn, ami tin* nerve- regain their j
< «».mh.hand <YIMT
|io\\i-r i.y icing IT i.i.dw
-.

At
Tr.miim.i’. Ihi c ts <>i Lnai ininuj.
Cecil county, Md., on Saturday
of
tin*
last a terrible in-lanee
deadly efDurfects of a lightning bolt occurred.
in
the
shower
early evening
ing a heavy
a
named
house
a
family
occupied by
Koyde, who were eating supper at tin*
was
-truck'
time,
by lightning, A neigh
bnr who saw the electric bolt strike the
house, ran as rapidly as po -ible to the
place, and going into the yard Mr.
Royde’s eldest son, (a boy of ten years.)
who had seen the house struck, was also
running home. As they entered a scene
of horror met their eyes. On the lloor
near tin* window lay the bodies of the lather and mother, a terrified and weeping
gil l of eight holding the le ad ol the latin her lap, and apparently unconter
scious of the tact that she was dead, tlying to assist her to arise. A little two
years old child, entirely unconscious of the
calamity which had fallen upon them,
As soon as the
was still eating supper.
eldest girl (she who was holding her
mother’s head) became siitheiently composed, she gave the following partieiilars: The family w as ai supper when
The father and
the storm commenced.
mother had finished their meal before
the childrer and got up from the table.
Mr. Koyde was standing with his face
toward the window looking out, and Mrs.
Koyde was standing behind him, sowing
of his suspenders, when suddenly
one
there came a fearful, deafening crash.
and the two fell to the lloor. The man
made no sound, but the child says hoi
mother gave one shriek and broatlied n
An eyaniFew minutes after she fell.
illation of the two bodies showed m
marks except that the hair on one side ot
Mrs. Royde’s head was slightly burned.
a
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round trip.
Member* of tin* press who will comlv
Sew all, K-.p. ol
municate with R
Wi -eas cl. Secretary of Sub Committee,
will have all proper facilities extended to
1 hem.
[Telegraph.

The

DEY

lll, Bill, i'HKEN OF FEUCm LODGE
will ivoeiu. Hu- cordial and hearty thanks ot their
issoeiates ii; the Mystic Tie, who were so hospitably
mtertained, on theorcasiou of their Excursion to
Fort Knox, Aug. 1, and als'o to the keeper of the
Fort, Mr. Eaton, who generously conducted us
tround and through the Fortress, li was a season
long to be renu mbered and renewed we trust it may
Lie another summer when we may meet you here.
lYr Order Committee,
Belfast, Aug. 8, iv. 1.

>

>

him.

the whole
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Palace., Parlor am!

Two through Express Trains leave Portland daily,
Sundays excepted, viz:
At 7.M A. M,,( on arrival ot the night train leaving
Belfast at 7 o’clock l\ M.,) arriving at Montr al
at s l*. M., same day.
At 1.10 1\ M., connecting at Yarmouth and Danville
Junction with the train which leaves Bangor at
,s.4
A. M., arriving in Montreal at 5.:;o A. M.,
the following day.
1 lo se through Express Trains make certain con
neetions at Montreal lor Toronto, Detroit, Chicago,
and all points West.
The (irand Trunk iIMPORTANT NOTICE.
now re-laid with steel rail, and is in excellent run
iiiiig condition, the speed ol running is greatly increased and connections are certain.
1*1 1.1,MAN’S CARS, known, appreciated, and
sought tor everywhere,are run on all Express trains
on the (irand Trunk.
Excursion return tickets to all principal points on
the (irand Trunk, and to Chicago. Also, through
tickets by the SARNIA BINE OE STEAMERS at
reduced rates, are now on sale.
tin* lares by this Road are always lower than hy
Be sure you get your tickets by this
any other.

NOW IS THE TIME TO SECURE

l*er Order.

>p

they
,LEAVE NO STINO BEHIND.
I'lie work of cure is now beginning. The vitiated
mucous deposits in the bowels and in the ^imentary

■
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,\nv I'ullmaus

unlike calomel,
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11n* aut horil h-s. tin* liirin!- of.
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aium- ly attempt' <1 to bold a meeting thi!
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Mr. Smith, a |
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member of 1‘arliaim nt. Mr. Sullivan, edi- I
If
tin* eu-toni In oiii town, when tlm piletill- Nation, and .John Sullivan
tor ,.l
\ s vM 1*1.1. <d
t: v.
j
I
tl af. dumped in fronl of our resperliye
lirvn. o| ilu lriMimau, entered the I’ark ;
lock 'M dnlav evening, a Mr
About nine
1111 11 It ‘:
to negotiate with -olll.
J Hills
Police Superintend- j
with a largo crowd
h.
home
to
his
was
returning
John
t
Mill,
hewn of w-.od Hint drawer of witei*' to get |
How.
lit
ian«Iiii:r on tin* Wellington
| Ito-ard !reel, through Untie.|ge avenue. Intel |oh
-aid 111*-! Ol. and paV f.
llUieh pel attention w e- arrested is tin Radical nml. apmonument, ordered Smyth and Iii* Io 1
1
!
ill
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111
'Mi:
I
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i1
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hunts
I
him
i
s.'ibilg
ijiiaii.
pel'h.ippein
|.|'oache
lowers to tif i t. when In* was hurled to
lie st.-ppe I up and.
1
sidewaik.
nil the
hiil lumped in fronl of hi store,
in.
the bottom of tin* monument ami barbarwuile trving to make pe:iee between them, tin
d.
lie
Tic 'Hit- II lUgll. to
!alt/.iOi Willi
A t« art ul riot misled.
ton blight procession came up and he w a- a-ously mall mated
i. eu i.Hiied generosil v
Miller delended
-ailed bv a powerful negro.
The police charged upon the mob and
put it in. ami with lo
on
all
sides
Iml
was
assailed
himself
unarmed,
..id him m a.l\ t.ir. for the on »mil ol ton- h* i
be.it and kicked men, women and ehilhv tin infuriated mob, one of w hom struck him
The light lasted
dren imli-eriminately
!.
I pill' lilt -eil.
Ill due lillie lhoilia- irtd got !
Thev tln n
on 11n* head with a slung dmt.
half an hour. \vlu*u tin* police, having
mil done, w adied hiiU'.eli thanki d hi> eni- trampled and heat him n< he lay uni left him
His friends took him
been reinlon d. -ueeeeded in dispersing
f.*r dead in the street.
!■»'•< I' and lei I W In 11 0111 friend ! tokrd Olit the
tin* rioters. Sniytli, Sulli\an and a man
Up aim al ied him l<< hi- home near hv. where
n.do'A i,;-1 in tinn tn -ei* another large loud
lie iva- lliihe received medical i-'Mam
wounded.
named Nolan were ba ll\
a.iiscioiis for several hours and 1ml little Impelumpen the remainder of tin- l«»t he had paid
()\vr loo injured liav been taken to »lu*
I t.ouiaeetiiii1 -:1
"ei/iier :i -liov< l he |a- vvere iMitertained of hi' fee wery.
hospital. Tie authorities are Firm in >
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their determination t prevent any meet- 1
1 that, he real er In* will
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'a w i-h.
.1 mid-r-t
to
milted tim ing tin Ku lie d -aturnaiia of .M'oinl ay i ing, and the leaders in tin* attempt
w orl.
line p. pa;
i,i
loir.
lii! tin
lav will In* prosecute.I.
not yet told. Tin- reckle-- haml ol
night
j
ii* i- tloin
ii.nvlin.g negroes who made that night hideou- j
aid memorable missed no opportunity "I s«■ i.i i
-I line.'
III
I 'Ml
I
•\ il J
in:;, under the cowardly cover of the certainly
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Iicttv spite against
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.old, indeed, aeratti-1 every one w hose appear--i-tu.L* 1"
anwide t-io.'k of granite to
I in laid,
eal S.»eiet\ on or about tin*
of pro
ance or surroundings bore evitlenet
j
'il'Mt hed. He* eliaiu slipped
and tlii- eelebralion will lie distinct from
perity. The mob seemed actuated by the me
-w
that
ii
a •'ain-t
.i :• !
,.d I m ii -j Inagrarian
recently imp-died that it Fort I’opham. wliieb wilt t: U ■!
Jury
illogical
1.1 ('.immune of unhappy Pari-, and tilled that
:
e. !>
win.T blow in- lvnil was fra. lured
place on the ;**th. riie vi-it o! tin* -o.-ie- i
<oi.-eii » ity of 111; world with the abomination
'i
l\ !lm m i- .d> ml An ve ir; nk- 1.
oY dt-olation. <>nl\ one noticeable ditVercn.-e t\. ill rough it-eommii tee. will be p> Fern- ^
a
:ti/r|j -I I’l'o-pert. Old haWife
e vi.-i
betu et*n the two kinds of irreconcilable-.
age
:i<piid and Monhegan 1 land. Fin* pm
I be I’ari- mob was all eruption again*! the loFir-1,
ilull.
-t\.-rv i- doubted
111poses of tin Sociei y are two fold.
ll and national authority, while the < harle-to aid the inhabitants <»l Bristol in the
*
yi:i*
Tl.
\*mi-ioni-t* {ra n PiUsthl i are
lt.n rioier- ar.‘ not only encouraged, but organmoveine-nl
inaugurated by them, this
to if
pulilii lv e\pres- their thanks to ized »nd led bv the very oflieiais wliosr voice
movement contemplating the erection ol ;
and who-., acts should bo directed on the side
v
v
In
et
I \M
a Hay lord.
ali-t
the !
r '-ion of violeiico ami conservation ot
nf 1
a granite monument on tin* site ot
-** and the
V
I.
'lii
I
of the -teainel
«>!' ihe iiiei.lciital outrages remaining t<»
arancient dame-town ot IVmaquid tore
!
be chronicled, the following are lit example—
ii- of R.'lfaM gen-'i ill\ t.-r their kindne-s
eeive and investigate such further tacts aLighted torches were hurled into the open
•o-.i
-ii <e-sfnl endeavors f.r the iinioym<snt of
for that purwindow- of a house on Kutledge avenue, ami the sub-emnmiltee appointed
die party on tin* ’.'d ins!., uni tru-d tlial they
another on Calhoun street; latlies j,i their iv-i
pose have gathered relating to the an> have an opportunity l*iviurn the favor-.
(cnees, all along the lineot inarch, were saint. I ti. piilv and importance of tin1 settlement
with torrents of profanity', mixed with the most
!1;n.- tie|il. Aug.
1^71.
there, since tin l:t a meeting in lSil'.i.
\ uigar ribaldry ami on itutledge aiienue brick.Second, to make an otlieial \ isil to Abmim!
ill.md. in a oinniuiii. alion to tin*
bat- ami other missiles were hurled among the
hegan Island, to explore il antiquities,
a
Hi A mi.
in.
on pi a in- 111 11 we -ta'o
I groups of Ia<lies on the piazza-- and at the doors
and to carelillly examine tin* alleged rock
ami windows.
uni- "I hi -nil igain-t M
Moore to be
sna'KI.
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writings there.
A'A lien it
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ally yy a- f.n lainl -i
Tin* visit to Monhegan will follow the
I'ii** registration it the polling place in Ward
it In- name :- <! .I > (Jar I an 1, and not < eo.
SiWrii progressed quietly until about 10 o'clock,
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a
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111. at tin-Cii\ Hull steps, where every rhetor
iea 1 effort w a m:nli to stimulate the p ulv to
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eVel'tiolls Old with fresh hope.
lieW
speeches were all of a character to convince
th. hearers not in sympathy with tin- sentifeel
n,. lit- eliuneiated With tile fact that till",
which thev ;UV Vainly elide iVoi
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dueOI
to drive trom tile in .»■ e timid of the Mllow
uni hide in -pecioii- assertions, which on,v
(Veiled with those win* eolllll
through in
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(x'reat Acceleration of Speed, ami Improvenient of Track.
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SERVICE OF TRAINS
FO R THE S lAIMER OF 1*71.
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The procession gotten up by the I bulk al
haulers, to infuse fresh contidence into tin1
desponding heart-ot the members of the wanIt was made lip
line ott last night.
ing p.n ’v
heterogeneoip mass o! half-grown men
who carried Che larger portion of
and b,.\
11 ji‘in
lightw ood loo he-, from which i—lied
,Ii11v -liioke. as thev marched along, without
o-i/aid t.» -izc or place. 'Hie principal stredw,av tra\ci’scd. from the lower to the upper
P ution of the city, while they commiiied oiiiwhich gave them the character "t anyi
At tie corner ol
thing but human beings.
John and Meeting street- the) made lepeated
doors
and
window- ol a
force
the
to
attempts
stole kept b\ aqiliel lirmiiill. who
o|oeer\
iirec-f.led in barring in Ins premise- -<> eifectFive or -i\
iiallv that the) could not get in.
oi them would throw tliemsehe- against the
door- and window-, at each lailiuv uttering
ur-e- at th< owner w ithin and Herman- generallv, which were low in the extreme. Thic aimmain Hum
n;i* K< ( I up nui 11 mi
ilia
win'll the pionei vs who were engaged in this
outrageous conduct joined i! and continued
At \o. :.o Washington str«»« ! thev
the in in h.
mail, an attack on another grocery Kept by !•'.
Kintworth. Moke the windows and
rockery
in
it. threw hrieks in the store. one o| w hich
struck the wile oi the proprietor In the la« e
Lighted torches
iving her a painful Mow.
tV«»rt
were throw n into the store and every
n;1; to si t lire to the premises. At thermn
(.f Charlotte and Washington streets they
rushed into tin* grocers there, turned oil' the
molasses, and applied torches to the liipiid. under the improssion.it is thought, that it \va>
kerosene, determining to blow ii| the place.
I hi
unoffending Herman had to submit Jo
these infernal acts, oi suffer maltreatment in
per- m. The fell spirit of the devil seemed to
po.-,se>s the crowd. and whither they went they
carried terror with them, thirdly has never
Il was elellgll to
e \
pel Ii'lieed such a llight.
-tii the Mood in the heart ot tlm must callous
to stand and witness tin doings oi this uubridled erowii. which made oilr poor city lor the

more
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From the Charleston

li'M»e !h. people <d
the iii liter well in rill it>
V\
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hither the
It w ii! 15!'.-*!\a-! i."l! >1 labor,
di fail.
\ pen-e 11» eiti/1 lt> here. W'hieh. i| iv to He
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i.those that now talk the 1 *u< 11• -1 will
If the fair i anythin!? liken
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nliivlv.
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I'OMMINISIS:

Hi ivir.

I

when one would find some funded insult put
upon himself or comrade, ready to precipitate
themselves pell-mell, without a question, upon
the few white men who stood here and there
attending to the duties of the day, or awaiting a
In about the centre of the
chance to vole.
block was the polling place, its approaches tielined by a sort of triangular pen, built up to
separate the. incoming from the, outgoing sutfragans, and here was the central point of the exA policeman or two and the four
citement.
I’nited States soldiers stationed at the door
were pushed and jostled by the surging crowd
of bla.ks pressing towards the barrier to look
with strained and bloodshot eyes for an act of
the managers which they could torture into an
indignity and make a pretext for a deadly light.
(Mice when a soldier pushed a colored man
away, in order to make room for the approaching voters, the man jumped into the -trod,
threw' down his hat, anil shouted for hi- comrades to rails,
nourishing a huge club above
his head, he lashed himself into a fury of delianon, shouting to the colored crowd, and show
ering profanity and obscenity upon the soldier.
The latter, a quiet, determined (Jerman, had
his loaded rille ready, and the bayonet fixed,
and most men in bis position would have answered tin toul taunts with a touch of the cold
steel, which must have precipitated a bloody
eonllict: but he behaved w ith great prudence,
qtiictiy but implacably walking bis heat, and
gradually mushing the adored mass hack so aio w i.lmi the little -emi-eirele round the polls.
I'A. v >uch incident caused a rush in its direclic-Tt.i
ciirbng and howling, ami
tion, tin
brandishing huge stick-, with which each man
,,| thmn wa- armed, and on the outskirts o!
fitch ,-ucli crowd would be seen black women,

here Tuesday evening. Wo took a peep
and found the entertainment very pleasing
.Infant green corn is in our market, hut
there i> more cob than corn.The Misses
Salford and Air. Hodman gave a concert at
Soarsport. meeting with a very good success.
A fellow went into one of our drug stores recent !\ and call for some ‘‘Cataract smitf”—a
von appropriate name by the way.V -mail
i party took a moonlight ride to Camden last
| week, by way of tlie turnpike. The moon was
j beautiful, the rugged mountains on the one
-ide. the pond on the other, with the moonlight
!
playing upon them.\ dozen or lifleen new
I baked potatoes with other livings don't make a
b id meal now a dav-.The Unitarians will
make an excursion to Waterville on Wednesday of nex'. week.
W hen you've gone to bed tired to bottle up sleep,
With apparently nothing to hinder:
How pleasant it is to be kept awake
By eats lighting under the window—and not
even a hoot to sling at them.
concert

c.
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ROBBINS,
a n

d

Dl’tlifg'ist,

ROCKLAND,

ME.
Proprietor of llr. E. R. Clarke’s V«*sj«Sherry Wine Ritters. Formerly
manufactured in Sharon, Mass.

Boh*

taide

Steamer

Ayr go,

sea
timly adapted (or Hu’ above purpose—Can
Awmugs fore and atf
comfortably b*'» persons.
an be had every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY an'
For terms an
FRIDA\ afternoons and evenings.
€i»KO. 4*. ’IVKH.St,
engagement apply to
Pliwnix How.
2mi

CAPTION EXTRA.-Owing to the great
popularity and sale of these Hitters, worthless imi-

may eotne up in the market, hut as you
value your life and health, be sure and get the gennine Sherry Wine Hitters. Hee that tile Portruit of
Dr. Clarke and niv hi t'nnite signatures are upou
the label ..f each bottle. No other is genuine.
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My Woodland Princes.

How

if we in. I in an old log-road
AVIi
W line Hi. i■ al-mould clung to her small hare
heeH.
v1 d inOe.id of woodland llowers, her load
\\ as :• I ring of Iron! and silver eels.
ii. r

:"\vn was

ragged and limp with dew.

Hut ii r.'iimled a pair *.f splendid hips;
\
h red torrent was Hashing through
Her startled pulses to ehoek> and lips.

flie \\ liolesome bronze of her ruddy fare
W as like rip. t'l nil m a bower of green ;
And she Walked the world \\ i;|i the easy grace
And linn free slop of a woodland <|iierii.

dew had moisteueil Hie jelly hair
That waved and lloated about her head.
I .'aught a glimpse of the shoulders bare,
'The sparkling e\ e>. and tlie lips of red.

The

<

of ih. laber.-d gown
mlv a glim)
As she disappeared in Hie leafy wav ;
A glanee o| He• siniidders plump and brown,
And a 1<dial haunted me night and day.

And I w and ied on by the yea-tv stream
To tr> for the trout that would not rise;
1 or I walked all day in a misty dream
>f lips and shoulders, and curls and eves.
And 1 thought of a damsel. ily-Lred.
• >t narrow shoulder*
and doubtful spine
With false hair friz: led about her head.
And fal'. life, beveled by rule and line.

:

and heedless in wifely .arcs.
\ apory. w orthh'sWhen
t he mother half-hates the eluid she hears,
Where shall we go for Hie Nation’s men/

I n-ki 1 led

Ifypetisi\ e.

ike the lot that the Kates decree.
And m\ fancies fail me, one h\ one.
Him oft. ii in dreams ag lin 1 see
The Woodland Princess of Cedar Hull.
I

t

Is

it

I?

have turned over and over,
soil April and dew-dripping Mav,
since all where a hank of red clover.
Halt "round and half sky strep hed itVaW
\ lillle maid sal at her milkin".
I lie years

Vnd 'iimiue

a

low liltiii" lav.

I p out of the dai>y-drap« d ed"es
That bordered the nr. <ai milkin" lane,
l’p olll of tin* top** of the hed"cs,
l'o list to the lilt of In r vlrain.
Hi. brown litlIt* heads of the wild bird
\\ re lifted ay iin and ayain.
A fair sin'ht ii w a- to behold her.
No -diadow ol care on her brow,
fir "irlish arm bare b> the shoulder,
I h it leaned on the Hank of her eo\v.
(in. M i\-time, my beautiful May-time!
-ay, how hast thou come to her now?
i»i -\\ back trom the window the curtain,
l.ook in on the bed where she lies;
Tim shadows are cold and uncertain,
fhc sun "nlii" out of her skies,
t he sick soul -aweary with waiting
( nines up to look out of her eves.
■In- turns the wars over and over,
< I
ir back to the M awtimo "one by.
• f ar I. i.-k to that cloud of red clover
Tiiat shimmers half "round and half
\ nd she cries from the depths of her
M v I .or-1 and m (b*d! is it l ?*’

sky.

amruish,

Vanity.
l li -mi .•m
up, and the om sroc, down.
And th
da\ and ni"ht are the same s one:
Idie
ear ::! >Ws "reeii. and tile year "rown
brown.
\ ud w hat is it all when il all i' done'
(«i ai11s n| s.nnhre or shim'll" sand,
Midiuy into and out of Iht' hand.
s

And

men

down in ships to the seas,
hundred ships are the same as
yo

And a
one.
\ud backward and forward blows the hree/e,
And what is ii all. when il all is donev
\ I id \\ it ii 11e\ cr a shore in siyhl.
-etlin-- s|,. idily on to tin* ni"hl.
The li- iienuan droppeth his net in the stream,
\nd a hundred treams are the same a
one:
And a maiden dreamelh her low-lit dream,
\nd what is it all. when il all is dom-r
The net ••! the lishi-r the burden break',
\ud alter droamiti", the dreamer wala-s.

Wilson

the Condemned

Murderer.

\V i I -■* »n. I lie murderer, L I" he hanged
<>n lln.* l.'Jh of <h*U)ber next.
I'he Supreme (\>url of Lrrors has heard the appeal of his aide counsel ami refused to
grant him a new trial. Tin* Legislation
has heard his petition and rejected it.
There is no other tribunal to which he can
appeal, except that which judges hereafter, and to that only can he appeal during the next eighty days. Then the hangman's rope will choke tin* breath from
his body should In* survive till that time.
He appears now quite plucky and full ot
his old gamy vim.
lb* has this week appealed to his counsel, Mr. Aberdeen, to
procure a writ ol habeas corpus, claiming
that lie i- illegally held in the State
Prison, tin* county jail being his proper
place of confinement. But as the Supreme
< onrt ol Lrrors has
already decided upon
that point, sustaining .Bulge Carpenter’s
sentence, we do not know how the eonviet ean gel the benefit ot the writ.
Wilson i- especially anxious to get into
He says that it the
tin* county jail.
people of Hartford desire to see him choked to death, they must see that he is
Otherti'an-ferred to the jail at once.
wise In* has decided not to he hanged at
lb* peaks with the greatest confiall.
dence and freedom of his ability to terminate his own life, notwithstanding a
guard is at hi- cell night and day. He
thinks le* can beat ( apt. Bolelle, whose
duty it is to keep him tfely in the suicidal
game. Of eoiir-e the people of Hartford
have nothing to do with his confinement.
It wa tie- duly of the Oourt to consign
him to ale keeping till the day ot his exI bis it did. and the sentence
ecution.
will be faithfully carried out.
Wilson has written about one hundred
page- of manuscript, giving an account
ot his life, and lie proposes to surrender
:l only "ii the condition that he is removd to the e..nitty jail, a Mibjeet oil which
le
In this
dwells with intense feeling.
which lie entitles
mamisei ;pt.
Thirlytli.e. Years in the Life of :i Crack." he
•ays he has broken out of nine State
prisons, and that he has committed a very
large miuincr of burglaries—two or three
The first of his
hundred we believe.
bmglarie- was committed in Philadelphia. when In* was nineteen years old, in
company with an experienced cracksman,
flie*, wen* to go halves in the plunder.
Lute: iiig a jewelry shop thejTtook watches
and jewelry on which they realized £7,0<m),
and his half, £J,f>00, gave him a good
capital to start with. Sim-* then he has
tried his hand on hanks, safes, jewelry
and silk stores, in many places. lie proposes'to continue the narrative and expose certain receiving shops in New York
and other places, which are kept by men
who “carry their heads high in society.”
lb avers that his real name is Dan
Keiitly; that he was horn in Belfast, Ireland: that his lather was Irish and his
mother Scotch: that he was brought to
New York by his father when he was a
child, and that his lather packed up and
went hack l<> Ireland, soon alter the Philadelphia burglary, saying “lie would
not stay here to lx* disgraced by a young
vagabond of a son." He never saw his
parents alter that. Wilson says he was
never taught at
school, but learned to
read and write in his own way, without
much instruction.
Hi! ridicules the action of the Judiciary
Committee and the Legislature in rejecting his petition without a hearing. He
has an idea that the Court which sentenced him to lx* hanged had no right to interfere with his previous sentence of fourteen years for burglary, as there is no
law authorizing one judge* to set aside
the sentence of another judge of the same
court. Ill* also believes that in his present situation In* ean procure a writ, of
habeas corpus, under which he can compel Judge Carpenter to show cause why
he detains him in the Connecticut State
Prison. On some matters he is remarkably shrewd. But on questions of law
ami the authority of the courts, he seems
to have adopted statutes and ridings suited to his own case and which the lawyers
are unable to find in the hooks.
Mr. Aberdeen told him frankly that no .fudge
would listen to his application, and that
his case was scaled in the courts; he had
only to meet the sentence which had been
pronounced by the Judge, and should
not. delay in preparing foi the result that
awaited him.
Wilson seems to he quite confident he
can take his own life at
But
any lime.
how he is to do it is a puzzle to those
whose eyes are upon him at all times.

to Get

a

Berth in

a

Sleeping Car.

How to Get, and How to Lose
Teeth.

1JV DON PIATT.

a

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

Set of

A beautiful belle, whose mother kept a
j
I never left a depot yet that somebody genteel boarding house in New York I
I don’t know
was not put in my care.
induced
one
of
her
mamma’s boardoily,
why this is; J suppose it is something in ers to introduce her to a lirst-class fashionmy’countenance; if I knew what, 1 would able up-town dentist of bis acquaintance,
have it extracted. 1 don't like having un
:»■" slu*
wanted a set ol artificial teeth.
protected females and school boys ami girls Her mamma accompanied her, and diturned over to me. It’s a little hard on a rected the dcnliM. to insert them on
heavy
man.
And what is the good of it? No- gold plates, in the
highest style of the
body needs protection ; if any one does, it art, without regard to the expense. On
isa benevolent, good looking, innocent sort lie* first, visit the
young lady’s stumps
of a man—such as tin* writer ot this.
were extracted, and soon thereafter she
1 was reminded of this by an adventure had a mouthful «*i
gold-plate and pearl
that, happened to me the other night in artificial iceth, which added
greatly to
on
the
New York.
1 was about leaving
le*r natural charms and acquired graces,
when
a
nine o'clock train for Washington
lint the bill was not paid, and after a colman who was in search of me approached.
leelor had worn out. some shoe leather
lie.
of
me.
wa1 knewr lie was in search
and exhausted his patience in trying to
in search of some respectable, benevolent gel p i) from the mother, the dentist reunder
his
care.
woman
a
individual to put
lated tin* circumstance to his friend.
And he did. She happened to be rather
One morning the dentist called on the
l
didn't
in
vioand
a
object
ladies; niter passing a few minutes in
good-looking,
lent way, but 1 was neither very graceful general conversation. In* changed the
nor gracious over the compliment. When
subject and talked hlisine>
1 came to secure a section in the sleeping
Mamma, <*l course, prolessed to be
car. I toundthata delegation ofpiou-' peovery sorry that Hie was unable to pay
ple was going to Washington on some the •doctor," but would certainly do so
charitable buisness ami had taken neaily in a few da_\ s.
A
lie was apparently
I secured two -at least I about to
all the berths.
depart, he casually asked the
thought 1 had—and marched mv female daughter 11ow she liked her teeth, and
with her two carpet sacks, strap satchel, she replied 1 hat they were perfect and
a mocking-bird, and a silk umbrella, with
pleased her very much,
a waterproof and two shawls done up in
Ho they ever slip or pain you:’” kindstraps, itr.o lbl. When we arrived inside, ly asked the doctor.
I learned for the lirst time that my unpro“Very seldom, doctor,” she replied;
tected female could not abide ti c sleeping “sometimes they pinch me a little, but 1
She said she lelt like sulVoeating, suppose that can't he avoided.”
cars.
and 1 wished secretly she would sulfoeate ;
**Oh, yes,” said the polite dentist, pullbut when we came to occupy our berths i ing a pair of little nippers from his pockTin*
discoveries.
made two disagreeable
et, “allow me to bend the plates a little
lirst was that tin! I wo tickets called for the with my nippers, and il will not occur
same berth ; the other, that this berth was
i
again,” at. the. same time holding out his
j the upper one. My female Iriend said hand to receive them. The unsuspecting
into
that
that
she
could
not
positively
get
maiden pulled them out and handed
1 mlormed her that it \v:i hn only
InTlli.
them to the “doctor.” who, instead of
chance to sleep, and she told mi; that she nipping them with his pincers, quietly
1 then gave her the wrapped them in his pocket handkerwould rather sit up.
further information that that was all very chief and placed them in his pocket, and
well, hut in a sleeping car there was no politely but lirinly told the terrified
place to sit except on a wash basin, and beauty that when her mamma paid his
that 1 thought would lm rather incon- bill she could have them, but not before.
venient. At last, with the aid <>! a step- As tin* girl was to be married to a wellladder, the steward, and two pious old to-do young man who had never seen her
Pomps, my unprotected female was without teeth, and win* was expected to
boosted into her roost and the curtains return t<* the city and hand her to the hyclosed over her for the night.
meneal altar in a few day -, that bill was
Then came the. question as to what had paid.
!
become ol the undersigned.
consulted
the conductor and the steward, and had
A Horrible Outrage.
the satisfaction of hearing the fact stated
!niuw\mi.is, InTl., July J1.
that if I had told them earlier the blunder
took pl.-urn yesterday
A l. mbit*
might have been remedied. P»ut as it at London. trageily
Shelby iunity, lbnry Ellingvva>. the pious delegation had retired tor
l«»r
some
time
an
unsuccessful suitor
the night, and all tin* berths were occu- ton,
ol Lizzie Smith, on Monday made a limit
pied. The conductor, however, told me
for her hand, and being rejected
that he would try and make, some arrange- proposal
attacked her, throwing her to the ground
ment, and then went otf about his busiHe then took a
and stamping upon her.
ness.
her head and laee in a
A drunken man had been captured on liriek ami heat
tin* platform as we started, where lie was shocking manner, severing one ear and
her jaw.
He then lied to the
found addressing the stars in a yoeilerous breaking
woods, leaving her lor dead. An alarm
way. the sleeping-ear ticket lished out of
11i- pocket, and the inebriate fellow chuck- wa- raided and he was pursued and
< aught
by the neighbors, and is now in
ed into an upper berth.
I was leaning
Mis- Smith was alone when attacked,
against the washstand of the ear in a very jail.
her parents being at church. She was
melancholy way some time alter, when
fins intoxicated fellow stuck his head out alive this morning, lml her recovery is
impossible. Ellington says that he is onand. addressing me, said :
ly sorry that he did not make sure work
“1 would like to have a drink."
It is feared that he will be
of his victim.
Water?" said 1.
“No, darn water! \ want some whis- lynched.
key : 1 am dry as a chip."
“Well." I responded, “1 am -hitv lo
s.»v that l have none about me."
“Ain't you the conductor?"
“No." I responded, “1 don’t believe i
| am."
II you were the cmidimtoi-,
•\ordo 1.
| you would have something to drink.
/
l-'tiii.in. /.'■
<’■'/(/. Ihni /■< <vr. </■•.
Where is the conductor
‘■Nothing -.» mi.-ccssI'iiI." -T. Mi I- Ai r.
1 told him that hi* was in the next car.
/>nni n<f. /■'.-»
i. 1:*o11111«-11< 1«m11*\ lir.n.W.
j
r. /n ,;
I !• 0u«.
It
J03. DU21IETT & CO.,
“Well,” said In*, I have a great, mind
Uosioi:. Ma-Si»iil l»y all druggists.
to get up and hustle round till I get a
drink.”
institute f>r Young
“My Christian friend,” 1 said, “there
Ladies, I’ltt-iii lii, Mass., long amt widely
is nothing in the constitution nor in the kn tu n lor gu.ii In-.mi
i lof iiion ami superiority
C. Y.Sl'K.YIi, Principal.
sixteen amendments that prohibits you o( instruction, lb
from getting up and hunting :\ drink if:
v
Hat -, Caps, Kelts, Shirts, Kadvoq
want it.”
I Ij ^
Trump.-ts, .'Lr., lor s’, rrice
I you
,nhl P»nvu/.‘. At t lie old Maimthe
inebriated
individual
*
9
F
Whereupon
;
fi All M la.-lory, 11 : fraud .Stnrt, N. V„
! rolled out of the berth.
He rolled into eui'N
Ki:o. S, a! for
iroilitrs,
several others and was promptly ejected,
and at last, getting his logs, disappeared
: at tin* furLher end of t he ear.
I took in the situation at a glam-.*. I
! Hon4 was a berth vacated. Above it w.i
la
white hat.
I immediately removed Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific Railroad
1 carried it further along
that white hat.
Company.
and put it over a Christian Association, i
<»<><
A(‘1W
who
was
best
in
the
of
:
innocence
>,<.)<><>
;
sleep
and peace, and then returning I ensconced myself in a berth vacated by a man
I hi- t'oiupany i- now oiler-ing lor sale about six
who had a constitutional right to a drink. ;
hundred thou-aml aeres ol the linest agricultural
1 was dropping into a slumber, for I al- 1 lands in the Wisi.
I'he Company sells only to
ways sleep on a oar devot.-d to that bus- j :uM ual si 11 lei'-1, a ml tin- priei are e.xeeedingly reason
ranging from S to *1.'. per acre—the average
mess and invented by Mr.
Ihillman; the | able,
Tin greater part ol these lands
being about
motion has the same effect upon my I nr. it ii ii•.! Hong tin* line ol ii< railroad between
md Council Mulls, ami
i brain that locking has upon a child, and Hu eilit ot l>i Rl..im
ible ami b itile region in the
in th<- me t aeci
! 1 not only sleep easily but profoundly. .ire
State.
In a low second
1 should have been beSales m.iih tiu e:i -ii nr on credit long enough to
man I
any imlu-1 rimi
pay lor t lie land out
| yond all disturbances, but it happened 1 <dnatde
it.- crops.
of
was awakened nut
Ill-, lands are hehl under a t itle direct from the
my first wink by a
in an adjoining- section,
't hen4 (.'em ral (lovi-rument, ami are not mortgaged or enrow
ull warranty deeds given to
mi any way.
seemed to be a pitched battle going on cumbered
purchasers.
between one of the delegates and a genor map-, pamphlets, or any other information
tleman who claimed the berth to be the re 1 fting tin in, addles-: I 111 IN K/1 ill COOK, Land
Coiiiiuis-ion.'i. h.ivenport, Iowa.
1 hoard him
one he had just vacated.
lAPl.OKIM; I'ICKKTs are sold at the Comieket otlice at Chicago,and all other principal
out
h
“Now
of
that
and
cullpan\
say,
get
lalimi- mi it- line, and it the purchaser buys land
ed the. good man the offspring of a female
Hie amount paid lor I lie ticket i- applied on the purdog. adding thereto some very profound chase money.
language. The conductor came to the I
rescue of the weary delegate, and when j
the man called attention to the fact of tin* j
white hat, In* puzzled him sorely by showKilleen v. ar's successful
proves beyond
ing him two or three white hats further j the possibility ol a doubt,experience
1 hat by the prompt aiul
i along in the same ear.
At this the ine- t inu-ly u-e id
| briate passenger desisted, but as soon a-;
WINCHESTERS
i the conductor's back was turned renewed the light with the next white hat, inOF LIME AND SODA,
as
that that was

INSIDE

TWO

-O

positively

(k)iisiiiti|ilinii

following

sociated with the name of a well-known
clergyman’s helpmate in the north of England. The minister had been entertaining at dinner a clerical friend from some
distance. The evening was unpropitious,
and tlie friend was invited by the
clergyman to remain
during the night, and he
accepted the invitation. They walked
together for some time in the manse gardens. At dusk the minister asked his
Bloodletting, deadly poison, choking— visitor to step into the manse while he
all these, it is believed ean be prevent- would give directions to his man servant
ed.
Wilson is confident that he holds to get h is friend’s conveyance ready in the
the pulsations of his own lite in the palm morning.
As the stranger entered the
of his hand, and has only to close his fin- manse, the minister’s wile mistook him hogers to stop the heating of his hardened lier husband in the twilight; she raised the
heart. He ignores religious counsel, and pulpit Hilile, which chanced to lie on the
is as much a murderer and burglar to- lobby table, and bringing the full weight
day, defying the laws of God and man as of it across the stranger’s shoulders, exlie lias been all through his career of claimed emphatically -. “Take that, for
crime for thirty-three years.
asking that ugly wretch to stay all night.”

Husincsi for all.—
'J P.est Industrial N-page Newspaper, boots, per
/‘.ITJ-JXT
/.*,
year. Send stamp lor copy.
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Boston, Mass,
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WILE PAY AO EXT* A
A III OF $.IO I*EIK. M EEK ami
ExfienxeM, or allow a large commission to sell our
Address M. WAGnew and wonderful inventions.
NER & CO., Marshall, Mich.
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3
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Having relinquished
to

FREIGHT TAKEN AT REDUCED RATES.

I

FARE. Pellast to Portland
Railroad $5.50. Py Steamer lrom

Meals Served

the

on

To Poston

Portland,

Kimipean

ROSS & STITD1VANT, Agents,
Street, Portland.
June 1,1871.-

who has conducted the store
since

its

this

their

Commercial

17'.'

I

farewell.

GREETING:

Steamboat

Line !

assumed the
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in
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days past
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this

opportunity

BELFAST,

Monday. June 26, 1871,

for the
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EAT!

feuieiii.
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just received,

Fresh CJrouml
and lor sale

WILLIAM B. SWAN & CO.

All letters re.
lar to insure an
Boston, dan.

Hiring
answ
1 I*-; I

from the

in Waldo and

public
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start under
but the

We

4

resolution

of

I.urge Sales and
Small Profits will

continue

to

|I
I

be

the Motto of
the

I
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e

-oDR. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Kndicott street, Boston, is consulted daily lor all diseases
incident to the lemale system. Prolapus Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Fluer Albus, Suppression,
and other Menstrual Derangements, are all treated
on new pathological prineiph s, and
speedy ri lie!
guaranteed in a few days. So invariably certain is
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and the ail.'ieted person
soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater expel ience in
the cure ot diseases ot women than any other physician in Boston.
Boarding accommodations i..r patients who may
wish to stay in Boston a lew days under his treatDr. Dow, since ls-15,having confined hi- whole attention to an otlice practice for the cure ol Private
Diseases and Female <'omplaint •, acknow ledge no
superior in the United States.
N. B. All litters must contain one dollar, or
they will not he answered.
<Ulice hours from s A. M. to P, M.
Boston, July 2a, D71.
lyr:{

w

Proprietor.
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NO CAPITALIST IS TOO RICH
NO

assortment

buy an Earth Closet, which is a substitute for
the water-closet or common privy, and places within reach ol all, rich and poor, in town and in the
country, a simple means lor providing, in the house,
a
comfortable private closet, affording comfort,
neatness and health. Prices $0 to
Send lor
Circulars to
to
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our

nation
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Oil nnd after JUNE 5th, next, passenger trains
wii! leave Belfast lor Boston and Portland, at 8.30
A. M —ut 7 1*. M., connecting at Burnham with
far
night Express with Pullman
attached, for Portland and Boston.
Freight Train leaves at ii A. M„ connecting at
Burnham at .30 A. A!., with mixed train lor Bangor
and Dextur.
Trains are due at Belfast—At 7.10 A. AI. Night
Express Irom Boston, (this train will arrive every
morning except Mondays). At 0.45 P. AI. Mail
Train from Portland and Boston. Freight Train, at
f* P. AI.
Through Tickets will be sold to Boston and baggage checked through, and to all Stations on any of
the lines managed by this company.
EDWIN NOYES, Sup’t.
L. L. LINCOLN, Ass’t Sup’t.
1117
May 27, 1871.
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AMERICAN CANKER AND SCROFULA
SYRUP.
l ake notice all orders (or Medicine, address DR.
NELSON THOMAS, Box 187.
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ELSEWHERE.

Geo. W. Burkett,
BELFAST.

Price, $1.00

per Bottle. Six Bottles
for $4.00.
All orders promptly attended to, when the money
in sent in advance. Agents, William O. Poor & Son,
Belfast; S. A. llowes & Co., Belfast; Crosby & Co.,
(Opposite Depot,) Beltast; Levi M. Robbins, Rockland; Geo. J. Robinson, Thomastoiv; W. L. Alden,
and B. T. Bradbury, Bangor; ( Jpo. Parcher, and S. G.
3m47
Wiggins Ellsworth.
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by all Druggists and country stores.
F. B. HIESKELL, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
G. C. Goodwin & Co., Wholesale Agents, ::s HanPrice i.'» cents per
over Street, Boston, Mass.
Box.
lyrut
For sale

a new edit ion of llr.
rlP* CelHirated Em*
radical curc{ without medi
**»y
cine) of Si’kkmatokuuo a, or Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses,
Ticxev Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments
to Marriage, ete; also, Consumption, Ei/ii
rsv,
and Fits, induced by Hell-indulgence or sexual extravagance.
’rice, in a sealed envelope, only <• cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable essay,
clearly demonstrates lrorn a thirty years’ siuM -sfiil
practice, that the alarming consequences ol selfabuse may he radically cured without the dangerous
use of internal medicine or the application ot the
knile; pointing out a mode ol cure at once simple,
certain, and effectual, by means ol which every
sufferer, no mutter what his condition may be, may
cure himselt cheaply, privately, and radically.
49*Thi8 Lecture should be in the hands ol every
youth and every man in the land.
Sent, under seal, In a plain envelope, to any address, postpaid on receipt of six cents, or two post
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DR.
P. LOMBARD, who has hern ans partner in the practice of Dentistry with me lor
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Also, DR.CULVERWl EL’S “Marriage Guide,”
Price 25 cents.
Address the Publishers,
CIIAS. .1. C. KLINE & CO.,
1*1 Bow«ry,N«H York, P. O. Box 4,j»rt4».
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-W'The Steamer % 114-0. is a good, sul.stanlial,
side-wheel Boat of 2fio tons burthen, with good accommodations for passengers, and iutirst rateonb r.
W. <». Mi DONALD, Agent at Ellsworth,
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GEO. t., WELLS, Agent at Belfast.
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arranged for their pedal accommodation.
DR.D1X having devoted om r twenty >• ir to
this partienlar hr inch of the treatment'ol all diseases peculiar to females, i- now conceded hy all,
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all other known pra’etieioner- in the site, speedy
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Leaving Ellsworth at.(io'clock A. M.,on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Kriduys, touching a Mt.De-.it,
Brookline, -Sedgwick, l>eer Island and
astin.
arriving In Belfast in .'euson to connect with Sanlords'
Independent Line for Boston; also connecting with !
tin1 Maine Central Railroad l..r Burnham, Kendall's
The -id scrib.-r is till it Die old stand,
Mills, Watervilh Augusta, Portland and Boston.
Returning -Will leave Belfast lor Ellsworth on
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ing at the above named landings.
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IVILUILAI !;

Hundred',

~<

moderate. Communications sacharges
credly confidential, ami all may rely on him with
the strictest secrecy a id couiidence, whatever may
he the disease, condil ion or situation ot anyone,
married or single.
Medicines sent by M iil and F.\pros to all parts of
the l niied States.
All letters rrqilirim advic no,
.am* in one «j..]
lnr to insure an :unw r.
Address D,-. F. Di
N >. M llmbc It Sire,
F
ton. Mass.
Boston, .Ian 1, W!
yr.

.17

I.

%%

for «**«*r.»

<

that it is contained in their nostrums.
(hit the
usual fee" may he obtained for profess, dly curing,
or
the dollar," or fraction of i»," may he obtained for the nostrum, ’t is thus that many arc deceived, also, ami spend large amounts for experiments with quackery.
1)1 DIN'S
are

EASTERN

for

i»f Life, or *clf- Pr«**»«*i at ion. The author
Dr. A. II. II AY km, lias returned from Europe in excellent health, and is again the Chief Consulting
Physician of the Pkarohy Mkijh’Ai. Institutk,
No. t Bullineh St.. Boston, Mass.

;

Farm for Sale,

leave to bid

patrons

Plan.

SITUATE
IN
NORTH PORT,
,‘ miles from Pellast, containing
about, f-n acres ot land ; a large orchard ol the best Eruil, drape, Cranberry, and
other small fruit. Well fenced and watered. Puddings good; House and L,, new. Will keep a Horse
and 1J to 15 head Cattle. An excellent Prick Privilege bordering on a brook. Near a School House
and In a good neighborhood. Will he sold cheap
and on the most liberal terms if applied for soon.
Apply to J. C. LEWIS. Now Castle, Maine, or on
the premises to THOMAS WATERM AN, or .lull N
M. WOODS.
(linos.PF
May 4, 1871,

establishment in

city, beg

by

-|

VINEGAR I'lTTEl;;

rtrn

--

BUT At.I. QUACKS AlCF NOT If J NOB ANT.
known to
Notwithstanding the ton-going fact
some quack doctors an 1 nostrum-maker-, yet. re
gardless ol tin life and health of other-,:!,. ;, are
those among them win* ov< n i»erjure tin nis. lvi s,
contradicting giving mercury to their pitieiit-.or

Connections can be made in Portland with all
Railroad and Steamboat Lines,
doing East, sure connections cun be made at Pellast with the Pellast & Moosehcad R. R., and Luropean & North American Railway at Pangor.

i.

,,w

ati-l.udi..u m
lia\. .iliv,1,
:111,,,

•Dr. WALKEk'f.

■

his so-called Kxtl act -, Sj .dtic-, Antidote, \ <*., both
relying upon its efe els in curing a lew in a hundred,
it is trumpeted in various ways t hroughouI t lie laud ;
hut, alas ! nothing i- said of tin balance, some of
whom die, others grow worse and are hit to linger
and sutler for months or years, until rcliev.d or
cured, if possible, by em ipetent physicians.

evening.
Will leave RAILROAD WHARF,
Returning
Portland, same evenings, at 10 o’clock, or on the
arrival ol Steamboat Express Train from Poston,
touching as above, arriving at Pangor at about lu
o’clock next morning.

I.M I'V

,|
n

J

,.

Through the ignorant1, of the Quack Doctor.
knowing no other remedy herelies upon AD m s
and gives it to all liis pat cuts, in Fills, Drop
\e.,
so the Nostrum-maker, equally
ignorant, a.I.D p,

same

■>"*

Flattered by the reception ol, ami great demand
lor, the above valuable ami timely treatise, ami al
IO meet a greal m ed ol the pn sent age, the author
< lv
lias in--1. published a new b,i"k, t real ing cxchiI,
ol Mldl\ol S AM» MIN I A I. hlSFASl.S.
i:i
,i.n
r
<ui
Price
„r
cloth.
c'.l.nn,
rce.-ipt ol
j>i..
tor the other tw» books, postage paid.
I In sr are bey,nnl ill comparison, tin most extraordinary works on Phvsiology ever published.
I here
nothing w !i itev or that the M \ i: i: 11
Sin,, i.i
,d I .i ri 11 i; sican either n -piir. oi ui,1 n, ny
C) know, blit what i- tally explained.
;.i.d is- ;,
matter- »»* the mo t iiii|,ort:int
eliaract-r are intiod.ue.od to which no ::lli< i.*n
an be found in any other works in our l..iigu.ig<
in i-.:> ot the author, \\ 11•.-« ex
All the N i-.sv L>i-a
perii-nee is such as probably never In-lore h-ll to tie
lot ot any man, are given in lull. Mo p.-r-ou -bun! ;
be vvitliout these valuable book-.
We have received tie
Yvi.l vi:t.is Him>n-,
valuable medical works published by tin Piaboih
'i ln se books are ot actual nuiMedical Institute,
ii, ami should liml a place in every intelligent fami
lv.
fIn-y are not tin- cheap order of almminabh
trash, published by irn-sponsible parties, and pmelia.-ed to gratify v-o irsi tasles, but are written by a
re-poiisible protessional genl li-in.-m ol emineni-e,
a souree ol instruction on v dal matt> r-. eonc,-ruing
! lie import nit
which latnc utable ignorance exi.-t
! iiit v
sill >j * cts pn-si uti’d are treated vv !. d.-.ict.
ami earc, and, as an append.; \, nun y u-< In! pH-,
ne ad-.
I
script inn tor prevailing complain;
|l ‘no- IS publican, l.alica-ter, N I
..m-o! the m,>
‘•The author ot these books
learned and popular phj .-ici m ot Ih. da;, ml
tor tin
;nv..l
entitled to the gratitude of ouri ;.
liable produel ions. It seem* to 1... hi- aim t imlm
of tin,
li
men and women to avoid t!»e cans
to which they are subject. aid In- tell* them w-t
;...
how and vvln-n to do it."
Chronicle, 1 -rin
Maine, Sept. 7, 1 >*•**.
Fit ln-r hook sent v mail on receipt of prie.
The author of the abov» named an n
M. ft.
works is the Chiel Consulting Plsv-ieian of the
so con-tan 11cinIN a body Medical I li.-i it ut. and
p! o veil in consultation with invilids from al! p art
ol the country, that, he has no time to attend to
inedetails. I lii refon- all letters -dumbi
mere *.u
be ad.Ire- ed to the I’F \ It. I • A M l.MCA I. | NS I 1
I I Tl-:, or I 'r. W. II. I'AKKFi:. the M dieal A
sistalit ot the author, and hi- Ihi-im- Agent wlm,
consulted on
if, may 1
as well as the author him
all disease-' ri .puring kill,
en-ey am! exju rii iua

j

NOS IBUM-MAKI.US.

Ciii.t. DENNISON,
1-eaves Pangor every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday mornings at ti o’clock, touching at all the
usual landings on the river and bay, arriving at Portland in season to connect with the t> o’clock steamboat Express train, arriving at Poston at 10 o’clock,

I
•,

(tool, foi' Hm-hImmI).

1

*‘

^CityofRiclinioiid

their interest

d

I'rico

French eioth.

contradict them ; or who. he- id. s,
impositions, copy from medical
is written ot tin- qualities and
much
that
hooks,
feels ot different herbs ami plants, and ascrih* all
the same to their Fills, i;xtra.-t-, Sped lie-,
most ot which, if not all, contain Mercury, hecau
of the ancient belief of it- •curing everythin;'.’’
hut now known to
kill more than is cured.'’.iml
those not killed, constitut i« nally injur* d (or life.
KiNOUANCF, OF QUACK DoCToltS AND

WEEK.

i,»

Kill it lei t SFMJAF 111 VSlol.ix; V D! WOMAN.
I;
A M> II KIT IMS In A S FS
or, W«»M \N
I’ll V loll n H M.I.V ANI) l'MIlolooni.l V, 111,in
»; a
ro Oi.i> A«. K. with elegant li
Ini \my
antitul
is
JC N. i; A \ in
pagi. bound in

.-

cannot expose or
to further their

t-d-o

r.
i,.

!. Mo. la.

t.

a (iRLAi

Physician.

;n,u

for

Itonli

Rfooli
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FOllF.KIN AND NATIVF. Ql\\ClvS,
wild know Iml little ol tie nature and character of
to their cure. Some exSpecial Diseases, and h
hibit forged Diplomas of Institutions or Colleges,
which never exi-te.i in any part ol tin- world; others exhibit
Diplomas of the Dead, how ol (aim .1,
unknown, not. only a -aiming ami advertising in
nuiin s ol those ins. r*,• .1 in the diplomas, hut to blither their imposition assume names ot the eeh hrai
»-.t physicians long im
dead. Neither he decei\ ed hy
QUACK NOST 111 M-MAKI.U.S,
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Simonton Bro. & Co.

■

through false certificates and references,and rccom
tuendations ol their medicines by tlu* dead, who

TRIPS

\IM\l i:, Assistant

I'

U*
mi
! n;i
tii'M i' "i
il
"t: si
\ A I |o.s.
o
A Mi
j.•;■ | I real
i.i>
lie t ait-< .- ti
Cure ol I
\r n i> Vini.ii
I’m v v 11 ;:i In
ani. I’ll
ri.INI- In MAN.
i:\iii
..
v
)m
ITY, II inm iii>M>l;iA, amt all other ih
ing from lie Ki:Roi..- hi V«»i ui,«. :i,h I
• ill'
Ions ui; Kxi 1-. -s|e; ot matin.
>)-.
I'
indeed a book for ev cry man. I’rice onl\
page-. houml in cloth.
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Belfast.

Boston.

twv/pdyp for erprybody.
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Sfiit in

observation.

ELL*. .tsFiil.

sell the

Agents ! Read This!
IAL-

]>i:. W. II.
Mt dieal
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Fares and Freight Reduced!
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Hnerc IIoiimm

im\n

A FFLICTF.I) AM) IN FOU'i IN A I F\
Ik* not robbed and add to your sull'erin:.1-- in being
deceived by the lying boasts, misrcpre-entations,
false promises, and pretentions ol

Street,

No. 4. Buifinch

1>K. Dl\

STEAMER

U.

.SONS

O N

J. N. RICHARDSON, SONS A OWDLN

proudly refers to l'mlessors and i. p.a t: -1 1. Fhs-i
eians—-many ol whom consult him n, critical rases,
because o( his ncknow bulged
in ami reputation,
attained through -<» long experienc. j.r.n f..

Capt. H. S. RICH,

]

Dlt.

M'AKA.N

large cities,

.liMissioi,

Belfast, April 11, is. l.

<,;.,

•,r

n

durahility ami
whii’h the ^1‘imiiii'.'ouil-

tin-

STRANGER’S AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape impo it ion of foreign and native quacks, innrt n.'im nu in Boston uan in other

Will leave Belfast for Boston, every MONDAY
WKDN KSDAY anil FRIDAY, at J o’clock, I*. M.
KKTU KNINt
Will leave Boston everv i\ION D A Y,
WF.DNK.SDAY ami FRIDAY, at o’clock, I*. M.

In* Oiiivd.

A Western exchange says that curiosity
has done a grevious injury to a Missouri
I 'idler a lln ruing- *un, where Bilious aflVccountryman who went, down to St. Louis lions ami Fevers ol various descriptions so generally
the other day to get a divorce from his prevail,
wife. While walking to the court room
In* espied a large sea turtle, reposing upHas been successful beyond all parallel. Hence the
on its back in front of a restaurant, and
physicians of the ttopics give it their emphatic sancallured by the sight, stopped to examine tion, prescribing it ill preference to every other
in use. The patients, of course, gladly acit thoroughly.
Meanwhile, his wife was aperient, lor
aration is one of the most dethis
at work for herself, and when finally he quiesce, as well pro]
as mild and cooling cathartics,
lightful,
hurried on to the court room he learned chemistry has yet devised, and possesses every mediIt
to his dismay, that the case had been de- cinal virtue ol the far-lamed Herman Seltzer Spa.
is ,i powder that only requires the addition of water
cided against him, and bis wife bad ob- to produce
in an instant a delicious, oflcrveacent
tained a divorce, lie did not care so beverage, as well as an invaluable medicine.
for anil accept none hut the g-cniiiue
much about the loss of his wife, as lie
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
bad engaged another in anticipation ot
getting a divorce himself, but as tin* wife
<11 A PU 4 V* Cholera Syrup Cures
had obtained a decree against him, he
Dysentery, Diarrlnea and Slimmer Complaints
was by the law precluded from
taking of Children, l'riee .Vi ets. GKO. MOORE, Prop’r,
unto himself another wife until the lapse Great Falls, N. 11, Sold by all druggists.
of five years. He was almost frantic, as
COLBY’S
he had his wedding clothes ready, and
was to have been married the next day.
PILE rtEMEOY.
His lawyer made a motion for a re-hear- Is warrant» d to cure the worst cases of Piles. Price
per bottle. Sent free on receipt of price. JOHN
ing, and it was set for argument in two $1
M. COLLY, P5 State Street, Boston.
But
too
the
woman
was
days.
again
smart for him, for she, too, had a hus- Try me OK'K and you will AttAIIW ! !
band in waiting, and as soon as the decree was announced, she went out and
Warranted the best Tonic and Restorative in the
married her man without stopping to ex- world. Sold
by all Druggists. Wholesale Agents,
amine the? anatomy ot a turtle or any GKO. c. GOODWIN &
Bo-ton, Mass.
other fish.
s,>Dcilo<l
strong and valid
having
D A T£fel
Dillicult cases a specialty.
I A 1 »"S* I o claims.
Ct.
The
anecdote has been as- W. K. SIMONDS, :u:> Main Street, Hartford,

rnv

.,

KATAHDIN,

LANDS.

V I.KY
ASK ul
his berth, and with the same profound
and violent language and sruille.
He
tnn
was repulsed only to begin again, and
he kept lighting these good Christian
nmu c mv.ii.idm? do
m.I tail to give thiseelehrated lb medy an immediate
gentlemen who were so unfortunate as trial.
You will he charmed amt surprised at its
to have white hats, until I fell asleep and ;
prompt ami l.eia li. ial ellia t -. I’i ice One 1 hdlar per
dreamed till morning of my earlier youth : l.ottle. Sold by all druggists.
—of tie* church not round the corner but
j
in tie* glen, where the forest trees brushed against the windows, and tin* sunlight I
came down as if in response to tin?
prayers
of the beautiful maidens, dignified ;
matrons and snowy-headed fathers of the
I only awoke when entering the
land.
sinful city of Washington.
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WEEK.
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Determined ...
tin u '£ til yarn -pi,.,
1* »:*x, !•)' tin I,.
in.
in weight a ml <a-l :•
u.nl. «mi o»\ u -up lint..,..
In*

fad so
engaged in treatment ot spn ial Di-.
-,
we are known to mam ‘'u./ms, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel Propr’eior-, .ve.,1hal he is much r«
commended, and particularly to

April 11, the
STFAMFR

Capt.

AND
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| sisiing just

he is Tilt' i:\r.Y i:k*.i i. Vi-

■CAMBRIDGE,

J

mmI ,,i

Is. irirHAKD

t.

>tallipi

Oohllt/ assort*, (and it cannot he oontraduied, *
m
cept by quacks, wlio will say or do am thing,
Uni
periure tin ms* Ives, to impose upon patient

-o-_

NEW

sixain

authentic

is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
other. Recollect., the 011/1/ entrain <■ to his oilier is
Mo. ai, h iviug no conneelioti with his ivsitli-nee,
conseqiu ntly no tamily interruption, so that on no
account can any person hesitate applying .1 !»:office,
DR. DIX

—

TRIPS PER

On and after FRIDA V

CHEAP FARMS, FREE TRAVEL,

HYP OPHO S PH ITE S

PUBLISHED BY T1IE

Incident to Married and Single Ladies.

<

BOSTON & LOWELL
THREE

to t'ALIION
t.. ! r.urselvi-- cil’uil on
'l MKKS
i^ain-t t‘,o imli-wriminnn n-« >1
1.15,: i.
i,i.nIn up to imitate uur j;oi»il- in lolil,
and to wain
Iran- II:,Ik
-lid '•••!!• ml ap|.« arane,
tin ni, Ilia! th
nan! i- to c* that tin
-.,!•

V,
( uN
lii.-h

S>1S. V,. Ill * s
PRIVATE MEDICAL Ob l H E,
'i* EiMlicott Nlreel, ltosl<»u, II a^.

Line!

Independent

See,, Ser.

Nervous Diseases,

A l> VKUTISINi; IN UO.STON.

-o-

.lltllNOA’ri

it

\

Iri'li Linens, llauiasLs, Linen Cnniliric llnmlkeniiirf'.

Manhood, Womanhood, &

Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AN I) SITUATIONS,

9<

5

!

•‘on

SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases ol
I lie Skin; Ulcers ot the IN*
Throat and Body;
Pimples on the Face; Swelling ot tH«• Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and ot her Woaknc.<so.? in
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, oj
BOTH SENES, SI N<. EE OK M \ i: l; 11-I».

SANFORD'S

«•

1

WEEK.

Capt. CHAS. PEERING,
Will leave Railroad Wharf. Portland, every
Tuesday and Friday Evenings, at 10 o’clock, or on
arrival ol‘Express Train from Boston, (commencing
10th inst.,) for Rockland, (Justine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge,
Jone3port and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
and Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, (commencing
15th inst.,) touching at the above named
landings.
The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor, (Mt.
Desert,) each trip lrom June 30th to September 15th
in addition to her usual landingat So. West Harbor.
For further particulars inquire of ROSS & STl'DI
VANT, 179 Commercial Sheet.Or CYRUS STl 1)1VANT, General Agent.
Portland, May, 1«71.
t!31
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Scientific and Popular Medical Works

SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY 1IAB1TS,

STEAMER

>

IOWA

TO

^

^bbertisenrents.

CHOICE

WILL BE FORFEITED in' Du. L,
DIX if failing to cure in less time nu
any other physician, more effectually and perexposure to all weather, with sale and pleasant medcincs.

Mt. Desert & Machias.
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\\ tin

LINE

KAn

tlUU
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or

IS

1 I

penny earned."
In •loro lh«‘

1*1

oi an\

month, will In' placed upon interest r\er\
inoilth, (except May and November- and intcrc-i
computed upon the *:mn iii June and Dec. niber.
Deposit* received dailv <1 tin- P.inkim* Hooiil,
lrom *.* to I_• A. M and to I P. M Saturday* from
0 to 1
A.M.
JOHN H. 01

I

Min

Tie

Belfast, .Inly 1-i, D7".
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